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Abstract 

 

Aim 

 

To explore the epidemiology of stroke in patients who presented to Metropolitan 

Perth Emergency Departments (EDs) during the five year study period from July 

2001 to July 2007 through a determination of the sensitivity of prehospital stroke 

diagnosis, characterisation of conditions which mimic stroke and evaluation of a 

prehospital stroke screen to improve diagnostic accuracy. 

  

Setting 

 

This thesis was set in the Metropolitan Perth region, which is located in the 

southwest of Western Australia (WA), and is home to 72% of the state‟s total 

population.  The adult population of Perth at the midpoint of this study was 1.06 

million people. 

 

Method 

 

Administrative data sourced through the Western Australian Data Linkage Unit 

were used to create two cohorts.  The first cohort included all presentation to 

EDs for stroke and the second included all transports to hospital where patients 

were given a provisional diagnosis of stroke by the attending paramedic. 

 

Descriptive analyses were conducted using demographic and clinical factors to 

compare patients transported to hospital by ambulance with those transported 

by other means.  Logistic regression modelling was used to quantify the 

influence of variables predictive of ambulance transport to hospital while 

controlling for potential confounders.  Logistic regression modelling was also 

used to identify predictors of death within 30 days of stroke. 

 

The diagnostic accuracy of the clinical assessment carried out by ambulance 

paramedics was assessed by comparing the ambulance diagnosis of stroke 

with the final ED diagnosis.  Cases correctly diagnosed as stroke to determine 
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the temporal and clinical characteristics of stroke patients transported to 

hospital by ambulance and cases misdiagnosed were examined to characterise 

the types of conditions that mimic stroke. 

 

Finally, the Prehospital Stroke Screen (PSS) was implemented on a voluntary 

basis by Ambulance Paramedics and the results of the PSS were compared 

with the final ED diagnosis. 

 

Results 

 

A total of 7,664 cases of stroke were seen in Perth metropolitan public EDs, 

73.0% were ischaemic strokes (IS), 14.9% were intracerebral haemorrhage 

(ICH), 7.2% were subarachnoid haemorrhage (SAH) and 4.9% were undefined 

(UND).  Age Standardised Attack Rates (ASAR) for 5 year age groups for each 

stroke subtype showed that the incidence of stroke increased with age.  ASAR 

for IS, ICH and UND were significantly higher for men than women for age 

groups above 45 years.  In contrast, ASAR for SAH were higher among women 

for all age groups other than 80-84 years.        

 

Of approximately 623,000 ambulance transport episodes in the study period, 

5,253 (0.84%) were for stroke.  The mean age of the group of patients 

transported by ambulance was 9 years older than those transported by other 

means. Patients transported by ambulance were more likely to be transported 

to a facility offering specialised stroke care (OR = 2.07, 95%CI:  1.86-2.30) than 

patients transported by other means.  Their clinical conditions were also more 

serious which was evidenced by significantly higher proportions of acute triage 

scores (OR = 15.87, 95% CI: 10.53 - 23.39) and significantly increased odds of 

admission to hospital (OR = 9.90, 95% CI: 7.75 - 12.66) compared with patients 

transported by other means.  Multivariate regression modelling found that age, 

triage code, and stroke subtype were significantly associated with the use of an 

ambulance for transport to hospital. 

 

The 30-day case fatality rate for this Perth metropolitan cohort was 17.2%. ICH 

patients had the highest 30-day case fatality rate at 39.7% and IS patients had 

the lowest at 12.5%.  Transport to hospital by ambulance was associated with 
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increased odds of death within 30-days (OR 8.93, 95% CI: 6.92-11.52).  The 

influence of transport to hospital by ambulance remained significant (OR 3.8, 

95% CI:  3.41-4.98) in the logistic regression model after adjusting for age, 

gender, stroke subtype and triage score. 

 

Of 5,070 episodes of transport to hospital by ambulance with a provisional 

diagnosis of stroke, 3,241 (63.9%) episodes were correctly diagnosed as stroke 

and 1829 (36.1%) were found to have conditions that mimic stroke.  

Supplemental oxygen was administered to 90.9% of correctly diagnosed 

patients, 4.2% received some form of airways management and 0.7% received 

ventilatory support. 

 

Of 1829 episodes of transport of conditions which mimicked stroke, 51.0% were 

non-neurological condition, 33.0% were neurological conditions, 11.9 % were of 

unspecified origin and 4.2% had no diagnosis reported.  The most common 

non-neurological stroke mimics were postural hypotension and vasovagal 

episode (21.1%), renal failure and urinary tract infection (15.4%), cardiovascular 

conditions (11.9%), and respiratory conditions (11.5%).  The most common 

neurological stroke mimics were seizures (33.9%), altered conscious state 

(33.2%), and migraines (9.6%). 

 

The use of a stroke screening tool improved the sensitivity of stroke diagnosis 

from 63.9% to 92.1%.  Of the four physical exam items tested speech and hand 

grip were the most common abnormal signs of stroke present in 72.5% and 

80.0% of stroke patients respectively.  Although the PSS showed good 

sensitivity, voluntary enrolment into the study was poor with only 48 PSS forms 

submitted. 
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Conclusion 

 

This thesis represented the first large-scale study of the characteristics of 

patients who are transported to hospital by ambulance in the event of stroke. 

Ambulance paramedics are the first point of medical contact for 69% of patients 

who suffer stroke.  Patients who access care in an ED via ambulance were 

generally older, had more serious clinical conditions and a higher risk of death 

within 30 days of stroke compared with patients transported to EDs by other 

means. 

   

Paramedics are well-positioned to influence stroke patient care through 

transporting stroke patients to hospitals offering specialised stroke care and 

prenotifying the receiving hospital.  However, this influence hinges on the 

paramedic‟s ability to diagnose stroke.  The sensitivity of prehospital diagnosis 

of stroke was poor but improved significantly with the use of a stroke screen.  

Results of this thesis demonstrate the importance of service-wide 

implementation of a stroke screening tool to improve the diagnostic accuracy of 

stroke by Perth paramedics. 
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1.0 Literature Review: 

This thesis chapter begins with the description of the pathophysiology and 

clinical features of stroke.   Current treatment and management of stroke is then 

explored with emphasis on the role pre-hospital staff have in facilitating their 

delivery.  The use of stroke screens as tools to diagnose stroke in the pre-

hospital field is then described.  Finally, epidemiological studies of stroke are 

reviewed to evaluate the data currently available to define stroke incidence, 

attack rates, case fatality rates and mortality in Australia.   

The chapter concludes with the presentation of the research questions derived 

through the critical review of the literature. 

1.1 Overview of Stroke  

The World Health Organisation defines stroke as “Rapidly developing clinical 

signs of focal (or global) disturbance of cerebral function, with symptoms lasting 

24 hours or longer, or leading to death, with no apparent cause other than 

vascular origin.” 1  Put more simply, stroke occurs when blood flow to an area of 

the brain is interrupted leading to hypoperfusion and ischaemia.  Interruption of 

blood flow occurs either due to occlusion of a cerebral vessel or haemorrhage 

within or surrounding the brain.  Brain tissue is extremely sensitive to lack of 

oxygen and if ischaemia is prolonged irreversible tissue necrosis results. 

Stroke is associated with high mortality.  Approximately one quarter of patients 

die within the first month following stroke and 40% die within one year. 2,3  In 

2004, stroke accounted for 9% of all deaths in Australia and was the second 

most common cause of death for both men and women. 4  Although age 

standardised death rates from stroke have fallen by 68% since the 1960s, the 

absolute number of people dying of stroke is set to increase due to the rapidly 

ageing Australian population. 5 

Approximately half of patients who survive stroke are left with some form of 

disability. 6  Loss of function of an affected area of the brain causes a wide 

range of disabilities which reflect the area of infarction.  Stroke can lead to 

impairment of movement of body parts, vision, planning, communication and 

swallowing. 7  The type and severity of disability caused by stroke, combined 
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with the fact that 4 out of 5 people who suffer stroke are aged 60 years and 

over, mean that the level of disability caused by stroke cause profound 

limitations to core activities such as communication, mobility and self-care.8 

Only 12% of stroke survivors are cared for in formal care accommodation. 7  

Most care provided to stroke survivors is done by informal carers with half of 

these carers spending 40 hours or more each week in their caring role. 7 

The estimated cost of first-ever ischaemic stroke, based on 2004 Australian 

data, was 684 million dollars for the first year of care with a 1.8 billion dollars 

lifetime cost.  The cost of care for intracerebral haemorrhage was slightly higher 

with a first year cost of 1.3 billion and lifetime cost of 2.3 billion. 9 

 

1.2 Normal Cerebral Blood Flow 

Although the brain accounts for just over 2% of total body mass, it receives 

approximately 20% of cardiac output.10  The cerebral circulation is a complex 

network of vessels comprising large, medium and small vessels.  Blood flow is 

tightly regulated through a coupling of auto regulation and sympathetic and 

parasympathetic innervation to maintain an average cerebral blood flow of 

50ml/100g/min. 10 

The blood supply to the brain, brain stem and vast majority of the spinal cord 

are supplied by two sets of paired vessels; the internal carotid arteries (ICA) 

and the vertebral arteries.10  

The ICAs form the anterior circulation which supplies 80% of the brain including 

the bulk of the telencephalon and much of the diencephalon.  The ICAs 

originate from the common carotid arteries and traverse the basilar skull 

through the carotid canal to enter the subarachnoid space.  The internal 

carotids bifurcate to form the middle cerebral arteries (MCA) which supply most 

of the lateral surface of the cerebral hemisphere and the anterior cerebral 

arteries (ACA) which supply the medial aspects of the frontal and parietal lobes.  

The ophthalmic artery branches from the ICA just proximal to this bifurcation 

supplying the optic nerve, retina and other orbital and ocular structures. 10  

(Figure 1) 
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The vertebral arteries form the posterior circulation which supplies the brain 

stem and cerebellum as well as parts of the diencephalon, spinal cord, occipital 

and temporal lobes.  The vertebral arteries originate from the subclavian 

arteries and ascend within the transverse foramenae of C6 to C1 entering the 

skull through the foramen magnum.   The left and right vertebral arteries merge 

to form the basilar artery which supply the pons, midbrain and cerebellum.  The 

basilar artery then bifurcates into the left and right posterior cerebral arteries 

which go on to branch and supply the hypothalamus, midbrain, internal capsule, 

choroid plexus of the third ventricle, thalamus, posterior temporal lobes, corpus 

callosum and occipital lobe 10  (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1:  Cerebral blood vessels of the anterior and posterior circulation 11 

 

 

 

Branches of the anterior and posterior circulation are connected by one anterior 

communicating artery, which join the left and right anterior cerebral arteries, and 

two posterior communication vessels which originate from the internal carotids 

and form bridges to the left and right posterior cerebral arteries.10  These arterial 
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bridges create a cerebral arterial ring called the circle of Willis.  This anatomical 

structure is believed to be a protective adaptation able to provide collateral 

circulatory paths in the event of a major vessel occlusion either within or 

proximal to the circle of Willis.  Magnetic resonance imaging of patients with 

symptomatic internal carotid artery obstruction demonstrates compensation by 

collateral flow through the anterior circle of Willis and significantly increased 

diameters of the communicating channels. 12 

Cerebral blood is drained through a system of cerebral veins that empty into the 

dural venous sinuses and ultimately into the internal jugular veins. 10 

The cerebral vasculature is an intricate network of vessels subject to a wide 

range of disorders, including ischaemic and haemorrhagic events.  

Manifestation and severity of symptoms reflect the size of the affected vessel, 

the functional importance of the area of the brain it supplies and the ability of 

the vessel to mitigate damage through auto-regulation of cerebral blood flow 

(CBF) or the delivery of blood to hypoperfused areas through alternate 

pathways. 10 

Stroke has three distinct pathophysiological causes: 

1. Ischaemic Stroke (IS) 

2. Intracerebral haemorrhage (ICH) 

3. Subarachnoid haemorrhage (SAH) 

 

1.3 Pathophysiology of Ischaemic Stroke 

Ischaemic stroke (IS) is caused by the partial or full occlusion of a cerebral 

blood vessel.  Circulation of oxygenated blood to the area normally supplied by 

that vessel is blocked or significantly reduced causing the brain tissue to 

become ischaemic.  Brain tissue is extremely sensitive to lack of oxygen and if 

ischaemia is prolonged, irreversible necrosis results. 

The occlusion of a cerebral blood vessel is caused by a thrombus, also called a 

“clot”, which is a structure of platelets, lipoproteins and fibrin.   
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1.3.1 Mechanism of Thrombus Formation 

Thrombus formation in relation to stroke is caused through changes in blood 

flow due to atherosclerosis.13  Atherosclerosis is initiated by the migration of low 

density lipoproteins (LDL) passively into the blood vessel wal.l14,15  Once there, 

LDLs are exposed to oxidisation wastes of vessel cells which cause them to 

undergo several modifications including lipolysis, proteolysis, aggregation, and 

oxidisation. 14,15  Oxidised LDLs promote pro-inflammatory events such as the 

production of chemotractant cytokines which attract macrophages and 

leukocytes.15  This chemical signalling cause leukocytes and monocytes to 

migrate into the vessel wall where monocytes differentiate into 

macrophages14,15. Phagocytic macrophages ingest lipids and become foam 

cells.  Foam cells then express a number of cytokines and growth factor which 

lead to smooth muscle proliferation, migration toward the vessel intima and the 

laying down of extracellular matrixes.13-16  These events lead to a thickening of 

the vessel wall and loss of elasticity.15 

In a blood vessel with little or no atherosclerotic stenosis, blood moves through 

the lumen of the vessel in a streamline fashion known as “normal laminar flow”.  

The blood cells and platelets occupy a central position, and the plasma 

occupies the outer edges making contact with the endothelial lining of the 

vessel.  The constant movement of platelets and their lack of interaction with 

the endothelial lining of the vessel discourage thrombosis formation. 13 (Figure 

2) 

Figure 2:  Laminar flow and turbulent flow within blood vessel 
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The formation of an atherosclerotic plaque on a blood vessel wall leads to a 

thickening of the vessel wall narrowing the vessel lumen and causing turbulent 

blood flow.13,17  The combined effects of artheosclerosis and turbulent flow lead 

to degradation of the inner endothelial lining of the vessel wall and expose 

underlying collagen and glycoprotein layers which have a procoagulant effect 

on blood elements. 13,15,17  Platelets pushed by turbulent flow from the core to 

the outer edges of the lumen come into contact with the vessel wall and stick 

due the expression of adhesion molecules. 13  The thrombus grows as activated 

platelets, now slow moving and stagnating, come into contact with each other 

and the platelets bound to the endothelial surface. 13 (Figure 3) 

Figure 3: Thrombus formation 15 

 

 

Activated platelets secrete fibrinogen which create platelet to platelet bonds 

while simultaneously preventing the developing clot from dissolving back into 

circulation. 13  Exposure of the blood to collagen starts off a series of reactions, 

known as the clotting cascade, whereby fibrinogen is converted to fibrin creating 

a mesh-like scaffolding to support the expanding platelet plug. 13 (Figure 4)  

The nature of the atherosclerotic plaques determines the thromboembolic 

potential of the reaction.  Atherosclerotic plaques are considered to be either 

stable or unstable.  Stable plaques are richer in smooth muscle cells and 

extracellular matrix structures and are generally asymptomatic.15  Unstable 
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plaques are normally rich in macrophages and are covered with a brittle fibrous 

cap which is prone to rupture.15  A plaque‟s thromboembolic potential is greatest 

with plaque rupture and lowest once the endothelial wall has been repaired. 13 

Figure 4: Thrombus formation and thrombolysis18 
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Thrombolysis 

1.3.2 Thrombolysis 

Thrombolysis, or clot lysis, counterbalances clot formation to prevent 

spontaneous blood clotting due to the highly reactive nature of the clotting 

cascade.13,16   

As a clot forms on the surface of the endothelium, free-flowing plasminogen is 

absorbed onto its surface.  The endothelium releases tissue plasminogen 

activator (tPA) which cleave plasminogen to create its active form plasmin 

which destroys fibrin chains.13,16 (Figure 4) 

Pro-urokinase is also liberated by the endothelium and is converted to 

urokinase within the clot which further dissolves the clot.  Heparin-like 

molecules present on the surface of the endothelium activate antithrombin 

molecules which prevent further conversion of fibrinogen to fibrin by thrombin.13 

Thrombus formation and lysis is a dynamic balance which shifts to respond to 

the body‟s clotting needs. 
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1.3.3 Sources of Occlusive Thrombus in Ischaemic stroke 

In ischaemic stroke, thrombus can develop locally within intracranial blood 

vessels or occlusions are caused by thromboembolism originating elsewhere in 

the body.13 

Local intracranial thrombosis can develop as a superimposed thrombosis on 

atherosclerotic plaque, as described in the previous section, due to the turbulent 

blood flow caused by the plaque.10,13,17,19 

This type of thrombus formation commonly affects the medium-sized 

intracranial branches of the circle of Willis.  Due to the ability of the elastic 

arterial wall to stretch and accommodate these chronically expanding 

thrombotic lesions, patients can remain asymptomatic until the lumen is 

completely occluded. 16 13 

Small vessel disease of penetrating arterioles cause small locally-grown infarcts 

in the subcortical white mater, internal capsule, basal ganglia or brainstem. 13 10 

Small vessel disease is most commonly due to either hypertension or diabetes 

mellitus. 13 

These small infarcts result in lacunar strokes which account for about 20-30% of 

all ischaemic strokes. 20 21  Lacunar strokes manifest as isolated motor or 

sensory deficit and have significantly higher rates of early survival compared 

with larger vessel strokes. 10 22 

Atherosclerosis of the major vessels supplying the brain is a common source of 

emboli that occlude distal cerebral vessels causing ischaemic stroke (IS).10,13 

Atherosclerotic plaques commonly form at the site of blood vessel bifurcations, 

such as where the carotid artery branches into the internal and external carotid 

artery. 13 17  Following atherosclerotic plaque rupture and thrombus formation, a 

portion of the thrombus dislodges and travels to the cerebral blood vessels and 

occludes a distal part of the cerebral circulation. 13 

Other common sites of emboli origin include the aorta, carotid syphon, the 

common carotid artery and the vertebral and basilar arteries. 13 
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Emboli originating from thrombus formed in the left side of the heart accounts 

for approximately 20-30% of CI .13 23  The most common causes of cardiac 

emboli are atrial fibrillation, valvular heart disease, myocardial infarction, cardiac 

failure, prosthetic heart valves, intracardiac thrombus, atrial enlargement and 

ventricular aneurysm. 13 

These conditions impair the blood‟s movement through the chambers of the 

heart, through either left atria stasis or dyskinetic ventricular wall movement.  

Stagnation of blood in the chambers of the heart favours platelet aggregation 

and leads to thrombus formation. 13 

Atrial fibrillation is by far the most common cause of cardiac emboli and 

accounts for 12% of all ischaemic strokes.  After controlling for other risk factors 

of stroke, atrial fibrillation accounts for a fivefold increase in risk of stroke in 

women and a doubling of risk in men. 24 

1.3.4 Clinical Presentation of Ischaemic Stroke 

The signs and symptoms of IS correspond to the area of the brain normally 

supplied by the occluded vessel.  As such, there are a wide-range of focal 

motor, speech, and higher brain function disturbances which manifest during IS.  

However, the common historical feature underlying each symptom type is an 

acute onset. 25 

The pattern of physical findings may hint at whether the affected vessel 

originates from the anterior or vertebral circulation.  However, investigation 

through imaging is required for accurate delineation of the site of ischaemia as 

this cannot be done on clinical grounds alone.25 

Anterior circulation ischaemia 

The anterior circulation originates from the internal carotid arteries which have 3 

major branches; the ophthalmic artery, the middle cerebral artery (MCA) and 

the anterior cerebral artery (ACA). 10 

The MCA is most vulnerable to embolic stroke due to its large diameter and 

high flow. 10  Signs and symptoms of MCA occlusion include contralateral 

hemiperesis of the face and hand with concurrent sensory changes.19  MCA 
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occlusions affecting the dominant parietal hemisphere cause higher brain 

dysfunction such as disturbances of speech (dysphasia and expressive 

aphasia), writing (agraphia), calculation (acalculia), and left-right orientation 

(agnosia).  Occlusions affecting the non-dominant hemisphere manifest as 

unilateral spatial neglect.19 

The ACAs are less commonly affected due to the brain‟s ability to compensate 

for occlusion or hypoperfusion through collateral circulatory pathways such as 

the anterior communicating artery. 10  However, in cases where collateral 

circulation is inadequate or emboli occur distally, ischameia can occur.  Signs 

and symptoms of ACA occlusion included sensory and motor changes that are 

more likely to affect the legs than arms.  Patients also show signs of frontal lobe 

lesion such as subtle personality changes and incontinence secondary to an 

inability to inhibit reflex bladder contractions.19,25 

Occlusion of the ophthalmic artery results in signs of monocular visual 

disturbances such as blurring, loss of vision or field defects. 10 

Posterior circulation ischaemia 

The posterior circulation is formed by the vertebral arteries which merge to form 

the basilar artery and branch into the right and left posterior cerebral arteries 

(PCA).   The posterior circulation supplies the cerebellum, brain stem, thalamus, 

medial temporal and occipital lobes.  Unlike anterior circulation stroke, posterior 

circulation stroke can present with loss of consciousness due to ischaemia of 

the brainstem which houses the reticular activating centre.  The emesis centres 

of the brain are also found in the brainstem.  Patients with posterior circulation 

ischaemia often present with nausea and vomiting as part of a spectrum of 

other symptoms.19  Posterior circulation stroke also distinguishes itself from 

anterior circulation stroke through the presence of crossed deficits such that 

patients may have deficits in sensation on one side of the face and the opposite 

side of the body.  Anterior circulation ischaemia is always limited to one side of 

the body.19 

Specifically, unilateral occlusion of a PCA manifests as contralateral 

homonymous hemianopsia. 10,25  Involvement of the dominant hemisphere 

results in difficulty naming objects (anomic dysphasia), inability to read (alexia) 
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without impaired writing, and inability to recognise objects placed on the 

ipsilateral visual field (visual agnosia).10,19,25  Bilateral occlusion of the PCAs 

causes cortical blindness, of which the patient may not be aware, and memory 

impairment. 10 

Occlusion of the basilar artery affects the function of the midbrain and pons. 

Pontine lesions result in hemi- or quadriplegia and patients are often 

unconscious.  Midbrain involvement results in oculomotor nerve palsy, hemi- or 

quadraparesis and decreased level of consciousness.  Brain-stem and 

cerebellar involvement result in a constellation of ipsilateral and contralateral 

symptoms which occur in various combinations.   Ipsilateral symptoms include 

facial numbness, limb ataxia, Horner‟s syndrome, hoarseness and dysphagia.  

The contralateral sensory symptoms include decreased pain and temperature 

sensation.10,19 

 

Lacunar Infarction 

The occlusion of small vessels of the cerebral circulation affects small areas of 

the brain.  Resulting brain ischaemia is often often asymptomatic.  Clinically 

significant lacunar infarcts typically occur in the internal capsule, thalamus, 

brain stem and midbrain.  Infarcts of the internal capsule and thalamus cause 

pure motor or sensory deficit, respectively, of the contralateral face, arm and 

leg. 10,25 
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The types of symptoms and clinical exam findings consistent with each vascular 

distribution in IS are summarised in Figure 5. 

Figure 5:  Vascular distribution and clinical presentation 25 

 

1.3.5 Transient Ischemic Attack 

Transient ischaemic attack (TIA) has similar pathology to ischaemic stroke in 

that it is caused by the occlusion of blood flow due to an arterial blockage. 

However, in TIA the arterial blockage is considered dynamic and is believed to 

cause fluctuations in blood flow which resolve spontaneously.  26  

The symptoms of TIA are similar to those of ischaemic stroke.  However, by 

definition, the symptoms of TIA resolve within 24 hours leaving the patient 

without permanent deficit. 

Multiple frequent TIAs and TIAs which cause severe hemispheric symptoms are 

associated with subsequent major stroke events and may indicate an underlying 

severe carotid stenosis.  27   

Improvements in the speed and accessibility of advance imaging equipment 

such as computed tomography (CT) scans has lead to more frequent use of 

diagnostic imaging in TIA with rapidly improving symptoms and non-disabling 

strokes.  Results of CT scans in patients with TIA often show areas of infarction 

in an area of the brain which match the symptoms which have resolved.  Such 

observations have lead neurologists to reconsider the premise that arterial 

occlusion in TIA is temporary and fully resolved within 24 hours. 27 
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1.4 Intracerebral Haemorrhage (ICH) 

Intracerebral haemorrhage (ICH) is defined as non-traumatic bleeding within 

cerebral tissue.  Bleeding may also extend into the ventricles and subarachnoid 

space.  Damage to local tissue and occlusion of surrounding small blood 

vessels occur directly due to the haemorrhage.  Neurological deficits result from 

the primary tissue injury combined with reduced cerebral perfusion caused by 

raised intracranial pressure produced by the expanding haematoma.10 

ICH accounts for 10-20% of all strokes 28, 29, 2, 30 and its etiology varies with age.  

The majority of ICH are caused by vessel rupture following prolonged 

hypertension and this etiology is most common in the 50-70 year old age 

group.10  Children and middle aged adults are more likely to present with lobar 

haemorrhage secondary to arteriovenous malformations.  In the elderly 

population, lobar haemorrhages are also most-common but their etiology is 

cerebral amyloid angiopathy.  Other causes of ICH are aneurysm rupture, 

haemorrhage into an underlying lesion such as a tumour or infarction, drug 

toxicity from sympathomimetics and cocaine and anticoagulation and bleeding 

diathesis.10 

1.4.1 Clinical Presentation 

Similar to IS, patients with ICH often present with contralateral focal 

neurological features which correspond with the location of the haemorrhage. 31  

Symptom onset is generally sudden and rapidly progressing with more than a 

third of patients experiencing significant growth of lesion volume in the first 

hour.32  In addition to focal neurological symptoms, 33-41% of patients 

experience headaches, 29-46% experience vomiting and 39-57% have 

decreased levels of consciousness changes ranging from drowsiness through 

to coma.31,33,34  Most patients are hypertensive reflecting the underlying cause 

of blood vessel rupture as well as increasing intracranial pressure.10  

The presentation of ICH is extremely variable and is indistinguishable from 

ischaemic stroke on clinical grounds alone, making neuro-imaging absolutely 

required for diagnosis. 31 
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1.4.2 Management of ICH 

Current medical management of ICH is primarily aimed at prevention of 

complications such as aspiration, pneumonia and peripheral vein 

thromboembolism.  Elevated intracranial pressure can be managed either 

surgically or medically.  Surgical evacuation and clot removal has variable 

success dependent on the timing of surgery, the location of haemorrhage and 

the patient‟s level of consciousness. 31  

 

1.5 Subarachnoid Haemorrhage 

Subarachnoid haemorrhage (SAH) is the presence of extravasated blood, from 

non-traumatic causes, within the subarachnoid space.10  The most common 

source of bleeding in SAH is ruptured cerebral aneurysm accounting for 85% of 

cases.  Aneurysm rupture causes haemorrhage around the basal cisterns of the 

subarachnoid space with haemorrhage occasionally continuing into the 

ventricular system and brain parenchyma.10  Brain damage occurs due to 

reduced brain perfusion resulting from increased intracranial pressure and 

physical compression due to the expanding mass.  SAH may also be 

complicated due to cerebral vasospasm leading to ischaemic stroke which 

occur in approximately a quarter of patients in the 3-10 days following SAH.10 

Intracerebral aneurysms arise predominantly at cerebral vessel bifurcations 

due, in part, to turbulent blood flow and subsequent changes in endothelial 

lining integrity at these blood vessel junctions.10  Their pathogenesis is 

multifactorial and involves the interplay of congenital predisposition and 

environmental factors.  Clusters of incidence of SAH in family groups and the 

increased incidence of aneurysm in disorders such as autosomal dominant 

polycystic kidney disease, fibromuscular dysplasia, aortic coarctation, and 

connective tissue disorders suggests a heredity component to aneurysm 

development.  Environmental factors that affect aneurysm development include 

cigarette smoking, hypertension, alcohol abuse 35 and injuries to the vessel wall 

from infection, trauma or neoplastic growths10. 
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1.5.1 Clinical Presentation 

The clinical presentation of SAH creates a frustrating paradox for clinicians as 

SAH is difficult to diagnose in the early stages where a good prognosis is 

possible through surgery, and easy to diagnose in the later stages where 

prognosis is poorest. 36 37 

Understanding the history of events prior to patient presentation is critical to 

diagnose SAH.  In 78-87% of patients aneurysm rupture manifests clinically as 

a sudden onset severe headache.33,34  Patients typically describe the headache 

as the most severe headache they have ever experienced 37 36,38 and it is often 

associated with signs of meningeal irritation such as nausea, vomiting, upper 

neck pain or neck stiffness, and photophobia 33,34,36.  Brief or permanent loss of 

consciousness occurs in most patients and headache is generally experienced 

when a patient regains consciousness10.   

Between 20-50% of patients experience a warning leak from their aneurysm in 

the hours or days preceding a major SAH. 37 36   This small haemorrhage 

produces milder meningismus symptoms, but the headache experienced is still 

described as sudden in onset and of a quality different from headaches 

experienced previously by the patient.  Half of patients who experience a 

warning leak seek medical attention.25,36 

The clinical presentation of SAH varies widely depending on the extent and site 

of the haemorrhage.  The patient‟s conscious state may vary from normal to 

drowsy to coma with 48-68% of patients experiencing some decrease in level of 

consciousness.33,34 Focal neurological signs are present in up to 25% of 

patients and are secondary to associated intracerebral haemorrhage, local 

compression of cranial nerves by the aneurysm, vasospasm, or raised 

intracranial pressure.38 

In some cases the enlarging unruptured aneurysm can manifest as signs of 

cranial neuropathy such as pupillary dilatation and sixth cranial nerve palsies, 

seizures, mass effect or cerebral ischaemia due to a clot passing distal to the 

aneurysm.10,38 
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1.5.2 Management of Subarachnoid Haemorrhage 

The treatment of SAH involves surgically clipping the neck of the aneurysm to 

prevent bleeding and remove the clot.  Best surgical outcomes are attained 

when surgery is performed within 72 hours of rupture. 39 

 

1.6 Stroke Unit Care 

Organised stroke unit care is defined as the management of stroke patients by 

a multidisciplinary team either in a dedicated ward or in a defined section of a 

general ward.  Members of the stroke team include a stroke physician, nursing 

staff, physiotherapist, speech pathologist, dietician, social worker and where 

possible, a psychologist. 7  The stroke unit team meet regularly to coordinate 

patient management and ensure that rehabilitation is commenced as soon as 

possible following the stroke episode.  Management of stroke patients under the 

stroke team is defined through agreed protocols to ensure consistency in 

delivery of care. 7 

In a Cochrane review, stroke unit care was compared with regular ward care 

following stroke using pooled analysis of 31 trials involving 6936 patients. 40  

Stroke unit care resulted in a significant reduction in the odds of death at follow-

up (OR 0.86; 95%CI 0.76 to 0.98), the odds of death or institutional care (OR 

0.82; 95%CI 0.73 to 0.92) and the odds of death or dependency (OR 0.82; 

95%CI 0.73 to 0.92). 40  The reduced odds in all outcome measures were 

independent of patient age, gender or stroke severity .40 

 

1.7 Recombinant Tissue Plasminogen Activator (rTPA) 

In August 2003 the Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA) approved the use 

of recombinant Tissue Plasminogen Activator (rt-PA), a thrombolytic agent, in 

patients with ischemic stroke.  Rt-PA is produced from human tissue-type 

plasminogen activator using recombinant DNA technology .41  Rt-PA is 

therefore identical to endogenous human tissue type plasminogen activator and 

unlike its predecessors (streptokinase and urokinase) causes no immune 

response or systemic fibrinolysis. 42 43  However, approximately 6% of patients 
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administered therapeutic doses of rt-PA die due to intracerebral haemorrhage.  

The cause of intracerebral haemorrhage is either haemorrhagic conversion of 

an ischaemic lesion or administration of rTPA in undiagnosed  haemorrhagic 

stroke.44 

When administered, rt-PA selectively binds fibrin clots and converts 

plasminogen to plasmin. 45 43  Plasmin then converts plasma-insoluble fibrin into 

plasma soluble fibrinogen and the clot is dissolved within 45 minutes of 

thrombolytic administration.  (Figure 6) 

 

Figure 6:  Pharmacokinetics of rT-PA 18 

 

 

Normal cerebral blood flow (CBF) is 50 ml/100g/min with variation based on 

metabolic needs and changes in neuronal activity.  Ischaemia of cerebral tissue 

occurs with CBF levels of 30ml/100g/min which causes protein synthesis 

impairment .46  CBF levels below 20 ml/100g/min cause progressive disruption 

of neuronal function through electrical impairment  46 47 and if CBF falls below 

10 ml/100g/min disruption of membrane integrity and cell death occur 47 10.   
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Ischaemic lesions commonly present as an area of infarction surrounded by an 

area of ischaemic tissue with CBF levels between 10 and 20 ml/100g/min. 10, 48 

47, 46, 49  This surrounding tissue is termed the ischeamic penumbra and 

constitutes an area of potentially viable tissue if ischaemia can be reversed.47, 50, 

46, 49, 51  The existence of the penumbra was verified through imaging studies 

using Positron Emission Tomography (PET) scan technology capable of 

determining CBF levels within regions of the brain.  Areas of topographically 

defined infarct and penumbra show strong correlation with outcome 

neurological scores.  The volume of the core and penumbra combined can 

predict acute neurological scores and the volume of non-infarcted penumbra is 

positively correlated with neurological recovery. 51, 49, 52  The aim of thrombolytic 

therapy is to return circulation to the ischaemic penumbra and salvage this 

hypoperfused tissue. 

Inclusion criteria for rt-PA are strict due to the severity of adverse events.  There 

must be CT scan evidence that the patient has suffered an ischaemic, not 

haemorrhagic, stroke and the onset of symptoms must be reliably established to 

have started within 6 hours. There is also an extensive list of absolute and 

relative exclusion criteria aimed at reducing the risk of haemorrhage. 

1.7.1 Efficacy of Thrombolytic Therapy in Acute Ischaemic Stroke  

The efficacy and safety of the use of thrombolytic agents to treat acute stroke is 

controversial among both emergency physicians and neurologists. 53, 54  The 

relationship between efficacy and risk is complex.  Interpretation of absolute risk 

and benefit is difficult due to the gravity of adverse reactions and the wide 

ranging severity and manifestation of symptoms experienced by patients who 

suffer stroke.  

The National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS) published 

the results of pooled data from six large multicentre, randomised, placebo-

controlled trials of intravenously administered rt-PA.  The final intention to treat 

analysis included 2775 patients treated at more than 300 hospitals from 18 

countries.  Logistic regression modelling was used to correct for known 

confounders and evaluate the influence of the elapsed time from onset of 
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symptoms to start of treatment (OTT) on favourable outcome at 3 months and 

to determine the occurrence of clinically relevant parenchymal haemorrhage. 55   

The National Institute of Health Stroke Screen (NIHSS), Scandinavian Stroke 

Scale (SSS), Rankin Scale and Barthel Index were used to assess levels of 

function and disability at 3 months after stroke.   A 3 month favourable outcome 

was defined as Rankin score of 0 or 1, Barthel Index of 0 or 1, or NIHSS score 

of 0 or 1 which indicated very low or no level of disability. 55 

Results showed that the odds of favourable outcome increased as OTT 

decreased. The adjusted odds of a favourable outcome when rt-PA was 

administered in under 90 minutes was 2.81 (OR 2.81, 95%CI 1.75, 4.50) and 

1.55 (OR 1.55, 95%CI 1.12, 2.15) when administered between 91 and 180 

minutes.55  Benefit from rt-PA decreased with increased OTT such that the odds 

of a favourable outcome was 1.4 (OR 1.4, 95%CI; 1.1-1.9) when administered 

at 181-270 minutes and the odds were not significant when administered from 

271-360 minutes after onset. 55 

Risk of haemorrhage was assessed by a single independent neuroradiologist to 

insure that clinically significant intracranial haemorrhage was defined 

consistently across all studies.  Overall, substantial intracranial haemorrhage 

was seen in 5.9% of patients treated with rt-PA and 1.1% of placebo patients 

(p<0.0001). 55 

Median OTT of patients with significant intracranial haemorrhage was 

261minutes.  However, logistic regression analysis of the odds of intracranial 

haemorrhage showed that the OTT and treatment interaction term was not 

significant (p=0.48).  The risk of intracranial haemorrhage was significantly 

associated with rt-PA administration (p=0.0001) and age (p=0.0002) but not 

with OTT (p=0.71) or baseline NIHSS (p=0.10).55 

A Cochrane review of the administration of any thrombolytic therapy (rt-PA, 

streptokinase, urokinase, recombinant pro-urokinase or desmoteplase) in the 

treatment of acute stroke pooled results from 26 trials involving 7152 patients.  

Results showed a decrease in death or dependency at 3 to 6 months (OR 0.81, 

95% CI 0.73 to 0.90) among patients administered any thrombolytic within 6 
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hours onset of stroke.44  The definition of dependency used was a modified 

Rankin score of 3 to 6 making direct comparison of results to the previously 

discussed pooled analysis impossible.  However, both analyses confirmed 

improved functional ability among stroke patients with administration of 

thrombolytic therapy.  The Cochrane review also established that the odds of 

suffering a symptomatic intracranial haemorrhage were 3.49 (OR 3.49, 95% CI 

2.81 to 4.33) times higher in the group of patients administered thrombolytic 

therapy. 44 

Results of the Cochrane review confirmed the trend noted in the NINDS pooled 

analysis that benefits from thrombolytic therapy were greatest if administered 

soon after stroke onset 44, 55.  Treatment within 3 hours of onset of stroke 

reduced the odds of death or dependency (OR 0.71, 95% CI 0.52 to 0.96) and, 

most importantly, there was no statistically significant increased odds of death 

in this group. 44 

Saver et al., recently published the results of pooled analysis of the Get With 

the Guidelines (GWTG)-Stroke database on emergency department 

presentations for ischaemic stroke in 905 hospitals in America.  They divided 

patients with known symptom onset to hospital presentation times into 3 groups 

for comparisons; less than 60 minutes, 61-180 minutes, and greater than 180 

minutes.  Their results showed that compared with patients who arrived to 

hospital between 61-180 minutes, patients who arrived at hospital in less than 

60 minutes were 2.51 (OR 2.51, CI 95% 2.41-2.61) times more likely to receive 

thrombolytic therapy. 56  Two most powerful determinants of arrival at hospital in 

less than 60 minutes were ambulance transport and greater severity of stroke 

deficits as measured on the National Institute of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS).56 

It is clear that the benefit of rt-PA is greatest when administered as soon as 

possible after the occlusion of the cerebral vessel. The GWTG-Stroke study 

highlights the role ambulance staff have in contributing to patients‟ early arrival 

to hospital during stroke.  
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1.8 Stroke Teams/Organised Stroke Care 

The advent of thrombolytic therapy in the treatment of acute stroke has 

presented a radically new way of dealing with stroke.  It has moved stroke 

management from the realm of supportive care and salvage of function to 

interventional therapy.  However, the time critical nature of these treatments 

and the required collaboration of so many hospital departments make their 

delivery to stroke patients difficult.   

It is estimated that approximately 60 minutes is required after patient arrival at 

hospital to provide any medical stabilisation required, conduct clinical exams, 

draw and review blood samples, review exclusion criteria and perform CT scans 

before thrombolytic therapy can be safely administered. 57  Some centres have 

reduced door to needle times significantly such as the Helsinki University 

Hospital which reduced door to needle time to 20 minutes through a number of 

protocols to gather patient information prior to patient arrival and expedite 

patients‟ movements through various departments.58  Completion of necessary 

assessments prior to rt-PA administration requires a collaborative approach 

involving staff from emergency departments, medical imaging, and neurology 

services.  Ambulance staff can therefore contribute to patients‟ more timely 

movement through the various prerequisite tests through early recognition of 

stroke patients and prenotification of the receiving hospital to allow mobilisation 

of the in-hospital stroke team prior to patient arrival.  

Between 38-82% of patients‟ first medical contact following stroke is with 

ambulance personnel or emergency medical technicians. 59, 60, 61, 62, 63  Pre-

hospital emergency medical services play a key role in providing early care to 

patients with stroke, prenotifying receiving hospitals and ensuring their transport 

to hospitals offering specialised stroke care.  

The Brain Attack Coalition (BAC), a multidisciplinary group of representatives 

from health professions involved with delivering stroke care, have established a 

framework for the operation of stroke centres through a review of more than 600 

articles related to all aspects of acute stroke care.  The BAC has released a 

consensus statement of recommendations from which stroke centres can model 

their guidelines and protocols.64   
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The BAC guidelines for the administration of thrombolytics recommend the 

creation of “stroke teams”.  Members of a “stroke teams” include ambulance, 

emergency department, neurology, and diagnostic imaging staff. 64  

In WA, the Western Australian Department of Health (WADoH) released their 

“Model of Stroke Care for Western Australia” 57
 based on the National Stroke 

Foundation‟s Clinical Guidelines for the Management of Acute Stroke 65, the 

Aboriginal Stroke Program and the Stroke Rehabilitation and Recovery 

Guidelines endorsed by the National Health and Medical Research Council 

(NHMRC).  These best practice guidelines were adapted to suit the unique 

geography and population distribution of WA. 

Their recommendations led to implementation of health promotion campaigns to 

education the community regarding the signs and symptoms of stroke.  The 

campaigns also instructed to call for an ambulance by dialling „000‟ in reaction 

to the onset of symptoms.  57  It is widely recognised that the greatest barrier to 

the delivery of thrombolytic therapy is the failure of patients to recognise the 

symptoms of stroke 66, 67, 68, 69 and to present early to hospital 70, 59, 71, 68, 67, 72, 73, 

74. 

The Model for Stroke Care report also advocated the creation of a stroke team 

and emphasised the role of pre-hospital staff within this team.  They 

recommended that calls to „000‟ where the patient is recognised to be suffering 

stroke and the onset of symptoms is within 2 hours should receive an 

ambulance dispatched at high priority.  The receiving hospital should be 

prenotified to allow for early mobilisation of the in-hospital stroke team prior to 

patient arrival.57 

Several studies have described the implementation of a “stroke team” approach 

in the treatment of stroke. 75, 74, 76, 77  Their experiences have illustrated the 

feasibility of creating stroke teams using existing infrastructure and staff 

resources 77, 76.  Results of collection of interval times at specified points of 

patient assessment and treatment showed improved interval times post-protocol 

implementation and a significant increase in the number of patients who 

received thrombolytic therapy 76,77. 
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Both the Calgary and Houston studies showed that ambulance staff had high 

rates of transport of stroke patients to designated stroke centres 77, 76 and the 

Calgary ambulance service was the only group within the stroke team to have 

treatment interval times equal or better than those set out before the start of the 

study 77. 

Analysis of data collected at Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital on the elapsed time 

of events post-stroke has shown that the creation of a mobile stroke team, 

based on recommendations of the BAC, significantly reduced in-hospital delays 

in 2004 when compared to 2001.78  However, the hospital was still failing to 

meet several target times set out by the BAC.  The authors of the Sir Charles 

Gairdner Hospital study suggested that pre-hospital factors, previously not 

given attention, presented new opportunities to reduce in-hospital delays to 

meet these target times.78 

The outcomes of 210 stroke patients from Melbourne who were transported to 

hospital by ambulance were examined to determine the effect of hospital 

prenotification on in-hospital times.  Patients arriving with prenotification had 

median arrival to medical review times of 15 minutes as compared with 30 

minutes for those arriving without prenotification (p<0.001) and shorter median 

arrival to CT scan times (94 minutes versus 144 minutes p<0.001). 79  

Measures of stroke severity by Glasgow Coma Scale and Rankin score showed 

equivalence between the two groups which supported the authors‟ hypothesis 

that reductions of in-hospital delays were the results of the prenotification 

system not a quicker assessment due to more severe strokes in the 

prenotification group.79 

The focus of management of acute stroke is set on providing interventional 

therapies and ensuring that rehabilitation begins early in specialised stroke unit 

setting.  Ambulance services play a crucial role in streamlining stroke patients‟ 

assessment and treatment and transporting patients to an appropriate hospital.  

Emergency department admissions accounted for 84% of hospital separations 

for stroke in WA in 2002-2003 7, however the proportion of these that are 

transported by ambulance remains undefined.   
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1.9 Stroke Screens 

This section of the literature review discusses the use of stroke screens in the 

pre-hospital field to identify patients who are suffering stroke.  As discussed in 

the previous section, in the context of a stroke team, the role of ambulance staff 

is to identify patients suffering stroke and transport them preferentially to a 

hospital that offers specialised stroke care. 

Although definitive diagnosis of stroke is generally supported with brain 

imaging, clinical assessment of stroke patients prior to imaging often directs the 

speed with which more complex investigations are carried out 80 and therefore 

determines which patients are streamlined toward interventional therapies such 

as thrombolysis.  Stroke Screens are clinical assessment tools used to 

standardise the evaluation of potential stroke patients and rapidly determine 

whether they are suffering a stroke.   

 

1.9.1 Pre-hospital Stroke Screens 

Between 38 and 82% of patients who suffer stroke have their first medical 

contact with ambulance paramedics. 61, 63, 81, 60, 59  Ambulance paramedics have 

the potential to reduce in-hospital time intervals through prenotification of the 

receiving hospital  64, 78, 81 and maximise the number of patients who have 

access to acute stroke therapies. However, this influence is dependent on their 

ability to identify patients suffering stroke.  Without the use of stroke screens the 

sensitivity of paramedic or EMT assessment for stroke is between 61 and 66% 

82, 63 with an overall accuracy of 72%  83, 63.    

The Cincinnati Pre-hospital Stroke Scale (CPSS) is a simplified version of the 

National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) which is the most common 

stroke scale used to categorise the severity of stroke. 84 83 Categorisation is 

achieved through the assessment of 15 items, including level of consciousness, 

eye movement, visual field deficit, motor deficit and sensory deficit which 

correspond to the distribution of each of the major arteries of the brain.85  The 

NIHSS is designed for in-hospital use whereas the CPSS is designed for use in 

the pre-hospital setting and involves assessment of the presence of facial 
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droop, arm drift and speech difficulty.86  An abnormal finding in any one or more 

of these tests is considered to identify a patient suffering stroke.86  (Figure 7) 

Figure 7:  The Cincinnati Pre-hospital Stroke Screen 86 

 

A reproducibility and validity study carried out in hospital on a cohort of 171 

patients compared the use of the CPSS by paramedics with physicians trained 

in the use of the extended NIHSS to diagnose stroke.  There were 171 patients 

in the cohort of which 49 had either a diagnosis of stroke or TIA and the 

remaining patients had neurological conditions or conditions which mimicked 

stroke.  The study showed that the CPSS had a specificity of 89% and a 

sensitivity of 59% when scored by paramedics and emergency medical 

technicians (EMTs). 86   

However, the CPSS study was carried out in hospital and failed to reproduce 

the setting in which ambulance paramedics normally perform their 

assessments.  In addition, paramedics did not physically perform the 

assessments, instead they watched a physician perform the CPSS and scored 

the patient accordingly.  Paramedics also reviewed the components of the 

CPSS 10 minutes prior to watching each assessment.  The study fell short in 

showing that the CPSS could be used effectively by paramedics and EMTs as it 

was not conducted in the pre-hospital setting and paramedics did not perform 
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any of the assessments.  Additionally, as paramedics reviewed the CPSS 10 

minutes prior to scoring its performance, it brings into question whether the 

information would be retained in the long-term and whether paramedics would 

apply the test independently. 

It is also of interest to note that 10 of 13 false negative patients had posterior 

circulation infarcts.86  The CPSS has no components which identify the more 

common signs of posterior circulation lesions such as visual field defects, leg 

weakness, and disorders of perception, balance and coordination.  

A further screening tool, The Los Angeles Pre-hospital Stroke Screen (LAPSS), 

was designed to improve specificity of stroke diagnosis and remedy ambulance 

staff‟s tendency to overdiagnose stroke by failing to recognise stroke mimics 

such as hypoglycaemia and post-ichtal hemiparesis.87 The LAPSS included 

several patient history items and an evaluation of blood glucose level in addition 

to a physical examination to detect unilateral weakness.87  (Figure 8) 

Figure 8:  The Los Angeles Pre-hospital Stroke Screen 87 
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The LAPSS was validated at the population level over a 6 month period. All 

ambulance calls attended by any of 18 ambulance paramedics specially trained 

and certified in the use of the LAPSS were included in the cohort and sensitivity 

and specificity was based on emergency department diagnosis.  When 

performed in the pre-hospital setting by ambulance paramedics, the LAPSS 

showed a specificity of 97% (95%CI; 93-98%) and a sensitivity of 91% (95% CI; 

76-98 %). 87  However, the accuracy of LAPSS was based on a relatively small 

sample of 206 cases with 36 of these having a final diagnosis of stroke or TIA. 

It is important to note however, that only cases where a LAPSS assessment 

form was completed were included in this analysis.  This biased results as 

ambulance paramedics may have been prompted to submit the LAPSS form 

due to patient‟s clinical presentation of more obvious symptoms of strokes or 

because they were more likely to be of a demographic where stroke is more 

common.  Comparison of the groups of patients with completed and without 

completed LAPSS forms showed a significant difference of mean age of 67 

versus 60 years (p=0.001) respectively. 87 

More recently, the Melbourne Ambulance Stroke Screen (MASS) combined 

elements of both the CPSS and the LAPSS to maximise both tools‟ overall 

accuracy. 88(Figure9) 

Figure 9:  Criteria for the Melbourne Ambulance Stroke Screen (MASS) 81 

History Items 

1.  Age > 45 years 

2.  No history of seizure or epilepsy 

3.  At baseline, patient is not wheelchair-bound or bedridden 

4.  Blood glucose level between 2.8 and 22.1 mmol/L 

Motor Items 

5.  Unilateral facial droop 
6. Unilateral hand grip weakness 

7.  Unilateral arm drift 

8. Abnormal speech 

History items 1-4 must all be „yes‟ in the presence of at least one motor 
item for MASS criteria to be met and stroke diagnosis given. 
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Similar to the LAPSS validation study, 18 ambulance paramedics were specially 

trained in the use of the MASS.  Unlike the LAPSS study, the MASS-trained 

paramedics were instructed to apply the MASS for EMS dispatches for “stroke” 

rather than applying it to all ambulance runs.  The MASS showed a sensitivity of 

90% (95% CI: 81-96%) which was statistically equivalent to the CPSS.  The 

specificity of the MASS was 74% (95% CI: 53-88%) which was slightly lower 

than that of the LAPSS (85%) but still statistically equivalent. 88 

The MASS was introduced service-wide in Melbourne in 2005.  A follow-up 

review in 2008 examined both patients in which ambulance paramedics 

performed a MASS and patients who received a discharge diagnosis of stroke.  

Results of the study showed that a MASS was performed on 96% of patients 

who received a discharge diagnosis of stroke.  The sensitivity of the MASS 

remained high at 93% with a specificity of 87%.  These results indicated that the 

MASS had been successfully incorporated into paramedic clinical assessment 

of suspected stroke patients. 89  

Ambulance services worldwide have implemented stroke screening tools 

despite the fact that few studies have validated these screening tools outside 

the study population.  The previously described studies have demonstrated the 

ability of ambulance services to implement the use of a stroke screen by a small 

group of specially trained paramedics with reasonable success.  However, there 

have been no studies that directly compare the specificity and sensitivity of a 

stroke screen to that of the standard clinical assessment performed by 

ambulance staff.  Furthermore, there is no evidence that implementation of 

stroke screens in the pre-hospital setting impacts real clinical outcomes such as 

time to management decision, level of function following stroke or mortality. 
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1.10 Stroke Mimics 

“Stroke mimic” is a term used to describe non-vascular disease processes 

which produce stroke-like presentations. 90  The initial assessment of a patient 

can lead to a working diagnosis of stroke which is eventually proven to be a 

stroke mimic following further neuroimaging.  

Studies that have examined serial emergency department presentations with a 

working diagnosis of stroke have highlighted conditions that are commonly 

misdiagnosed as stroke.  One of the most common stroke mimics is seizure.  In 

approximately 13% of seizures 91, patients experience postictal hemiparesis, 

also called Todd‟s paralysis, which manifests as focal weakness which localises 

to one side of the body and can be associated with speech and vision 

disturbances.  Postictal hemiparesis can occur after either partial complex or 

generalised tonic-clonic seizures and normally lasts 3 to 22 minutes 91 but in 

some cases can last up to 48 hours.  Studies which have examined consecutive 

emergency department presentations for stroke have shown that seizures 

account for 12% to 39% of stroke mimics 92, 93, 94, 83, 80, 95. 

Complex migraines can also cause hemiparesis and lead to misdiagnosis as 

stroke.  However, migraines distinguish themselves from stroke due to a more 

gradual onset and complex migraines commonly develop before the age of 

40.96  Migraines account for between 2 and 47% of stroke mimics seen in 

emergency departments. 94, 83, 95 

Systemic infections have been shown to account for 10-15% of conditions 

misdiagnosed as stroke in the emergency department. 93, 80, 95  Sepsis and 

infection can mimic less specific stroke-like symptoms such as delirium, 

weakness and altered speech. 

Brain lesions such as abscesses or tumours can cause symptoms that mimic 

stroke and account for approximately 10% of stroke mimics.95, 80  Although 

generally symptom onset is gradual, a subset of patients experience a more 

acute onset thought to be due to haemorrhage within a tumour.97 

Metabolic disorders such as hypo and hyperglycaemia can cause hemiplegia 

and aphasia and lead to erroneous stroke diagnosis.  However, blood glucose 
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testing is so readily available that this accounts for a small percentage (1.5-

11%) 95 of stroke mimics in emergency departments. 

Other conditions reported as being misdiagnosed as stroke include, syncope 80, 

93, 92, psychological conditions 94, 83, 95, peripheral neuropathy 83, 95 and transient 

global amnesia 95. 

The sensitivity of pre-hospital diagnosis of stroke has been shown to be 

between 61 and 66% 82, 63 with an overall accuracy of 72% 83, 63 without the use 

of a stroke screen.  As previously stated, the accuracy of diagnosis of stroke in 

the pre-hospital field significantly improves with the use of a pre-hospital stroke 

screen. 87, 62,86,88,95  However, seizure, migraine, infection and psychiatric 

conditions remain common conditions misdiagnosed as stroke.61  Published 

data of the proportions of each of these stroke mimics in the pre-hospital field 

have been derived from small sample sizes and as such vary greatly.  There 

have been no published studies which have examined conditions misdiagnosed 

as stroke in the pre-hospital field using either large samples sizes or carried out 

at the population level.  This information is crucial in understanding why stroke 

is misdiagnosed and in finding ways to improve diagnostic accuracy in the pre-

hospital field. 
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1.11 Epidemiology of Stroke 

This section of the literature review explores the epidemiology of stroke to 

determine its incidence, attack rate, case fatality rate and mortality in Australia. 

Studies are evaluated to determine the quality of presented conclusions and to 

discover areas of stroke epidemiology that still require description. 

As previously described, stroke is a neurological event driven by an underlying 

cerebrovascular pathology.  Although patients may suffer long-term disability as 

a result of stroke and stroke can recur several times in a patient‟s lifetime, 

patients are not considered to have a stroke between stroke events.  As such, 

prevalence rates are not commonly used to describe stroke.  The frequency of 

first-ever-in-a-lifetime stroke is referred to as “incidence rate” and the frequency 

of recurrent strokes combined with first-ever strokes is referred to as “attack 

rates”. 98 

Researchers in the field of stroke epidemiology have long recognised the 

complexities and challenges of accurately monitoring incidence rates for 

cerebrovascular disease and stroke. 98, 99  In a 2001 Australian Institute of 

Health and Welfare (AIHW) report on cardiovascular surveillance programs in 

Australia 98, the authors summarised the types of difficulties encountered in 

estimating stroke incidence using records of hospital admission in the form of 

hospital morbidity data (HMD).   

They noted that the use of HMD to study the epidemiology of stroke has been 

shown to lead to underestimation of true incidence rates as it is common for 

stroke to be managed in the community without admission to hospital when a 

patient experiences a stroke that is only mildly affecting or rapidly fatal. 100, 101  

In addition, this effect is different for different stroke subtypes with patients 

experiencing haemorrhagic stroke more likely to die before reaching medical 

help than those experiencing ischaemic stroke.22 

Using HMD to determine stroke incidence rates is also problematic due to the 

fact that a single episode of stroke can create several admissions to hospital.  

Data must be cleared of the multiple phases of treatment that follow a stroke to 

create a single record per patient.98  Studies must also correct for the 

appearance of hospital separations during the study period which relate to a 
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stroke that occurred before the study period to avoid an effect known as 

“prevelance pooling”. 98  A statistical method has been developed whereby 

probabilistic weighting is applied to attempt to avoid inclusion of patients 

admitted prior to the study period. 

The authors also noted a complexity relating to comparisons of stroke incidence 

rates over time which has resulted from changes of clinical practice for stroke 

over time.  The advent of specialised stroke centres can influence incidence 

rates derived from HMD as this clinical development has encouraged more 

admissions for stroke that may have previously have been managed in the 

community. 98 

Despite these complexities, the importance of systematic epidemiological 

survey of stroke cannot be understated.  Cardiovascular disease and stroke are 

common events associated with high morality and disability.   Only with an 

accurate picture of the community burden of stroke can health services 

planners ensure that funds and resources allocated to manage stroke care are 

adequate.  Furthermore, accurate estimates of population rates and morbidity 

and mortality have implications in the evaluation of new therapies to treat 

stroke.  

 

1.11.1 Incidence 

Australia 

The Australian Bureau of Statistics‟ National Health Surveys (NHS) conducted 

every 5 years since 1977 were designed to collect information regarding the 

health status of Australian. Data gathered was used to determine national 

prevalence and incidence rates of several common diseases including stroke. 

The NHS is the only nationally represented health survey however, it relies on 

self-reported answers to questions posed by interviewers rather than 

information from health records.  In the NHS respondents were asked if they 

had been told by a doctor or nurse that they had cardiovascular disease and 

further data were collected to qualify the type of cardiovascular disease. 102 
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According to the NHS report of cardiovascular disease 2004-05, 3.8% of 

respondents reported having a form of cardiovascular disease.  Of those who 

reported cardiovascular disease, 12% reported having cerebrovascular 

disease.102 

Reliance of self-reporting to accurately register complex overlapping diseases 

such as the cardiovascular diseases has the potential to lead to over or under 

reporting.  Due to the potential for misclassification, interpretation of the results 

of the NHS must be approached with caution.  None the less, the scale of the 

NHS is such that it is able to provide an overall picture of cerebrovascular 

disease in Australia. 

The Australian Institute of Health and Welfare (AIHW) has also produced 

reports regarding national incidence of stroke based on Australian Bureau of 

Statistics (ABS) data.  Based again on self-reported responses in the AHS, it 

was estimated that 1.2% of those surveyed had a stroke sometime in their 

lives.5  Age-standardised reported rates of stroke were 32.2% higher among 

men than females and 60% of strokes were reported by Australians over the 

age of 65. 5 

In 2001-02 stroke was the principal diagnosis in 0.6% of all hospitalisations in 

Australia.  Hospital admissions for stroke was higher among older Australians, 

with rates among those aged 75 years and older almost three times as high as 

in the 65-74 age group and seven times as high as in the 55-64 age group. 5 

There was a 9.7% increase in the age-standardised hospitalisation rate for 

stroke between 1993-94 and 2001-02 which has coincided with an average 

annual 3.1% decline in death rates from stroke over the same period. 5  This 

increase in hospitalisation rates may reflect the creation of more specialised 

stroke units leading to the admission of cases that would previously have been 

managed in the community. 

Although estimates of the rates of stroke derived from either self-reporting 

surveys or hospital separation data can lead to either over or underestimation of 

true rates, they provide an overview of the burden of stroke in Australia.   
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Western Australia 

In 2002, the Department of Health of Western Australia (DoHWA) published a 

report aimed at determining the state wide burden of stroke in WA and 

establishing if the rates of stroke had changed significantly over the ten-year 

period from 1989-98.98  Researchers examined all hospital separations for 

subarachnoid haemorrhage, intracerebral haemorrhage, ischaemic 

cerebrovascular disease and transient ischaemic attack for a ten year period 

from 1989 to 1998.  Statistical measures were taken to eliminate multiple 

admission records for a single stroke event to ensure that all patients 

represented a first-ever hospitalisation for stroke and to avoid prevalence 

pooling effects. 98 

The study found that the hospitalisation rate for all stroke combined among men 

was 201 and 172 (per 100,000 person-years) in 1989 and 1998 respectively.  

This represented a significant annual average decrease of 1.6% over the study 

period.  The hospitalisation rate of all stroke for females also decreased from 

133 (per 100,000 person-years) in 1989 to 117 in 1998, however this decrease 

was not statistically significant. 98 

The study found a mixed effect of stroke subtype and gender on first-ever 

hospitalisation rate.  There was a statistically significant decrease in the rate of 

first-ever hospitalisation rate for ischaemic cerebrovascular disease (ICD) for 

both men and woman over the study period.  First-ever hospitalisation rates for 

ICD were higher among men than women at 105 and 64 (per 100,000 person 

years), respectively. 98 

Examination of Transient Ischaemic Attack (TIA) cases showed that age 

standardised rates of first-ever hospitalisation were higher among men but 

remained stable over the 10 year study period whereas rates among women 

increased by an annual average of 1.3% per year. 98 

The overall rates of first-ever hospitalisation for intracerebral haemorrhage 

(ICH) increased significantly for both males and females over the study period 

with the most significant changes of rates occurring among the elderly.  The 

overall rates of first-ever hospitalisation for subarachnoid haemorrhage (SAH) 

decreased for both men and women over the study period and was also the 
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only stroke subtype with significantly higher first-ever hospitalisation rates 

among females. 98 

First-ever hospitalisation rates for men and women from the DoHWA study are 

summarised in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: Age-adjusted rates by gender study year and age group for first-
ever hospitalisation (per 100,000 person years) for stroke in Western 

Australia 98 

 Rate 
1989 

Rate 1998 Annual average 
rate  <45 years 

of age  

Annual average 
rate >75 years 

of age  

Males ICD 142 105  4.4 1,357 

TIA 50 50 1.9 556 

ICH 13 16  2.0 131 

SAH 6.7 5.0  2.5 11 

All 
Stroke 

201 172  10 1,998 

Females ICD 92 64  3.2 1,063 

TIA 32 36  1.8 431 

ICH 11 14  1.6 124 

SAH 8.7 5.7  2.4 26 

All 
Stroke 

133 173 8.7 1,599 

 and  symbols indicate a statistically significant decrease or increase in rates respectively 

*source: Report: Hospitalisation incidence for acute cerebrovascular disease in Western 
Australia, 1989 to 1998: geographical variations  
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One of the advantages of using linked hospitalisation separation data is the 

ability to take an overview of stroke on a state wide basis and make 

observations regarding differences among stroke patients in Metropolitan and 

non-Metropolitan areas.  Overall the study found higher rates of first-time 

hospitalisation for stroke in the non-Metropolitan area than in the Metropolitan 

area.  Broad comparisons such as these are best made using large scale data 

sources.  

However, in studies of this scale it is difficult to ensure complete capture of 

cases and methods used to remove duplication of cases can introduce 

error.98,99  In more precise smaller-scale studies, more details can be gathered 

to tease out the causes of the trends observed in larger scale studies. 

The Perth Community Stroke Study (PCSS) was the first prospective 

population-based epidemiological survey of stroke in Western Australia.103  It 

aimed to capture all cases of stroke in a defined geographic area to provide a 

complete picture of stroke at a community level.  

Researchers used several in-hospital and community-based overlapping data 

sources to ensure complete ascertainment of cases. 103  Medical records of 

each case were reviewed and each patient was visited by a study medical 

registrar. Data relating to stroke type, medical history, baseline 

sociodemographic variables and clinical features at stroke onset were collected.  

Patients were also followed for at least 5 years post-stroke to determine 

mortality rates and cause of death. 

The first PCSS cohort was created for a ten month period in 1986.  The same 

method of ascertainment of cases in the same geographically defined area was 

repeated for an 18-month period in 1989-1990 and a 13-month period during 

1995-1996 allowing researchers to determine changes in attack rates over time, 

long-term survival and changes in case-fatality ratios over time.   

The balance of stroke subtypes within the cohorts remained similar in the 1989-

90 and 1995-96 cohorts.104  Ischaemic stroke (CI) accounted for the greatest 

proportion of the 1989-90 cohort making up 71% of cases, 11% were ICH, 4% 
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were SAH and 14% were undefined. 21  In the 1995-96 cohort the proportion of 

PICH was 10% and SAH was 2%.104 

Gender specific age standardised incidence rates of CI in the PCSS showed 

that rates were significantly higher among men (138 per 100,000 persons) than 

women (111 per 100,000).21  Rates were consistently higher among men for all 

age groups and these rates were comparable to those of the larger DoHWA 

report. 

Rates of ICH were also higher for men (25 per 100,000 person) than women 

(19 per 100,000 person) with the smaller scale study confirming the findings of 

the DoHWA report findings of a much higher incidence of stroke among 

younger men than younger women.22  The overall incidence rates ascertained 

using hospital separations in the DoHWA report were lower than the PCSS 

rates.  This underestimation is a function of the dependence on hospital-based 

data sources as the high mortality from ICH means that many ICH patients die 

before attending hospital. 28, 22 

Rates of SAH were higher among women (10 per 100,000) than men (8 per 

100,000) 21 and, like ICH, the rates for SAH derived from the hospital separation 

data were lower than the PCSS estimates.  As with ICH, patients suffering SAH 

are more likely to die before reaching hospital than CI patients.  A population-

based study of community rates of SAH estimated that between 10-15% of 

patients die before reaching any medical attention.105,106 

In a 2006 AIHW report on monitoring programs of cardiovascular disease, 

authors of the PCSS series published the results of a study which examined the 

accuracy of linkage of registered cases compiled by the PCSS to HMD records 

for the same time-periods and catchment area.  They confirmed that selection 

of cases based on HMD diagnosis codes for stroke is likely to underestimate 

the true incidence of stroke by between 16 and 18%. 99
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Population estimates for incidence of first-ever stroke by gender and subtype 

from the PCSS are summarised in table 2.104 

 

Table 2:  Average annual sex specific incidence (per 100,000 persons) for 
first-ever stroke by subtype for PCSS 104 

Subtype Males Females All 

Rate 

 

95% CI Rate 

 

95% CI Rate 

 

95% CI 

Ischaemic 
Stroke 

138  (110-166) 111  (98-
124) 

124 (105-143) 

Intracerebral 
Haemorrhage 

25 (13-37) 19 (9-29) 22 (14-30) 

Subarachnoid 
Haemorrhage 

8 (1-15) 10 (3-17) 9 (4-14) 

Undefined 
Stroke 

18 (8-28) 28 (16-40) 23  (15-31) 

 

Age and gender specific incidence and attack rates for all stroke types 

combined for the 1989-90 and the 1995-96 periods were compared using 

Poisson regression.  Results showed that both incident and attack rates were 

significantly lower in the 1995-96 period.104 The changes among men were 

independently significant while those in women reflected a downward trend but 

were not statistically significant. 104 

Despite the wealth of data gathered through large and small scale studies 

regarding incidence and outcome of stroke in WA there are no published data to 

describe the way in which patients access emergency care in the event of 

stroke.  The rates of patients who present to the emergency department in the 

event of stroke and their mode of transport to hospital are required to guide 

policy specifically related to pre-hospital and emergency department 

management of stroke.  
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1.11.2 Mortality and Case-Fatality Rates 

The Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) regularly collects data regarding the 

stated cause of death on records of deaths in Australia.  The ABS 2004-2005 

snapshot of Australia report showed that death due to cerebrovascular disease 

accounted for 11% of deaths among women and 7% of deaths among males.102  

The majority of deaths were among the elderly due to the prevalence of 

cerebrovascular disease in this age group.  For both men and women, 

cerebrovascular disease was the second most common recorded cause of 

death claiming 12 533 lives (9.4% of all deaths) in Australia in 2002. 

The risk of dying from stroke is greatest in the 28 days following the stroke 

event.   The PCSS found 28-days case fatality rates for first-ever stroke to be 

approximately a quarter of each cohort (1986 23% 103, 1989 24% 21,104 and 

1995 23%).  This proportion was similar to those reported in other studies such 

as the Oxfordshire Community Stroke Project (OCSP) with a 30-day case 

fatality rate of 19% 29 and more recently the North Eastern Melbourne Stroke 

Incidence Study (NEMESIS) which reported a 20% 28-day case fatality rate2.  

Results of five-year follow-up of the 1989-1990 PCSS cohort showed that at 

one year 36.5% of the cohort had died and the remaining patients continued to 

die at a rate of 10% which was twice that of the general population.3  This rate 

of loss is consistent with results for other community-based studies. 29,2  

Stroke subtype greatly affects mortality.  Case fatality rates are lowest for CI 

and highest for PICH and SAH.  Results of the PCSS showed 28-day case 

fatality rates for CI of 12% 22 which was consistent with rates reported in other 

studies 29,107,108,2.   The case fatality rates are considerably higher for ICH and 

SAH with rates of 30% and 33% respectively being reported for the PCSS 

cohort 22.  These rates were slightly lower than those reported in other 

community-bases studies 2,108,107,29, however they illustrate the significantly 

increased risk of death with haemorrhagic-type strokes.   
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Case fatality rates from several community-based epidemiological surveys are 

summarised in Table 3. 2 

 

 

Table 3:  Comparison of case fatality rates for 5 community-based 
epidemiological surveys. 2 

  Ischaemic 
stroke 

ICH SAH Undetermined 

28-
day 

     

 Perth 

 22 

12 (8-16) 30 (17-44) 33 (12-55) 72 (60-85) 

 Oxfordshire 

 29 

10 (7-13) 50 (38-62) 46 (29-63) 77 (46-108) 

 Erlangen, Germany 

  107 

12 (9-15) 42 (30-55) 50 (25-75) 69 (45-87) 

 Umbria, Italy 

 108 

10 (7-14) 38 (23-55) 67 (43-91) 65 (50-80) 

 

 

 

Melbourne 

 2 

12 (7-16) 45 (30-60) 50 (22-78) 38 (18-57) 

1-
year 

Perth 

 22 

 

 26 (21-31) 39 (25-53) 39 (16-52) 89 (80-98) 

 Oxfordshire 

 29 

23 (19-27) 62 (43-81) 48 (24-72) 84 (52-116) 

 Erlangen, Germany 

 107  

30 (24-35) 58 (44-73) 58 (26-91) 88 (69-106) 

 Melbourne 

 2 

31 (24-37) 50 (35-65) 50 (22-78) 67 (48-86) 

      

Values = percent (95% CI) 

Case-fatality rates for Oxfordshire and Umbria are for 30-days. 
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Mortality from stroke in Australia has declined sharply since the 1970s.  This 

trend has also been observed in varying degrees in other Western countries. 

Comparison of attack rates for the PCSS 1989 cohort compared with the 1995 

cohort using Poisson regression showed an annual decrease of 6.0% over the 6 

year period.104    The 28-day case fatality rates remained approximately equal 

for 1989 and 1995.104  However, in this same period, National Heart Foundation 

of Australia statistics showed a 3.5% decrease per annum in stroke being listed 

as cause of death.109  Taken together, these results indicate that the observed 

decline in cause of death due to stroke was not due to increased survival of 

stroke but due to decrease in the frequency of stroke.  The DoHWA report into 

cerebrovascular disease in WA reflected this decrease in the rates of some 

subtypes of stroke although mortality was not examined.98 

In contrast, a community-based stroke registry in Auckland showed that 

between 1981 and 1991 the overall incidence of stroke remained stable but 

short-term survival improved.96  Improved 28-day survival was also observed 

among patients aged 65 to 74 in a population-based register in Northern 

Sweden and the same population registered increases in first-ever stroke 

among men of the same age.110  These examples illustrate the heterogeneity of 

trends of incidence, attack rates and mortality among different populations in 

different points in time.  They also demonstrate the danger in applying 

epidemiological trends to a population outside the study population for a 

disease such as stroke with complex and multifactorial pathology. 

Statistical Modelling to Determine Predictors of Death from Stroke 

PCSS researchers used Cox proportional-hazards analysis to create a model of 

prediction of death within one year.  The model was developed using two thirds 

of patients in the cohort.  The remaining third of patient data was used to test 

the sensitivity, specificity and negative predictive value of the model.  The 

model was created by including any variable which independently predicted 

death at one year.  Forward stepwise regression techniques were then used to 

create the most parsimonious model with the highest predictive ability when 

applied to the sample group. 22  
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Results of the modelling showed that clinical measures that gauged the severity 

of the neurological deficit of the stroke (loss of consciousness, paresis, and 

incontinence) and variables which measured associated cardiac disease 

(cardiac failure and atrial fibrillation) were independently predictive of death 

within one year. 22  When this model was applied to the test sample it showed 

high sensitivity and negative predictive power.  Interestingly, results of the 

model showed that age was not an independent risk factor for death following 

stroke.22  This result supported the observation from other studies that the 

relationship between age and mortality from stroke is complicated by the 

increased presence of comorbidities in the elderly such as pneumonia resulting 

from immobility and higher rates of institutionalised care among the elderly prior 

to stroke.111,112   
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1.12 Summary 

Despite medical advances that have reduced the incidence and mortality of 

stroke, it remains a common condition with high mortality and resultant in high 

levels of disability.  Due the pathophysiology of brain damage during stroke, it is 

clear that any present or future treatment for stroke will be critically time 

dependent.  Ambulance services are likely to play a key role in pathways 

designed to streamline stroke patients‟ access to acute care. Ambulance staff 

have the potential to influence clinical outcomes by identifying patients who are 

candidates for thrombolysis, delivering these patients in a timely manner to 

hospitals equipped to deliver early interventions and notifying receiving 

hospitals so that they can mobilise stroke teams prior to ambulance arrival.  

Further study is required to define how ambulance staff can most effectively 

contribute to the “stroke team” model in Metropolitan Perth. 

The proportion of stroke patients in Metropolitan Perth who are transported to 

emergency departments by ambulance is yet to be defined.  It is also unclear 

whether patients who are transported to EDs by ambulance are different to 

those that present to ED by other means.  

There are no population-based studies that have looked at the diagnostic 

accuracy of a standard clinical assessment to diagnose stroke in the pre-

hospital setting.  This thesis seeks to describe the characteristics of stroke 

patients transported to hospital by ambulance, test the diagnostic accuracy of 

the clinical assessment performed by ambulance paramedics and define the 

types of conditions which are misdiagnosed as stroke.    
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1.13 Aims 

 

1) To describe the demographic characteristics of stroke patients seen in 

Metropolitan Perth Emergency departments. 

2) To compare stroke patients transported to hospital by ambulance with 

patients transported to hospital by other means of transport, in terms of 

demographic characteristics, proportion of stroke subtypes, and mortality. 

3) To examine, using logistic regression analysis, the influence of variables 

which predict death within 30 days of stroke. 

4) To examine, using logistic regression analysis, the influence of variables 

which predict ambulance usage for transport to hospital following stroke. 

5) To assess the diagnostic accuracy of the standard clinical assessment 

used by ambulance staff to determine if their patient has suffered a stroke. 

6) To characterise cases misdiagnosed as stroke by ambulance staff. 

7) To describe the care provided to stroke patients in the pre-hospital field. 

8) To determine temporal variables associated with ambulance transport. 

9) To investigate the feasibility and accuracy of the use of the Pre-hospital 

Stroke Screen (PSS) to identify stroke patients in the pre-hospital setting 

who meet criteria for early intervention.  
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2.0 Methods: 

2.1 Introduction 

The first aim of the methods chapter is to describe the setting of the study by 

explaining the geographic and demographic characteristics of Perth, Western 

Australia (WA).  

The use of linked data was vital to answering study questions.  For this reason, 

the development of the linked data unit in WA, the type of information available 

in the datasets and records used in this study are described. 

WA is served by a single ambulance service, St-John Ambulance (SJA) WA 

and the major focus of this study was to describe the role of the ambulance 

service as a key component of the care of stroke patients in WA.  The 

ambulance service is described to provide insight into the pre-hospital 

management of stroke and the way in which an ambulance call proceeds from 

the time a „000‟ call is placed to the patient‟s delivery to an emergency 

department. 

Finally, the methodological process of data analysis is explained.  Cohort 

definition, the types of statistical analysis used and the implementation of the 

pilot study are discussed. 

 

2.2 Study Setting 

2.2.1 Geographic Characteristics of Western Australia 

Western Australia (WA) is the largest Australian state and comprises an 

approximate land area of 2.5 million (2,531,563) square kilometres.  Although 

WA occupies one third of Australia‟s total land area it is home to less than 10% 

of Australia‟s total population. 113 

Perth is the capital city of the state of WA. According to the Australian Bureau of 

Statistics, the population of WA as of 7th of February 2008 was 2.059 million 

with 1.52 million (73.8%) living in the Perth metropolitan region.  Perth is 
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bordered by the Indian Ocean to its west and the Nullarbor and inland 

Australian desert to the east.  The closest major city nearest to Perth is 

Adelaide which is 1750 kms to the east. 114 

Perth‟s booming economy and pleasant climate combined with its geographic 

isolation have fostered a stable population.  WA‟s permanent out-of-state 

migration rate is lower than other Australian states, meaning that less 

population is lost to follow up in epidemiological studies. 114 

WA‟s specialised health services are centralised in the Perth metropolitan 

region.  There are seven public and three private hospitals with 24-hour 

emergency departments.  Three of the seven public emergency departments 

are tertiary teaching hospitals which provide thrombolytic therapy for acute 

stroke and Stroke Unit care.  The state of WA is serviced by a single ambulance 

service, the St John Ambulance Western Australian (SJA-WA) Service. 

Perth provides a unique setting for population-based studies due to its isolated 

and centralised population and its low rate of permanent out-of-State migration.   

WA also has a well-developed and validated record linkage database which 

includes ambulance, emergency department and mortality records making 

Perth an ideal city to run large-scale emergency follow-up studies.   

 

2.3 Medical Record Linkage 

2.3.1 Introduction  

Record linkage is the process by which records from several sources that relate 

to a single individual are grouped.115   

To achieve record linkage, blocks of records potentially relating to a single 

individual are evaluated using record linkage keys to determine whether the 

records are in fact from the same individual.  In WA, record linkage uses 

probabilistic matching to evaluate the strength of a match by weighting patient 

identifiers such as surname, given name, middle name initial, date of birth, sex 

and address.  Clerical review of raw data is used when links are questionable.  
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If records are successfully probabilistically matched they are linked to create a 

chronological chain of events for that individual. 

In WA, in-hospital and out-of-hospital records from many different sources are 

routinely linked.  For example, a woman in her lifetime may have a car accident, 

be transported to hospital by ambulance, be seen in an emergency department, 

be admitted to hospital for treatment of her injuries, later in life she may have 

two children, be diagnosed with breast cancer, and die.  This woman‟s chain of 

record linkage would include a record from the Roadwatch Road Injury 

Database, a record from the Western Australian Ambulance Service Database, 

an Emergency Department Information System record, a hospital morbidity 

record, records for both pregnancies registered with the Midwives Notification 

System, records of the births of both children from the Registrar General‟s 

Registrations of Births, a Cancer Registry record and finally a Mortality record. 

Routine record linkage to create large linked databases make possible large 

scale, population-based, follow-up studies such as health surveillance studies, 

aetiology and primary prevention research, natural history and prognostic 

research, as well as studies to evaluate the use and outcomes of healthcare 

services.  Research conducted at this scale is inherently robust and has 

implications for healthcare policy creation and laws that govern community 

health.  The powerful nature of research carried out with linked data has meant 

that the creation of linked record databases to enable large-scale research has 

become the focus of infrastructure planning in Australia as well as the United 

States, Canada, the United Kingdom and member countries of the European 

union.116 

2.3.2 History and Development of the Western Australia Data Linkage 
System 

The Western Australian Data Linkage System (WADLS) encompasses several 

core registers and linked datasets including birth records, midwife notification 

system, cancer register, hospital morbidity data system, mental health services 

register and mortality records.  WADLS‟s extensive network of linked databases 

represents the culmination of decades of perseverance by researchers who 

recognised the power and importance of the systematic linkage of records. 
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Professor Michael Hobbs pioneered the concept of record linkage in WA.  He 

had been introduced to the concept of linked databases in Oxford and 

suggested the introduction of state-wide systematic record linkage in WA.115  

Record linkage in WA began modestly in 1970 with the creation of small linked 

datasets to answer specific study aims.  The Maternal and Child Health Linked 

Database which linked records from midwives‟ notifications, birth registrations, 

hospital inpatient morbidity, birth defects, cerebral palsy data and death 

certificates was created by researchers from the Telethon Institute for Child 

Health Research to conduct epidemiological surveys relating to perinatal 

health.117  The WA Road Injury Database linked state-wide police information 

with hospital inpatient morbidity records and death records for road accident 

patients.118  Funding and computing limitations meant that further population-

based linkage projects did not progress until 1995 when the WA Lotteries 

Commission awarded the University of Western Australia a grant to establish a 

data linkage unit. 

The WA Data Linkage Project commenced in 1995.  At this time there were 

several population-based information systems managed by the Health 

Department of WA and the Office of the Registrar General of Births, Deaths and 

Marriages.  The ambitious aim of the WA Data Linkage Project was to link 15 

years of records (1980-1994) from these previously independent information 

systems.119  The following list of registers and records were included in the 

initial construction phase of the WA Data Linkage Project: 

 Birth Registration records 

 Midwives‟ Notification of Birth records 

 Cancer registration (1981-1994) 

 In-patient hospital morbidity data 

 In-patient and out-patient mental health services data  

 Death Registration records 
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Since the initial construction phase, other population-based research datasets 

maintained by the School of Public Health at the University of WA have been 

added progressively.  These datasets included: 

 Roadwatch Road Injury Database 

 Multinational MONItoring of trends and determinants in CArdiovascular 

disease (MONICA) Coronary Heart Disease Register 

 Busselton Health Surveys (1966-1995) 

 National Heart Foundation Risk Prevalence Surveys 

 Pre-hospital care records (1990-present) 

Several studies have validated the quality of linked data from the WALDU.  

Brameld et al conducted a study to monitor trends in occurrence of end-stage 

renal failure in WA using linked data from the WALDU compared with trends in 

occurrence from the Australia New Zealand Dialysis and Transplant 

(ANZDATA) Register 120.   

The WA linked database was used to create a „clinical base population‟ of end-

stage renal failure patients by extracting records of patients with International 

Classification of Disease (ICD) codes relating to renal failure, dialysis, renal 

transplant and greater than 10 hospital admissions for dialysis in 28 days. 120 

Estimates of incident rates were slightly lower (-7%) in the „clinical base 

population‟ dataset than those of the ANZDATA Register with 83% of „clinical 

base population‟ cases linked to an ANZDATA Registry file.  However this lower 

linkage rate was attributed to a failure of the criteria used to define the „clinical 

base population‟ to extract cases from the linked database.  Of a total of 941 

end stage renal failure cases in the ANZDATA Register, 912 cases (97%) were 

linked to the complete WA linked database.  This demonstrated that, given 

different criteria, nearly all cases could be captured using linked data. 120 

Prevalence rates in the „clinical base population‟ dataset were slightly higher 

(+7%) than the ANZDATA register.  The most common reasons for the absence 

of an ANZDATA record which appeared in the „clinical base population‟ were 

that the patient was resident outside of WA and/or that the patient had not been 
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recognised as a renal failure patient until a year after the commencement of 

dialysis. 120 

The study demonstrated that linked datasets provided a valid and efficient 

means of monitoring end-stage renal failure with estimated rates similar to 

those reported in a purpose-designed disease register. 

The construction of the WADLS represented the first time administrative health 

data for an entire Australian state was linked using a systemic approach.  Prior 

to this, linked data sets were created to achieve the aim of a particular research 

project and conducted in an ad hoc manner.   

In 1999, the WA Department of Health stepped in to jointly fund and administer 

the Data Linkage Unit (DLU).  State government involvement fostered the 

translation of research results into health policy and practice.116  At this time the 

DLU also appointed a consumer representative to its Management Committee 

and launched a campaign to inform the general public regarding research 

results arising from DLU data to highlight the power of linked data to improve 

public health.  The DLU has also worked to educate the community regarding 

the scope of information stored in the WADLS and to state their commitment to 

preserve confidentiality through institution of a best practice protocol 121 which 

required deidentification of all records used.  The best practice protocol also 

requires researchers to apply formally and describe the scope of their project 

before any linked data are released. This ensures that the custodians of the 

WADLS retain control over the use of data in their care. 121 

The WADLS is subject to periodic updates of existing information systems and 

the scope of available information has continued to grow through the addition of 

more information systems.  Most notably in 2003, data relating to residential 

aged care, claims to the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (PBS) and Medicare 

Benefits Scheme (MBS) were linked to the WADLS from 1990 and 

prospectively.  This addition represented the introduction of Commonwealth 

government data into WADLS. 
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Also in 2003, WADLS began using data held in the Family Connections 

Genealogical Register to form links between genealogically related individuals.  

The combination of family links and links to health records allow 

characterisation of gene-gene and gene-environment interactions.122 

Today the WADLS consists of 3.73 million chains with between 1 and 2953 

links per chain.  The scope of information stored within the WADLS is illustrated 

in Figure 10.   

 

Figure 10: Scope of the Western Australian Data Linkage System May 
2007 115 
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2.3.3 Emergency Care Hospitalisation and Outcome (ECHO) Project 

The WADLS routinely link hospital morbidity data, mortality records and pre-

hospital care data. However, the absence of linkages to any emergency 

department data meant that any research relating to emergency care outcomes 

required manual follow-up.  Manual follow-up is problematic because it is costly 

and time consuming and as such places constraints on cohort size.  The 

Emergency Care Hospitalisation and Outcome (ECHO) Project aimed to link 

emergency data into the WADLS to address the need for access to long-term 

follow-up data to evaluate effectiveness of emergency care and characterise the 

use of emergency services.123 

Researchers from the ECHO Project used established WADLS linkage keys to 

link records for all cases of emergency care within metropolitan Perth from July 

2000 to January 2003 to the WADLS then evaluated the quality of these 

linkages (Figure 11).  In WA, the system used to record patient care in 

emergency departments is the Emergency Department Information System 

(EDIS).  EDIS is a patient tracking tool that allows clinical staff to annotate all 

aspects of patient evaluation and management in real time as they are cared for 

in the Emergency Department. 

Figure 11:   The Emergency Care Hospitalisation and Outcome (ECHO) 
Project data linkage plan 123 
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Validation of the ECHO Project showed that of a total of 578,200 emergency 

department presentations in the study period, there were 144,897 cases where 

the “mode of arrival” recorded on the EDIS record indicated transport by 

ambulance.  Of these ambulance arrivals, 135,332 (93.4%) linked to a pre-

hospital care record for the same episode of care.123 

In 165,650 (28.6%) of emergency presentations the “deposition” field indicated 

an admission and 162,216 (97.9%) were linked to a hospital morbidity record for 

the same episode of care. 123  Finally, 624 (0.1%) of patients presenting to ED 

were recorded as having died in the ED and of these EDIS records, 617 

(98.9%) linked to a mortality record. 123 

The study showed that the ECHO linked dataset met international standards 

and was capable of supporting emergency and pre-hospital care outcome 

studies. 

2.4 Description of Linked Information Systems Used in 
Analysis 

Data used in this study were derived from the ECHO linked dataset. The 

information recorded in each of the databases within the ECHO linkage chain is 

described below. 

2.4.1  Western Australian Ambulance Service Database (WAASD) 

The WAASD details all episodes of pre-hospital emergency care provided by 

WAASD in the metropolitan and regional areas of WA and is maintained by the 

Western Australian Pre-Hospital Care Research Unit.  It includes complete data 

for all pre-hospital emergency care episodes in the Perth metropolitan region 

since 1990. 

Each WAASD record documents all events relating to a patient‟s pre-hospital 

care.  When a call is received at the Ambulance Service Operation Centre, 

information regarding the nature of the emergency, location of the call and 

dispatch priority are recorded in a computer aided dispatch (CAD) system.  

Following ambulance attendance to an emergency call, ambulance paramedics 

complete a patient care record (PCR) detailing clinical findings and patient care 

rendered until the patient was either handed over to a receiving facility or the 
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call was terminated for other reasons, such as the patient refusing ambulance 

transport.  Data contained within the PCR is coded and each PCR is linked to 

the initial CAD record to create a complete WAASD record. 

WAASD records can be used as a source of coded information relating to a pre-

hospital emergency event.  Data includes: 

 Patient data – age, gender and patient‟s residential address 

 Ambulance service data – date and time of call, location of event, 

dispatch priority and response, scene and transportation time intervals. 

 Clinical data – nature and urgency of the presenting problem, clinical 

observations, vital signs, treatments administered in the pre-hospital 

setting and provisional diagnosis of the presenting problem. 

 Treatment provided – patient position, airway management, oxygen 

therapy, administration of medications, fracture management and gaining 

intravenous access. 

WAASD data quality is regularly audited to ensure completeness and accuracy 

of records. 

2.4.2 Emergency Department Information System (EDIS) 

All Emergency Departments (ED) in WA use the EDIS to record data.  An EDIS 

record is created for every patient the moment they are registered in an ED by a 

triage nurse.  Initially, demographic fields are recorded such as patient 

identification number, name, address and date of birth, a standardised code for 

the presenting problem and assigned Australian triage score (ATS).  As the 

patient moves through the ED and is assessed, treated, and discharged from 

the ED, additional data is added to the record, in real time, by the various 

clinical staff that attended to the patient. 

At the completion of a patient‟s assessment, the attending physician assigns a 

problem code which best describes the patient‟s diagnosis.  The coding system 

of EDIS problem codes used in WA is unique.  These standardised problem 

codes were created through analysis of 40,000 free text fields used to record 

presenting problems in one mixed adult and paediatric hospital over a one-year 

period.  The standardised problem codes created through this analysis can be 
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mapped to International Classification of Disease Version 10 (ICD-10) codes 

and aid in the creation of cohorts for emergency medical outcome studies.   

A 2003 audit of extracted EDIS data found a high degree of comprehensiveness 

for the majority of recorded variables.  Ninety-six percent (96%) of variables 

entered were complete.  All but two variables entered in real time by clinical 

staff were more than 99% complete, and less than 0.1% of entries in all data 

fields were considered invalid.123 

2.4.3 Mortality Records 

Death records are managed by the Registrar General of Births, Deaths and 

Marriages under the auspices of the Department of the Attorney General of 

Western Australia.  State legislation governing registration of a death in WA 

state that following any death, a medical certificate of cause of death must be 

completed within 48 hours by a physician who was either responsible for the 

person‟s care before their death or examined the person after death. A death 

registration form must be submitted within 14 days of any death. 

Information detailed on the death registration form is entered into the Registrar 

General of Births, Deaths and Marriage‟s computing system where it undergoes 

some rudimentary checks.  The system checks for any duplication of records 

and flags records that are under coronial review, however there exists no formal 

auditing arrangement. 

The information available on the death record include date of death, age at 

death, a free-text area for description of cause of death, and an ICD-coded 

cause of death.  The ICD code for the cause of death is created by the ABS 

using proprietary software and made available by the WADLB. 
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2.5 WA Ambulance Service 

2.5.1 Metropolitan Ambulance Operations 

Western Australia is serviced by a single emergency ambulance provider, SJA-

WA, which is a private benevolent organisation contracted by the Health 

Department of WA to provide all on-road pre-hospital care as well as 

emergency helicopter retrievals.  

In 2001, the metropolitan Perth region was served by 20 ambulance stations 

manned by trained Ambulance Paramedics.  A further 37 regional areas had 

stations where ambulance crews consisted of one career trained Ambulance 

Paramedic and one volunteer Ambulance Officer. 124  Within WA there were 

many smaller regional centres with ambulance stations staffed entirely by 

volunteers.   

In 2001, SJA-WA responded to 123,959 calls throughout WA 125.  SJA-WA 

represents the largest geographic area in the world serviced by a single 

ambulance provider. 

All ambulance related calls for the entire state are received at the Ambulance 

Operation Centre (AOC).  The AOC fields emergency calls from the public via 

the „000‟ phone number as well as requests for ambulance transport from 

healthcare facilities such as nursing homes and emergency departments. 

In the event of an emergency „000‟ call, an AOC call taker interviews the caller 

while simultaneously entering patient details, the location of the call, and 

information relating to the event into the Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) 

system.  Based on the information gathered, the call taker assigns a call priority 

which reflects the problem urgency.  Priority 1 calls are classed as an 

emergency and ambulance proceed to the location of the call using „lights and 

sirens‟.  Priority 2 calls are judged by the call taker as urgent and are attended 

to as soon as possible however the crew will proceed under normal driving 

conditions.  Priority 3, 4 and 5 calls are considered to be low acuity calls.  These 

calls are attended by crews only when they are not required for higher acuity 

calls.  The call taker also assigns a category to the call relating to general 

nature of the call (eg: cardiac or neurological).   
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The information gathered by the call taker is then sent to a dispatcher who 

dispatches an ambulance to the call based on the priority assigned by the call 

taker.   

Ambulance crews are required to be contactable by the AOC at all times during 

their shift and can be dispatched to a call in several different ways.  Crews can 

be dispatched directly from ambulance stations using an intercom system, by 

radio while mobile in the ambulance or by mobile phone when crews are 

temporarily away from their vehicle or station.  

The ambulance crew assigned the call then presses numbers on a keypad in 

the ambulance, which is linked to the CAD system via radio transmission, to 

record several time specific events throughout the call: 

 Time departed to the scene  

 Time of arrival at the scene 

 Time departed from the scene 

 Code relating to destination hospital 

 Time of arrival at hospital 

While attending a call, ambulance crews work as a team to assess and treat 

their patient.  The attending Paramedic will perform a physical assessment and 

ask history questions to try to determine the nature of the problem and if any 

treatment regimen is indicated.  Ambulance crews remain on-scene for the 

minimum time required to stabilise their patient, gather information relevant to 

the event and prepare their patient for transport.  The challenge of paramedic 

work is to gather information and provide treatment in a timely fashion while 

simultaneously moving the patient towards definitive care at an emergency 

department. 

Once the patient is loaded into the ambulance, the attending Paramedic 

continues to render any treatment required en route to hospital.  The choice of 

receiving hospital is determined by the nature of the emergency and the 

urgency of the patient‟s condition.  If the patient‟s condition is stable, the 

ambulance crew proceeds to the hospital obeying normal traffic regulations.  If a 

patient is unstable or their condition requires time-dependent treatment, the 
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ambulance crew proceeds to hospital under priority 1 conditions and use lights 

and sirens to hasten the patient‟s arrival at hospital.  The ambulance crew will 

notify the receiving hospital by mobile phone and provide a brief handover 

regarding the patient‟s condition and estimated time of arrival. 

The attending Paramedic records information relating to all aspects of the call 

such as patient details, the nature of the emergency and all time specific events 

on a patient care record (PCR).  The PCR has several free-text areas to record 

the nature of the emergency, results of physical exam, answers to pertinent 

history questions, information relating to the patient‟s medical history, patient 

management and response to treatment.  There is a section to record vital signs 

and several tick boxes to categorise patient management and medications 

administered which simplify data entry for research purposes.  The attending 

Paramedic also records a “problem code” which represents their working 

diagnosis based on their patient assessment.  A copy of the PCR is shown in 

Appendix 1. 

2.5.2 St John Ambulance Treatment for Stroke 

Management of stroke patients centres on providing general supportive 

measures to maintain oxygenation.   

SJA-WA clinical practice guidelines relating to the pre-hospital care of stroke 

patients prescribe the use of supplemental oxygen to maximise the oxygenation 

of blood delivered to the brain 126. It is important to note that at the time of this 

study, the use of oxygen for the treatment of stroke was prescribed for all 

cases. (Appendix 2) 126  Vital signs are monitored regularly and the patient‟s 

blood sugar level (BSL) is checked to rule out hypoglycaemia. 126 

In patients with severely depressed levels of consciousness, stabilisation of the 

airway may be required.  Ambulance paramedics are trained to use oral 

pharyngeal airways (OPA), nasopharyngeal airways (NPA), suctioning and 

positioning of the patient as required to ensure patency of the airway.126  In 

cases where there is an immediate threat of aspiration in the unconscious 

patient, paramedics can perform endotrachael intubation or insertion of 

laryngeal mask.126 
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Seizure can occur in a minority of patients suffering stroke. 127,128  In cases 

where seizure lasts for greater than 10 minutes or the patient experiences 

multiple seizures without return of consciousness, or where seizure affects 

patient‟s oxygenation, paramedics can administer an intramuscular injection of 

Midazolam.126 

In 2006, a stroke streamlining protocol was introduced to Metropolitan Perth 

which indicated that any patient believed to be suffering a stroke, where the 

onset of symptoms was within one hour of ambulance arrival should be 

transported to Royal Perth Hospital (RPH), Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital 

(SCGH) or Fremantle Hospital (FH), bypassing any other closer emergency 

departments.  These three hospitals were capable of providing specialised 

stroke care and early intervention treatments for stroke.  The protocol also 

specified that crews contact the receiving hospital by mobile phone to allow 

them to mobilise required services within the hospital such as neurology staff 

and CT scan imaging prior to ambulance arrival. (Appendix 2). 
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2.6 Episodes of Care for Stroke in Metropolitan Perth 
Emergency Departments July 2002-2007 – Cohort #1 

2.6.1 Definition of Cohort 

A dataset of EDIS cases was created by extracting all cases seen in the 

metropolitan Perth emergency departments that received a diagnosis code of 

ischaemic stroke, intracerebral haemorrhage, or subarachnoid haemorrhage. 

Extracted cases were then linked to a mortality record if one existed.  Transient 

Ischameic Attacks were not included in this cohort to make results comparable 

with other epidemiological studies or stroke.  The ICD-10 codes used to identify 

stroke cases are listed in table 4.  

 

Table 4:  Summary of ICD-10 codes used to create cohort of Emergency 
Department presentations for stroke 

ICD-10 Code Description 

I60-I60.9 Subarachnoid haemorrhage 

I61-I61.9 Intracerebral haemorrhage 

I62-I62.9 Other non-traumatic intracranial haemorrhage 

I63-I63.9 Ischaemic stroke 

I64 Stroke, not specified as haemorrhage or infarction 

I65-I65.9 Occlusion and stenosis of precerebral arteries, not resulting 
in ischaemic stroke 

I66-I66.9 Occlusion and stenosis of cerebral arteries, not resulting in 
ischaemic stroke 

H34.1 Central retinal artery occlusion 

 

Inter-facility transfers were eliminated from the dataset to avoid duplication of 

episodes of care and ensure that only the original emergency visit was 

represented in the dataset.  For example, a patient may have presented to 

Armadale-Kelmscott District Hospital (AKDH) ED then diagnosed with stroke 

and transferred to Royal Perth Hospital (RPH) ED for further assessment and 

treatment.  It was important to retain the original visit to AKDH and to eliminate 

the subsequent transfer to RPH. 
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Elimination of these duplications was done using two methods.  In the first 

method, unique identifier numbers called rootlp numbers were used to group 

records pertaining to the same individual.  If two cases with the same rootlp 

number were seen at two different EDs within 24 hours it was considered that 

the second visit was an inter-facility transfer and this case was eliminated from 

the dataset.  

The second method involved insuring that inter-facility transfers identified in the 

ambulance dataset (cohort #2) were not included in the EDIS dataset.  Inter-

facility transfers from the ambulance dataset were extracted and merged with 

the EDIS dataset.  Cases with the same rootlp number were grouped and any 

EDIS cases that occurred on the same day and within 1 hour of the inter-facility 

transfer were considered to be the same episode and were eliminated from the 

dataset. 

Patients less than 18 years of age were excluded to ensure analysis of data for 

an adult population. 

Mode of Transport to Hospital 

One of the aims of this study was to characterise the group of stroke patients 

who were transported to hospital by ambulance and to compare this group to 

patients who were transported to hospital by other means.  The mode of arrival 

to hospital is recorded as “mode of arrival” in the EDIS dataset.  This variable 

was used to divide the cohort into two subgroups: 

 Transported by ambulance:  Included all episodes of care where either 

ambulance or helicopter retrieval were used for transport to hospital. 

 Transported by other means:  Included episodes of care where the 

patient was transported to hospital by private transport, custodial 

services or where the mode of transport was recorded as “other”. 
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Stroke Subtypes 

Each episode of care was categorised into one of four stroke subtypes using 

the ICD-coded diagnosis code from the EDIS dataset (Table 5). 

 

Table 5:  Description of specific ICD-10 codes included in each stroke 
subtype categories 

Stroke Subgroup 
Categories 

Description ICD-10 
Code 

 

 

Ischaemic Stroke 

Ischaemic stroke I63-I63.9 

Occlusion and stenosis of precerebral 
arteries, not resulting in ischaemic stroke 

I65-I65.9 

Occlusion and stenosis of cerebral 
arteries, not resulting in ischaemic stroke 

I66-I66.9 

Central retinal artery occlusion H34.1 

Subarachnoid 
Haemorrhage 

Subarachnoid haemorrhage I60-I60.9 

 

Intracerebral 
Haemorrhage 

Intracerebral haemorrhage I61-I61.9 

Other non-traumatic intracranial 
haemorrhage 

I62-I62.9 

Undefined Stroke Stroke, not specified as haemorrhage or 
infarction 

I64 

 

The stroke subtypes chosen reflect groupings used in other epidemiological 

surveys of stroke. 

Choice of Destination Hospital 

During the study period, Fremantle Hospital, Royal Perth Hospital and Sir 

Charles Gairdner Hospital offered specialised stroke unit care as well as early 

interventional therapies such as thrombolytic therapy.  Transport to any of these 

three hospitals was considered to be an “appropriate receiving facility”.  
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Australian Triage Score 

Triage systems are a tool used by emergency departments to ensure that 

patients are seen in the order of their clinical urgency.  The Australian Triage 

Score (ATS) is determined on patient arrival and is based on a brief patient 

assessment performed by a specially trained registered nurse in conjunction 

with information reported by ambulance staff, in cases where patients are 

transported by ambulance.  The ATS is recorded on the patient‟s EDIS record 

and the score dictates the timeframe in which the patient must be seen by a 

physician after they arrive at the ED.  The categories of the ATS are 

summarised in table 6.  

The ambulance problem urgency code uses the same criteria to measure 

clinical urgency as the hospital ATS.  A study comparing the use of ATS by 

paramedics and nurses showed a high correlation between prehospital and in-

hospital urgency.129 

 

Table 6:  Description of Australian Triage Scores (ATS) 

ATS Description Acuity - Maximum timeframe 
to receiving care 

1 Resuscitation Immediate care 

2 Emergency Care within 10 minutes 

3 Urgent Care within 30 minutes 

4 Semi-urgent Care within 60 minutes 

5 Non-urgent Care within 120 minutes 
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EDIS Departure Status 

Departure status is recorded in the EDIS database and categorises each patient 

to a particular endpoint once they cease to be emergency department patients.  

The categories of the EDIS departure status were: discharged, admitted, 

transferred to another hospital, died in the emergency department, did not wait 

to be seen, left against medical advice or other departure destination.  For this 

part of the analysis, admissions and transferred to another hospital were 

combined and counted as admissions.  Inter-facility transfers between 

emergency departments were eliminated from the dataset, therefore transfers to 

another hospital were considered to be for the purpose of admission. 

Attack Rates 

The frequency of first-ever-in-a-lifetime stroke is referred to as the “incidence 

rate” for stroke.  As the data used in this thesis did not allow for determining 

whether a stroke was a first-time stroke or recurrent stroke, an “attack rate” was 

used instead.  The “attack rate” is the frequency of first-time and recurrent 

strokes combined.103 

Each case in the cohort represented an episode of care.  It was reasonably 

common for patients in the cohort to present multiple times for stroke during the 

5-year study period creating several episodes of care relating to the same 

patient.  These multiple episodes of care were aggregated to create a single 

record per patient which represented their most recent ED visit. 

Record aggregation was achieved using unique identifying numbers called 

“rootlp numbers” to identify patients with multiple ED presentations for stroke. 

Rootlp numbers were not available for the final six months of the study, January 

2007 to July 2007, making aggregation of cases from this period impossible.  

Accordingly, there are no rate calculations for the final study year (July 1st 2006 

to June 30th 2007) and the overall incidence rate is based on a four and a half 

year period. 

SPSS syntax written to aggregate multiple episodes of care was applied to the 

entire dataset to determine the number of individuals represented by the cases 

in the study period.  An overall incidence rate was calculated on a per individual 
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basis for the four and a half year study period. The Australian Bureau of 

Statistics (ABS) population estimates for Metropolitan Perth for ages 20 years 

old and above at June 30th 2004 were the denominator. 

To determine incident rates per study year, separate datasets were created for 

each study year.  SPSS syntax was applied independently to each study year to 

aggregate records and determine the number of individuals represented by the 

cases of each year.  Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) population estimates 

for Metropolitan Perth for each study year were used as denominators for rate 

calculations.   

ABS data was imported into Super TABLE software to create population 

estimates for Metropolitan Perth per study year and per 5-year age group.  

These were then pasted into Microsoft Excel spread sheets to tabulate 

population estimates per study year for all individuals 20 years and older in the 

Perth Metropolitan area.  The Microsoft Excel spread sheet is included in 

Appendix 3. 

Mortality Rates 

All analysis related to mortality was carried out on data where each record 

referred to an individual rather than an episode of care. As described 

previously, unique identifying numbers, called “rootlp numbers”, were used to 

create a single record per individual.  Where a mortality record was linked to 

several EDIS records indicating multiple episodes of care for one patient, cases 

were ordered chronologically then aggregated to ensure that the record relating 

to the episode of care immediately prior to the patient‟s death was kept. 

The final six month of the study, January 1st 2007 to July 1st 2007, “rootlp 

numbers” were not available making it impossible to aggregate data for that 

period.  For this reason, data for this period was not included in mortality rate 

calculations or logistic regression analysis. 

The crude mortality rate for the cohort during the study period was calculated by 

adjusting the person-time to reflect the approximate length of time that each 

individual was under follow-up.  For example, individuals who entered the 

cohort in the first year of the study were followed-up for three-and-a-half years 
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whereas those who entered the cohort in the last year of the study were only 

followed-up for half a year.  Figure 12 shows the method used to calculate the 

mortality rate. 

Case fatality rates were calculated as a proportion of individuals within a given 

group which had died. 

Figure 12:  Calculation method to account for differing lengths of follow-
up during study period 

  

Individual 

Number of 
Years of 

Follow-up 

Person-Years 
per Study Year 

Number of 
Deaths 

July 1st 2002-
June 30th 2003 

N1 4.5 4.5N1 X1 

July 1st 2003-
June 30th 2004 

N2 3.5 3.5N2 X2 

July 1st 2004-
June 30th 2005 

N3 2.5 2.5N3 X3 

July 1st 2005-
June 30th 2006 

N4 1.5 1.5N4 X4 

July 1st 2006-
December 31st  

2006 

N5 0.5 0.5N5 X5 

Total   4.5N1 + 3.5N2 + 
2.5N3 + 1.5N4 + 

0.5N5 

X1 + X2 + X3 

+ X4 +X5 

Crude Death Rate = 
Total Number of Deaths 
    Total Person-Years 

 = X1 + X2 + X3 + X4 + X5 

4.5N1 + 3.5N2 + 2.5N3 + 1.5N4 + 0.5N5 

 

A population mortality rate was calculated for the four and a half year study 

period.  The ABS population estimate for Metropolitan Perth  on June 30th 2004, 

which is an approximate midpoint of the study period, was used as the 

denominator.  
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Death Within 30 Days of Stroke 

The outcome measure relating to mortality in this study was death within 30 

days of presentation to ED for stroke. Analysis by cause of death was outside 

the scope of this study.  

An overall crude mortality rate/case fatality rate was calculated for the cohort.  

Influences of gender, stroke subtypes and mode of transport to hospital were 

also examined. 

2.6.2 Comparisons of Groups 

The main focus of this study was to characterise ambulance usage for transport 

to hospital in the event of a stroke.  The group comprising episodes of care for 

stroke where patients were transported to hospital by ambulance were 

compared with the group comprising episodes of care where patients were 

transported by other means to define differences in several different variables: 

 Proportions of males and females 

 Proportions of different stroke subtypes 

 Proportions of ATS categories 

 Proportions of patients transported to hospitals offering specialised 

stroke care 

 Proportions of categories of ED departure status 

 Case fatality rates 

Chi-square analysis was used to derive odds ratios to draw comparisons 

between groups and 95% confidence intervals (95%CIs) were used to 

determine whether differences were significant. 

The mean age was calculated for each group and a student‟s t-test was used to 

determine whether differences were significant. 
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2.7 Statistical Modelling 

2.7.1 Regression 

Regression analysis is a statistical technique used to explore the relationship 

between a dependent (outcome) variable and one or more predictor variables.  

Regression methods are based on the theory that the relationship between a 

dependent variable and a predictor variable can be described mathematically by 

the equation of the line of best fit for a graphical plot of these variables.  For a 

linear relationship the equation of the line is y =  + such that for every 

increase of one unit of the predictor variable , the dependent variable y 

increases by  + The relationship of the dependent variable with multiple 

predictor variables can be described by: 

 y =  + + + + ... +  

Regression analysis is commonly used on observational and non-experimental 

data because it allows the researcher to control for confounders and account for 

effect modification.  In experimental studies the effect of confounders and effect 

modification can be controlled through study design. 

A confounding variable is one that has a relationship with both y and and 

therefore confounds the relationship between these variables.  For example, 

both cholesterol and blood pressure may increase as age increases.  If age is 

ignored when examining the relationship between cholesterol and blood 

pressure, it may appear as though cholesterol increases as blood pressure 

increases when each may only be increasing as age increases. 

By including potential confounders in the model, regression analysis can 

quantify the effect of a predictor variable on the outcome variable while 

accounting for the effect of other variables in the model.  Once predictor 

variables of cholesterol level and age are included in the regression model for 

the dependent variable blood pressure, the relationship between cholesterol 

and blood pressure can be explored after the effect of age on both these 

variables has been controlled. 
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Effect modification is where the effect of one predictor variable changes 

depending on the category of another predictor variable.  For example when 

exploring the relationship of the outcome variable of blood pressure with several 

predictor variables, the predictor variable of a drug treatment may have different 

effects on blood pressure for males and females.  Inclusion of an interaction 

variable for treatment and gender in the regression model will adjust for effect 

modification. 

Analysis of observational data using regression modelling leads to results 

where the effect of each variable is not viewed in isolation.   These results are 

reflective of the interplay of variables seen in real-life populations and therefore 

more meaningful.  

Regression analysis also allows the researcher to discern the strength of the 

relationship of each predictor variable on the dependent variable.  The 

magnitude of the effect of each predictor variable can be quantified and 

compared by multiplying the value for the coefficient () by the 

standard deviation for each coefficient. 

2.7.2 Logistic Regression 

Linear regression modelling can be used when the dependent variable is 

continuous.  Predictor variables can be either continuous or categorical. When 

the dependent variable is categorical (eg dead/alive) linear regression cannot 

be used.   

Exploration of the relationship of a categorical (binary) outcome variable with 

one or more predictor variables can be carried out using logistic regression 

modelling.  Logistic regression is analogous to linear regression, however the 

equation that describes the relationship of variables estimates the probability of 

a particular outcome occurring based on the contribution of the predictor 

variables.  
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 The mathematical representation of this relationship is: 

ln        p           =  + + + + ... + 

  

Where ln    p           is the natural logarithm of the odds of an outcome occurring.                           

 

The equation is derived through the relationship between probability and odds 

ratio: 

  OR =      p   =     probability of the event occurring  
   1 - p     probability of the event not occurring  

The odds ratio is the probability of an event occurring divided by the probability 

of the event not occurring. 

This can also be expressed in terms of predictor variables where: 

  p =    1   

   1 + e-( + + + + ...+  ) 

and 

  1 – p =  e-( + + + + ...+  ) 

    1+ e-( + + + + ... +  ) 

 
OR =                         1                   

 e-( + + + + ... +  ) 

  OR =     p    = e( + + + + ... +  ) 

    

The logistic transformation of this equation forms the basis for interpretation of 

logistic regression analysis: 

ln        p           =  + + + + ... +

        

As with linear regression, accounting for confounding factors and effect 

modifications is achieved through addition of representative variables to the 

1-p 

1-p 

1-p 

1-p 
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logistic regression equation.  The coefficients obtained for continuous predictor 

variables indicate the magnitude of the increase or decrease in odds of the 

outcome occurring with a change of one unit of the predictor variable.  For 

categorical variables, the coefficients indicate the magnitude of the change in 

odds of the outcome occurring when a patient falls into one level of the variable 

as compared with a reference level.  In both cases, the change in odds 

indicated by the coefficient is the change in odds after adjusting for other 

variables in the equation. 

This study aimed to examine the factors that predicted ambulance use in the 

event of a stroke and to identify patient characteristics that contribute to 30 day 

mortality following stroke.  These outcome measures were chosen both for their 

compatibility with other epidemiological studies of stroke and for their clinical 

relevance.  

Logistic regression analysis was carried out on two binary outcome variables: 

 Odds of using an ambulance for transport to hospital (transported by 

ambulance yes/no) 

 Odds of death within 30 days of stroke (death yes/no) 

The date of the most recent episode of care and the date of death from the 

death record, when one existed, were used to calculate the number of days 

elapsed from the date of presentation to hospital to death.  This figure was then 

used to categorise each patient as alive, dead at 30 days or dead at 1 year. 

2.7.3 Model Development 

To build the logistic regression models used in this study, variables were 

included when they either had an underlying theoretical contribution to the 

outcome variable or they emerged as having a significant effect on outcome 

during descriptive analysis of variables.   

Age and gender were included in each model to reflect age and gender specific 

differences in rates of stroke. It was particularly important to include age in the 

mortality model as age inherently affects mortality.  Univariate analysis 

confirmed the significance of age on survival as well as ambulance usage.  
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Gender was not significant in univariate analysis for all three models but was 

included so that the model accurately represented the study population. 

The Australian Triage Score (ATS) was included in the model as a surrogate 

measure of stroke severity.  The ATS is determined based on criteria relating to 

the urgency with which patients must be assessed after they arrive at the ED 

and is recorded by the triage nurse on patient arrival. 

Patients with a triage score of 1 are considered to require immediate 

resuscitation.  A triage score of 2 indicates that the patient requires evaluation 

by a physician within 10 minutes and a triage score of 3 indicates that the 

patient‟s condition is not life threatening and assessment is required in 30 

minutes. 

The clinical conditions of patients suffering stroke who are triaged as either ATS 

of 4 or 5 are very similar.  Unlike patients who are triaged as a 1 or 2, they do 

not have any immediate life threats and the determination that their condition 

does not require assessment for between 60 and 120 minutes indicates that 

they do not qualify for any early stroke interventions.  For this reason, in both 

logistic regression models, patients with a ATS of 4 or 5 were grouped into a 

single category to simplify interpretation of the model.  The logistic regression 

model was fitted with and without grouping these scores and the coefficients for 

the other variables in the equation did not change significantly. 

Stroke subtype was included in each model to reflect the different proportions of 

deaths and ambulance usage for each stroke subtype.  Univariate analysis 

confirmed that stroke subtype contributed to prediction of ambulance usage and 

short-term mortality. 

Effect modification was evaluated for triage score and mode of transport on 

death within 30 days of stroke by running the model both with and without an 

interaction term.  The beta coefficients did not differ significantly for both models 

indicating that there was no effect modification for triage score and mode of 

transport. 

The SPSS logistic regression program used enters variables into the model 

using a Forced Entry Method.  In this approach, all predictor variables are fitted 
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to the model in one block.  The effect of each predictor variable on the outcome 

variable is tested while controlling for the effect of all the other variables in the 

model.  The aim of this study was to build a model which included variables with 

a strong theoretical or univariate association to the outcome variable, rather 

than being over-inclusive and drawing clinically dubious relationships. 

2.7.4 Assumptions and Limitations of Logistic Regression 

Logistic regression modelling allows a freer use of regression techniques.  The 

outcome variable must be discreet, however, predictor variables can be either 

continuous or categorical. 

However, there are several assumptions that must be met for regression 

analysis to elicit accurate results that can be generalised to populations beyond 

the study population.  If these assumptions are not met the model could 

generate invalid coefficient estimates or large standard errors for coefficients 

and lead to erroneous interpretation. 

Sample Size 

In order for a logistic regression model to perform well when predicting future 

outcomes and when replicated in other studies, it is important to have an 

adequate sample size. Larger sample sizes also minimise error, improve the 

accuracy of population estimates and allow results to be generalised more 

broadly.  Rules to determine what constitutes an adequate sample size with 

regards to logistic modelling range in their complexity.  Harrell et al developed a 

rule of thumb approach to sample size that specified a minimum of 10 cases per 

predictor variable.  Although this rule was developed for stepwise logistic 

regression modelling, it can be applied more broadly. A recent study tested the 

performance of logistic regression models on fabricated data with some 

predictor variables having less than the nominated 10 cases set out by the rule 

of thumb and found that sample sizes of 5-9 performed as well as sample sizes 

of 10-15. 130   

Tabachnick and Fidell‟s determination of sample size is somewhat more 

complex.  Their calculation for sample size expresses a ratio of the number of 

cases to the number of predictor variables and is described by the equation N > 

50 + 40m (where m = number of predictor variables).  Given that each model in 
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this study included four predictor variables, this calculation suggests a minimum 

sample size of 210 cases. 

In terms of categorical predictor variables it is also important to consider that, as 

per the rule of thumb, there must be a minimum of 10 cases in each category in 

order to avoid over fitting the data. 

Analysis of the mode of transport to hospital model was performed on 7,664 

individuals.  There were four predictor variables included in the model and the 

minimum number of cases in any level of any category was 17 for patients 

transported by other means who had received Australian Triage Score of 1. 

Analysis of the model predicting death within 30 days of stroke was also 

performed on 6,415 individuals.  Four predictor variables were included in the 

model and the minimum number of cases for any category level was 50 cases 

for the stroke subgroup of TIA patients who died within 30 days of stroke.   

Both logistic regression models therefore meet the sample size requirements 

set out by either the rule of thumb criteria or the Tabachnick and Fidell formula. 

Multicollinearity 

Multicollinearity describes the relationship between independent predictor 

variables.  If predictor variables in the model are highly correlated, results of the 

logistic regression will be inaccurate.  There are no formal procedures to check 

this assumption in the logistic regression programs of SPSS.  However, the 

linear regression programs of SPSS allow the correlation between variables to 

be checked.  Bivariate correlation statistics above 0.7 indicate a strong 

relationship between variables which can cause errors in the results of linear 

regression models.  Correlation matrices were tabulated for each regression 

models and the maximum bivariate correlation was 0.38 for the death within 30 

of stroke model and 0.27 for the mode of transport to hospital model. 

Multicollinearity can also be tested in SPSS linear regression program through a 

„collinearity diagnostic‟ function.  Two variables are presented to describe the 

extent of colinearity, tolerance and variance of inflation factor (VIF).  Tolerance 

is the amount of variability of a predictor variable not explained by the other 
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predictor variables in the model.  It is calculated by the formula 1 – R2 where R2 

is the variance of the dependent variable explained by the model.  Values less 

than 0.10 indicate high correlation and multicollinearity. 

VIF is the inverse of tolerance and values greater than 10 indicate collinearity.  

Collinearity diagnostics were run for both models and there were no tolerance 

statistic less than 0.81 and no VIF values greater than 1.17 for the death within 

30 days of stroke model.  For the mode of transport to hospital model, there 

were no tolerance statistics less 0.87 than and no VIF greater than 1.16.   

Results from these tests of multicollinearity ensure that there was no evidence 

of correlation between any variables entered into the model. 

Outliers 

Outliers are cases where the model strongly predicts one outcome in the 

dependent variable but actually shows the opposite outcome.  If too many 

outlying cases are included in the regression analysis the model will show poor 

fit.  It is important to identify and examine outliers to determine if they represent 

errors that must be either eliminated or corrected or if they are legitimate cases 

that indicate a deficiency underpinning the model.  Outliers can be identified in 

SPSS through calculation of standard residuals and Cook‟s distances, both 

available in the logistic regression program. 

The residual difference is the difference between the observed event and the 

predicted event.  The standard residual is the residual difference divided by an 

estimate of its standard deviation.  Standard residual values above 2 are 

potential outliers which warrant clerical review and consideration.  Cook‟s 

distance measures the influence of a particular case on the residuals of other 

cases in the model.  A Cook‟s distance greater than 1 again identifies a 

potential outlier requiring review.   

Both these diagnostic tests were performed for the logistic regression models.  

There were several cases with standard residuals greater than 2 for each model 

with Cooks distances between 2 and 10.  Clerical review indicated that these 

were genuine cases and not errors.  In the death within 30 days of stroke model 

these cases often represented cases of stroke who received a low triage code 
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but who later died.  Cases with high residuals in the mode of transport model 

often represented cases with triage codes of 1 (immediate resuscitation) who 

arrived by private transport.   

Due to the large sample size, their influence on the fit of the final model was 

small.  Their inclusion was considered important for an honest examination of 

the performance of the model. 

Goodness of Fit 

The goodness of fit of the logistic regression model refers to how well it 

describes the outcome variable of interest.  Regardless of the legitimacy of the 

relationship between predictor variables and the outcome variable, the SPSS 

logistic regression function will tabulate coefficient estimates for each predictor 

variable.  However, interpretation of the coefficients will lead to invalid 

conclusions if the overall model does not adequately describe the relationship 

between the predictor variables and the outcome of interest. For coefficients 

estimates to be interpreted in a meaningful way, the integrity of the logistic 

regression model as a whole must be tested.   

SPSS allows users to test the goodness of fit using two methods: 

 Log likelihood chi-square 

 Hosmer and Lemeshow  Goodness of Fit Test 

Log Likelihood Chi-Square 

This test of goodness of fit compares the ability of the model containing only the 

constant to predict the outcome as compared with the model which includes the 

constant and all predictor variables.  When there is a relationship between the 

predictor variables and the dependent outcome variable, the predictive ability of 

the model improves with the addition of predictor variables.  Therefore, the 

difference in the log likelihoods of the constant only model and the model 

containing all the predictor variables elicits a negative value.  The difference in 

the log likelihoods is then multiplied by 2 (-2LL) to create a hypothesis testing 

statistic which has a chi-square distribution.  The degrees of freedom (df) are 

determined by the number of predictor variables plus one df for the constant.  P-
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values for the chi-square less than 0.05 are significant and indicate that the 

predictor variables are associated to the outcome variable. 

For both the models the -2LL and associated chi-squares statistics were all 

significant with p-values < 0.005.  (Appendix 6)  

Hosmer and Lemeshow Goodness of Fit Test 

The Hosmer and Lemeshow goodness of fit test compares observed and 

predicted frequencies.  The more closely the observed and predicted 

frequencies match the better the fit of the model.  The Hosmer and Lemeshow 

test statistic is a Pearson chi-square calculated from a contingency table of 

observed and predicted frequencies.  A “good fit” as measured by the Hosmer 

and Lemeshow test statistic is indicated by large p-values.  Therefore, p-values 

greater than 0.05 indicate a well fitted of the model. 

The Hosmer and Lemeshow test of goodness of fit p statistic for the death 

within 30 days model was 0.93. 

The Hosmer and Lemeshow p statistic for the ambulance usage model showed 

a significant value of 0.03.  While this could be interpreted as indicating that the 

model was not well-fitted, in this case the significant Hosmer and Lemeshow 

statistic reflected the presence of several outliers with large residual distances.  

As stated previously, examination of individual outlier cases showed that they 

were true cases.   The logistic regression model was run with and without the 

inclusion of outliers.  Exclusion of outliers greatly improved the overall fit of the 

model which was reflected in the Hosmer and Lemeshow statistic.  Estimates 

and 95% CIs for the predictor variables remained approximately the same.  It 

was therefore concluded that the Hosmer and Lemeshow statistic did not 

indicate a poor fit but instead the influence of a relatively small number of 

extreme outlier cases. Therefore, the values reported and discussed were 

derived from data where outliers were included in the model. 
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Independence of Error 

Logistic regression assumes that each case entered in the model is unrelated to 

ensure the independence of error.  For this reason, logistic regression cannot 

be used for any data with repeated measures of the same individual or where 

data has been matched such as case-control studies. 

Data used in this study consisted of episodes of care for stroke over the 5-year 

study period.  It was common for the same individual to appear several times 

within the study period.  In order to satisfy the logistic regression model‟s 

requirement for independence of error, it was important to aggregate multiple 

episodes of care for an individual into a single record.  This was achieved, as 

described previously, by using patient unique identifying numbers.  Therefore, 

each case entered into the regression model represented an individual and 

included data for each predictor variable. 

 

2.8 Cases of Ambulance Transport Given a Provisional 
Diagnosis of Stroke July 2002-2007 – Cohort #2 

 

2.8.1 Definition of Cohort 

This cohort included all cases transported to hospital by ambulance in the Perth 

Metropolitan region from July 1st 2002 to June 30th 2007 where the problem 

code entered by the Ambulance Paramedic indicated a provisional diagnosis of 

stroke.  Each ambulance case was then linked to its EDIS record and mortality 

record, if one existed.    

Any case where the transport originated from any hospital with an ED or from 

Royal Flying Doctor Service at Jandakot airport were excluded because the 

ambulance staff would receive a handover indicating that the patient had been 

diagnosed with or have a provisional diagnosis of stroke. 

Patients less than 18 years of age were excluded to ensure analysis of data for 

an adult population. 
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2.8.2 Sensitivity Analysis 

The aim of analysis of this cohort was to examine the accuracy of pre-hospital 

stroke diagnosis and to characterise conditions that mimicked stroke.  The 

ambulance diagnosis was taken from the ambulance “problem code” which 

reflects the paramedic‟s working diagnosis on which they determine required 

patient treatment. 

The sensitivity and positive predictive value of the clinical assessment 

conducted by ambulance staff to reach a diagnosis of stroke was calculated by 

comparing the ambulance provisional diagnosis of stroke with the EDIS record 

ICD-10 diagnosis assigned by the attending emergency physician as the gold 

standard.   

The ICD-10 codes that were considered to be a “correct diagnosis” for stroke 

are listed in table 7.  

Table 7:  ICD-10 codes and description of conditions considered to be a 
“correct diagnosis” of stroke 

ICD-10 Code Description 

I60-I60.9 Subarachnoid haemorrhage 

I61-I61.9 Intracerebral haemorrhage 

I62-I62.9 Other non-traumatic intracranial haemorrhage 

I63-I63.9 Ischaemic stroke 

I64 Stroke, not specified as haemorrhage or infarction 

I65-I65.9 Occlusion and stenosis of precerebral arteries, not resulting 
in ischaemic stroke 

I66-I66.9 Occlusion and stenosis of cerebral arteries, not resulting in 
ischaemic stroke 

G45-G45.9 Transient cerebral ischaemic attacks and related 
syndromes  

H34.1 Central retinal artery occlusion 

 

All stroke types were considered as a “correct diagnosis” regardless of whether 

their pathology was occlusive or haemorrhagic in nature because these 

subtypes cannot be discerned through clinical exam and history.  Transient 

ischemic attack (TIA) was also included to be a “correct diagnosis” because its 

clinical presentation is identical to stroke and is a retrospective diagnosis made 

when symptoms resolve within 24 hours.  As ambulance paramedics generally 
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assess TIA patients during the active phase of their symptoms and the period of 

observation is limited, they are unable to differentiate TIA from stroke.   

Based on these criteria, cases were placed in either the “correct diagnosis” or 

“stroke mimic” group. 

 2.8.3 Subgroup Analysis of “Correct Diagnosis Group” 

Ambulance data were used to calculate demographic characteristics such as 

mean age and proportion of each gender and temporal ambulance statistics 

such as mean response time. Clinical characteristics and the types of 

treatments rendered in the pre-hospital field were also explored.  

EDIS data were used to characterise the proportions of each type of departure 

status such as the proportion of cases that were admitted.  

Odds ratios and t-test statistics were calculated to compare characteristics of 

the “correct diagnosis” group and the “stroke mimic” group. 

Analysis was carried out on a per case basis where each case represented an 

episode of care rather than an individual. 

2.8.3 Attack rates and Mortality Rates 

Incidence rates were computed for data where each episode of care related to a 

patient.  Separate datasets were created for these analyses where patient 

unique identifiers (“rootlp numbers”) were used to aggregated multiple cases 

relating to an individual to create one record as described previously.  Individual 

rootlp numbers were not available for the period of January 2007 to July 2007 

making aggregation of cases from this period impossible.  Accordingly, there 

are no rate calculations for the final study year (July 1st 2006 to June 30th 2007) 

and the mortality rate was calculated for a four and a half year period. 

Rate calculations were calculated per study year.  Each study year started on 

the 1st of July and ended on the 30th of June the following year.  Australian 

Bureau of Statistics (ABS) population estimates for Metropolitan Perth were 

used as denominators for rate calculations.  Data were imported into Super 

TABLE software to create population estimates for Metropolitan Perth per study 
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year and per 5-year age group.  These were then pasted into Microsoft Excel 

spread sheets to tabulate population estimates per study year for all individuals 

20 years and older in the Perth Metropolitan area.  The Microsoft Excel spread 

sheet is included in Appendix 3. 

2.8.4 Subgroup Analysis of “Stroke Mimic Group” 

This subgroup contained all cases that did not receive an ED diagnosis of 

stroke.  The aim of analysis of this subgroup was to characterise the types of 

conditions that were being misdiagnosed as stroke in the pre-hospital setting. 

ICD-10 codes relating to the problem code in the EDIS data were used to create 

broad diagnostic groups.  Conditions were used to group cases according to 

similarities of their pathophysiology and presentation.  For example, all ICD-10 

codes relating to seizure were grouped, all ICD-10 codes relating to respiratory 

complaints were grouped and all ICD-10 codes relating to alcohol intoxication 

were grouped.  A list of grouped ICD-10 codes is included in Appendix 4. 

Each “stroke mimic” case was then categorised into one of four broad groups: 

1. Neurological Origin:  All pathologies originating in the brain or central 

nervous system. 

2. Non-Neurological Origin:  All pathologies originating outside the brain or 

central nervous system. 

3. Unspecified or Non-Specific Origin:  All diagnosis codes where it is 

unclear whether the origin is neurological or non-neurological. 

4. Data missing:  No diagnosis was entered by the attending physician. 
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2.9 Pilot Study – Validation of the Use of the Pre-hospital 
Stroke Screen (PSS) for Diagnosis of Stroke by 
Ambulance Paramedics  

2.9.1 Pilot Study Description 

As part of this research project, a pilot study was conducted to establish 

whether the use of a pre-hospital stroke screen would improve the accuracy of 

pre-hospital stroke diagnosis.  A stroke streamlining protocol was implemented 

in Metropolitan Perth in 2006.  The protocol guidelines allowed patients with 

symptoms of stroke, where the onset of symptoms was within one hour of 

ambulance arrival, to be preferentially transferred to one of three hospitals 

which offered specialised stroke care was available.  The protocol also required 

ambulance crews to pre-notify the receiving hospital to allow mobilisation of the 

in-hospital stroke specialists prior to ambulance arrival.   

In collaboration with the St-John Ambulance‟s Medical Director and the 

participating Emergency Departments, the time frame for inclusion in the 

streamlining protocol for the pilot study was broadened to two hours 

commencing from the start of the trial.  

The stroke screen trialled was named the Pre-hospital Stroke Screen (PSS).  

The PSS combined elements of three pre-hospital stroke screens, the 

Cincinnati Stroke Screen (CSS), the Los Angeles Pre-hospital Stroke Screen 

(LAPSS) and the Melbourne Ambulance Stroke Screen (MASS) which have 

previously been implemented in these city centres. 

There are 3 sections of the PSS.  The first section was used to determine 

whether a patient met the stroke streamlining criteria based on the number of 

hours and minutes that elapsed from the onset of symptoms to ambulance 

arrival and whether the patient awoke with their symptoms.   

The second section consisted of non-physical exam items used to exclude 

possible stroke mimics through the patient‟s history and a determination of 

blood glucose level.  This section also included a determination of the patient‟s 

age.  For a patient to have met the stroke streamlining criteria they had to be 

between the ages of 20 and 80 years of age.   
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The four history items were: 

Patient age less than 20 or more than 80 years old? YES NO 

 

Any history of seizure or epilepsy? YES NO 

 

Patient wheelchair bound or bedridden prior to onset of 
symptoms? 

YES NO 

 

Is blood sugar level outside of 4.0-22.2 mmol/l range? YES NO 

 

 

The third section involved a brief physical exam designed to identify the 

presence of symptoms indicative of stroke.  Patients were asked to perform four 

neurological tests and the results were recorded as either normal or abnormal.  

The four physical exam tests performed in the neurological assessment were: 

 Normal Abnormal 

Facial droop – patient smiles 
or shows teeth 

Both sides move 
equally 

 

One side does not 
move 

Arm drift – patient closes 
eyes and extends both arms 
out for 10 sec 

Both arms move or 
both arms do not 
move 

One arm does not 
move or one arm drifts 
down compared to the 
other 

Hand grip – place a hand in 
each of the patient‟s hands 
and ask him/her to squeeze 

Both grip equally or 
not at all 

Unilaterally weak/no 
grip 

Speech – ask patient to 
repeat a sentence 

Normal Slurred or incorrect 
words or unable to 
speak 

 

An abnormal result in any of the four physical assessment items indicates a 

high likelihood of stroke. 
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The complete PSS assessment sheet is shown in Appendix 5.  

The PSS is non-invasive and takes approximately 90 seconds to complete.  A 

positive result for the PSS was defined as: 

 Onset of symptoms was within 2 hours of ambulance arrival 

  The answer to all history items was „no‟  

 At least one abnormal finding during the physical exam 

A positive PSS indicated patient transport to a hospital offering specialised 

stroke care and pre-notification of the receiving facility via mobile phone to allow 

neurology services to be assembled prior to ambulance arrival.  Paramedics 

were advised to use priority 2 transport where all life threats were managed and 

the patient‟s condition was stable. 

Multiple copies of the data collection sheet were placed at all metropolitan 

ambulance stations for ambulance paramedics to keep in the files that they 

carry to complete paperwork.  An explanation of how to use the stroke screen 

was posted on the bulletin boards of each station and paramedics were 

encouraged to apply the screen to all neurological calls they encountered. 

Each ambulance paramedic was contacted by way of a mass email and invited 

to take part in the study on a voluntary basis. 

Completed PSS assessment sheets were faxed to the University of Western 

Australia‟s Emergency Medicine research department. 

2.9.2 Linkage of PSS and EDIS records 

Case numbers recorded on the PSS assessment sheet were used to obtain 

ambulance patient care records for each participant in the study.  Patient 

identifying information from the PCR was then used to find the EDIS record.  

The date of the call and age recorded on the PSS assessment sheet was used 

to confirm the match of the PSS with the EDIS record. 
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2.9.3 Sensitivity Analysis 

Cases where the PSS predicted a stroke based on the results of the physical 

exam items were compared with linked EDIS diagnosis and the PSS sensitivity 

and positive predictive value were calculated.  EDIS diagnoses considered to 

be a “correct diagnosis” were the same ICD-10 codes used in previous analysis 

and are listed in table 7. 
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3.0 Results 

3.1 Episodes of Stroke in Metropolitan Perth Emergency 
Departments July 2002-2007 – Cohort #1 

3.1.1 Demographic Characteristics 

There were a total of 7664 cases of stroke seen in metropolitan Perth 

Emergency Departments (ED) over the study period.  Of these, 5253 (68.5%) 

were transported to hospital by ambulance and 2411 (31.5%) were transported 

by other means. 

There were a total of 623,082 ambulance call-outs in the Metropolitan Perth 

region during the 5-year study period.  Ambulance call-outs for stroke therefore 

accounted for 0.84% of ambulance workload. 

The mean age for all cases of stroke combined was 70.9 years (SD 15.3, SE 

0.18; IQR 62 to 82).  The mean age of the “transported by ambulance” group 

was 73.8 years (SD 13.8, SE 0.20;  IQR 67 to 84) and 64.7 years (SD 14.8, SE 

0.32;  IQR 55 to 77 ) for the “transported by other means” group (p<0.001). 

The number of males and females for all cases of stroke was not significantly 

different with 3847 (49.8%) females and 3817 (50.2%) males.  There were 

52.5% and 45.2% females in the “transported by ambulance” and “transported 

by other means” groups respectively (p<0.001).   

Attack rates for all cases of stroke, grouped by 5-year age groups, were 

standardised using data from the 2004 census as a denominator to create Age-

standardised attack rates (ASAR).  The attack rates of all strokes subtypes 

combined increased with increasing age groups.  There was a gender-specific 

difference of ASAR of stroke such that rates were higher among men for all 5-

year age groups over 44 years (Figure 13).   
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Figure 13: Crude and Age Standardised Attack Rates for all Strokes by 5-
Year Age Groups and Gender 
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3.1.2 Demographic Characteristics of Underlying Stroke Pathologies 

Of a total of 7664 stroke cases, 5597 (73.0%) were ischaemic strokes, 1143 

(14.9%) were intracerebral haemorrhages (ICH), 550 (7.2%) were subarachnoid 

haemorrhages (SAH) and in 374 (4.9%) of cases the underlying pathology was 

undefined (Figure 14). 

 
Figure 14:  Proportion of stroke subtypes for all emergency department 

stroke presentations 
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Within the 5253 cases transported to hospital by ambulance 3705 (70.5%) were 

ischaemic stroke, 908 (17.3%) were intracerebral haemorrhages 370 (7.0%) 

were subarachnoid haemorrhages, and 270 (5.1%) were undefined (Table 8). 

Of 2411 cases transported to hospital by other means 1892 (78.5%) were 

ischaemic stroke, 235 (9.7%) were intracerebral haemorrhages, 180 (7.5%) 

were subarachnoid haemorrhage and 104 (4.3%) were undefined (Table 8). 

 
Table 8:  Stroke subtype frequency and percent for cases transported to 
hospital by ambulance and cases transported to hospital by other means 

 

Stroke 
Subtype 

Mean 
Age 

(IQR) 

Number of 
Females 

(%) 

Number of 
Males 

(%) 

Cases 
Transported 

By 
Ambulance 

Cases 
Transported 

By Other 
Means 

Ischaemic 
Stroke 

72.74 

(65 to 83) 

2746 

(49.1%) 

2851 

(50.9%) 

3705  

(70.5) 

1996 

(79.6) 

Intracerebral 
haemorrhage 

69.30 

(60 to 82) 

602 

(52.7%) 

541 

(47.3%) 

908 

(17.3) 

332 

(13.2) 

Subarachnoid 
Haemorrhage 

53.65 

(42 to 65) 

325 

(59.1%) 

225 

(40.9%) 

370 

(7.0) 

180 

(7.2) 

Undefined 74.55 

(67 to 84) 

174 

(46.5) 

200 

(53.5%) 

270 

(5.1) 

104 

(4.3) 

Total    5253 2411 

 

Analysis of mean age and gender distribution for different stroke subtypes 

showed that the mean age of SAH cases was more than 15 years younger than 

other stroke subtypes.  There was also a significantly higher proportion of 

women in this group. 
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3.1.3 Crude and Age Standardised Attack Rates (ASAR) for Stroke 
Subtypes 

Analysis of ASAR for 5-year age groups for ischaemic stroke showed a trend 

similar to that for all strokes combined. There was an increase of the frequency 

of stroke with increasing age groups and a higher incidence of strokes among 

males for age groups over 45 years old (Figure 15). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15: Crude and Age Standardised Attack Rates for Ischaemic Stroke 
by 5-Year Age Groups and Gender 
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ASAR for intracerebral haemorrhage also showed an increase in frequency with 

age.  However, rates among males and females remained approximately equal 

up to age groups 55 years old and above where the frequencies of males and 

females diverged and ASARs were consistently higher among males.  The one 

exception to this pattern was for cases in the age group of 85 years old and 

above where the incidence of ICH among females continued its increase and 

that of males plateaued (Figure 16). 

 
 

 

Figure 16: Crude and Age Standardised Attack Rates for Intracerebral 
Haemorrhage by 5-Year Age Groups and Gender 
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The ASAR for undefined strokes showed an increase incidence with increasing 

age groups.  The rate of undefined stroke among 5-year age groups less than 

65 years was very small.  Crude and age standardised rates were consistently 

higher for males for all age groups other than the age 85 and above group 

(Figure 17). 

 

 

Figure 17: Crude and Age Standardised Attack Rates for Undefined Stroke 
by 5-Year Age Groups and Gender 
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The pattern of ASAR for subarachnoid haemorrhage was strikingly different 

than those of ischaemic stroke, ICH, and undefined stroke.  There was a 

general increase in the incidence of SAH with increasing age groups up to 45 

years old where rates plateaued until 74 years old.  Rates were higher among 

females than males for all age groups other than 80 to 84 years old (Figure18). 

 
 

 

Figure 18: Crude and Age Standardised Attack Rates for Subarachnoid 
Haemorrhage by 5-Year Age Groups and Gender 
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3.1.4 Attack Rates of Stroke Subtypes 

An attack rate of stroke presentations to Perth EDs was calculated using data 

where each case referred to an individual patient.  Using unique identifying 

numbers, multiple episodes of care relating to an individual were aggregated, to 

the patient‟s most recent presentation, to create a single record per individual 

per study year.   

Gender specific age standardised attack rates were calculated for each stroke 

subtype.  Rates presented are an average per year for the four and a half year 

study period (Table 9). 

 

Table 9:  Combined and gender-specific attack rates for each stroke 
subtypes 

 Individuals 

 

Females 

 

Males 

N 

(%) 

Rate per 
100,000 
persons 

N Rate per 
100,000 
persons 

N Rate per 
100,000 
persons 

Ischaemic 
Stroke 

4666 

(72.7%) 

97.2 2296 93.7 2370 100.9 

Intracerebral 
Haemorrhage 

958 

(14.9%) 

19.9 485 19.8 473 20.1 

Subarachnoid 
Haemorrhage 

468 

(7.3%) 

9.8 278 11.2 190 7.6 

Undefined 323 

(5.0%) 

6.7 154 6.3 169 7.2 

Total 6415 133.6 3213 131.0 3202 135.8 
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3.1.5 Choice of Hospital Emergency Department 

Data were analysed to compare the proportion of patients whose initial contact 

was at a hospital offering specialised stroke care.  In 80.3% of cases 

transported by ambulance, patients were taken to a hospital offering specialised 

stroke care and were 2.07 (OR 2.07, 95% CI:  1.86-2.30) times more likely to be 

transported to these facilities than cases transported by other means.  (Table 

10). 

 

 

Table 10:  Distribution of cases between hospital offering specialised 
stroke and hospitals without specialised stroke care 

 Transported 
By Ambulance 

Transported By 
Other Means 

All Cases 
Combined 

Hospital Offering 
Specialised Stroke 

Care 

4204 

(80.0%) 

1591 

(66.0%) 

5795 

(75.6%) 

Hospital Without 
Specialised Stroke 

Care 

1049 

(20.0%) 

820 

(34.0%) 

1869 

(24.4%) 

Total 5253 

(100.0%) 

2411 

(100.0%) 

7664 

(100.0%) 
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3.1.6 Problem Urgency 

The problem urgency is recorded in EDIS as the Australian Triage Score (ATS).  

It is determined based on criteria relating to the urgency with which patients 

must be seen and is recorded by the triage nurse when patients first arrive at 

the ED. 

Cases transported by ambulance were 15.87 (OR 15.87, 95% CI:  10.53-23.39) 

times more likely to receive a triage code of “resuscitation” and 1.77 (OR 1.77, 

95% CI:  1.57-1.99) times more likely to receive a triage code of “emergency” 

than cases transported by other means (Table 11).   

 

Table 11:  Frequency, percentage and odds of Australian Triage Scores 
for cases transported to hospital by ambulance compared with those 

transported by other means 

 Transported 
By 

Ambulance 

Transported 
By Other 
Means 

Total Odds 
Ratios 

95% CI 

Lower Upper 

Resuscitation 
– immediate 

699 

(13.3%) 

23 

(1.0%) 

722 

(9.4%) 

15.87 10.53 

 

23.39 

Emergency - 
within 10 

mins 

1478 

(28.1%) 

437 

(18.1%) 

1915 

(25.0%) 

1.77 1.57 1.99 

Urgent - 
within 30 

mins 

2465 

(46.9%) 

1506 

(62.5%) 

3971 

(51.8%) 

0.53 0.48 0.59 

Semi-urgent 
and non-
urgent 

grouped 

611 

(11.7%) 

445 

(18.4%) 

1056 

(13.8%) 

 

0.58 

 

0.51 

 

0.66 
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3.1.7 Departure Status 

Departure status is recorded in the EDIS database and categorises each patient 

to a particular endpoint once they cease to be emergency department patients.   

For all cases combined, 80.1% were admitted to the hospital where they 

presented or were transferred to another hospital for admission, 6.3% were 

discharged and 1.1% died in ED (Table 12). 

 

Table 12:  Frequencies and odds ratios of departure status for cases 
transported by ambulance and those transported by other means.       
(Odds ratios were not calculated for “did not wait”, “left at own risk”, and “other” due to 

inadequate number of cases.) 

 Transported 
By 

Ambulance 

Transported 
By Other 

Means 

Total Odds 
Ratio 

95% CI 

Lower Upper 

Discharged 168 

(3.2%) 

328 

(13.6%) 

496 

(6.3%) 

0.21 0.17 0.25 

Admission 
or 

Transferred  

4999 

(95.2%) 

2060 

(85.5%) 

7059 

(92.1%) 

9.90 7.75 12.66 

Died in ED 80 

(1.5%) 

6 

(0.2%) 

86 

(1.10%) 

6.21 2.70 14.29 

Did not 
wait 

0 

(0.0%) 

1 

(0.0%) 

1 

(0.00%) 

N/A N/A N/A 

Left at own 
risk 

1 

(0.0%) 

5 

(0.20%) 

6 

(0.10%) 

N/A N/A N/A 

Other 5 

(0.1%) 

11 

0.50% 

16 

(0.2%) 

N/A N/A N/A 

Total 5253 2411 7664    

 

For cases transported by ambulance, the odds of admission were 9.90 (OR 

9.90, 95% CI:  7.75-12.66) times higher than cases transported by other means.  

They were also 6.2 (OR 6.2, 95% CI:  2.70-14.29) times more likely to die in ED 

and 80% (OR 0.21, 95% CI:  0.17-0.25) less likely to be discharged as 

compared with patients who were transported to hospital by other means. 
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3.1.8. Predictors of Ambulance Usage 

Regression analysis examined the effect of certain variables on the likelihood of 

a patient using an ambulance to access care in the event of a stroke.  Analysis 

included data from July 1st 2002 to December 31st 2006 

Variables included in the model were selected based on descriptive analysis of 

the cohort.  Univariate analysis of potential predictor variables showed that each 

significantly contributed to the use of an ambulance for transport to hospital.   

Age and gender were included in the model to reflect age and gender specific 

differences between the transported by ambulance and transported by other 

means groups.  The Australian Triage Score (ATS) was included in the model 

as a surrogate measure of stroke severity and stroke subtype was included in 

the model to reflect the different proportions of each stroke subtypes in the two 

groups.   

All variables included in the model are summarised in Table 13 and results of 

the univariate analysis for each predictor variable are summarised in Appendix 

6. 

Table 13:  Predictor variables for mode of transport to hospital 

Variable Type Categories 

Age Continuous N/A 

Gender Categorical 0 = Female 

*1 = Male 

Australian Triage Score 
(ATS) 

Categorical 1 = Resuscitation – immediate 

2 = Emergency - within 10 mins 

3 = Urgent 

*4 = Semi-urgent and Non-urgent   

Stroke Subtypes Categorical 1 = Subarachnoid Haemorrhage 

2= Haemorrhagic Stroke 

3= Undefined 

*4 = Ischaemic Stroke 

*Indicate reference group 
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Results of the multivariate logistic regression model showed that all variables 

except gender remained statistically significant.  The patient‟s age increased the 

odds of ambulance transport, such that for every additional year of age the odds 

of ambulance transport increased by 1.05 (OR 1.05, 95% CI:  1.04-1.05).   

The odds of using an ambulance for transport to hospital changed significantly 

depending on the Australian Triage Score.  Compared to a triage score of 4 or 5 

(semi-urgent, non-urgent), the odds ratio for ambulance use were 28.24 (OR 

28.24, 95% CI: 16.90-47.21) times higher for a triage score of 1 (resuscitation) 

and 2.84 (OR 2.84, 95% CI:  2.35-3.44) times higher for a triage score of 2 

(emergent). 

The odds of using an ambulance for transport to hospital changed significantly 

based on stroke subtype.  The odds of ambulance usage were lowest for 

ischaemic stroke and highest for subarachnoid haemorrhage.  The odds of 

ambulance use for patients who suffered intracerebral haemorrhage were 1.86 

(OR 1.86, 95% CI:  1.46-2.38) times higher than for patients who suffered 

ishaemic stroke.  Patients who suffered subarachnoid haemorrhage were 1.43 

(OR 1.43, 95%CI:  1.21-1.68) times more likely to be transported to hospital by 

ambulance than patients who suffered ischameic stroke. (Table 14) 
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Table 14:  Summary of results for logistic regression model for factors 
predictive of ambulance use in the event of stroke 

Predictor 
Variable 

B SE Sig Odds 95% Confidence 
Interval 

Lower Upper 

Age 0.048 0.002 0.000 1.05 1.04 1.05 

Gender 0.12 0.06 0.052 1.12 1.00 1.26 

ATS 4+5 * * * * * * 

ATS 1 3.34 0.26 0.000 28.24 16.90 47.21 

ATS 2 1.05 0.10 0.000 2.84 2.35 3.44 

ATS 3 0.23 0.08 0.005 1.26 1.07 1.48 

Ischaemic 
Stroke 

* * * * * * 

Subarachnoid 
Haemorrhage 

0.66 0.13 0.000 1.94 1.52 2.48 

Haemorrhagic 
Stroke 

0.51 0.10 0.000 1.66 1.37 2.01 

Undefined 0.35 0.14 0.013 1.42 1.08 1.87 

       

*Reference group 

The logistic regression model was able to correctly categorise 72.8% of 

individuals and between 16.1% and 22.6% of variability was explained by the 

predictors entered in the model.  
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3.1.9 Mortality 

Crude and Adjusted Rates 

Cohort mortality rates were calculated using data where each record referred to an 

individual rather than an episode of care. Due to the absence of unique identifying 

numbers for the period of January 1
st
 2007 to July 1

st
 2007, multiple cases relating 

to an individual could not be aggregated.  For this reason, data for this period were 

not included in this analysis. 

There were 6,809 cases of stroke in Perth Metropolitan EDs between July 1
st
 2002 

and December 31
st
 2006 which represented episodes of care for 6,420 individuals.  

Of 6,420 individuals, 4,429 (69.0%) were transported to hospital by ambulance and 

1,991 (31.0%) were transported by other means.  At the end of the study period 

2,485 (38.7%) of patients in the cohort had died. 

The number of individuals in the cohort per study year and the number of these 

individuals who were dead by the end of the study period are presented in table 15.   

A crude mortality rate for the cohort was calculated taking into account the correct 

for the number of years of follow-up individuals experienced depending on when 

they were recruited into the cohort.  The adjusted mortality rate for the cohort was 

147.4 deaths/1000 person years. 

Table 15:  Summary of number of individuals and number of deaths per 
study year.  The numbers of years of follow up received by the individuals 

in each study year are also listed. 

  

Individuals 

Number of 
Years of Follow-

up 

Person-Years 
per Study 

Year 

Number of 
Deaths 

July 1
st

 2002-June 
30

th
  2003 

1327 4.5 5971.5 632 

July 1
st

 2003-June 
30

th
 2004 

1274 3.5 4459 579 

July 1
st

 2004-June 
30

th
 2005 

1508 2.5 3770 589 

July 1
st

 2005-June 
30

th
 2006 

1503 1.5 2254.5 463 

July 1
st

 2006-
December 31

st
  2006 

808 0.5 404 222 

Total 6420  16859 2485 
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Length of Survival Following Stroke 

The outcome measures of interest relating to death following stroke were: death 

within 30 days of stroke and death within one year of stroke.   

The date of the most recent episode of care and the date of death from the 

death record, when one existed, were used to calculate the number of days 

elapsed from the date of presentation to ED for stroke to death.  This figure was 

used to place each patient into one of four categories: death within 30 days of 

stroke, death within 1 year of stroke, death within the study period and alive at 

the end of the study period. 

Of 2,485 patients who died during the study period, 1104 (44.4%) died within 30 

days following stroke and 667 (26.8%) died between 30 days and 1 year.   

As a proportion of the total number of patients in the cohort, 1104 (17.2%) of 

patients died within 30 days of stroke and 667 (10.4%) died within between 30 

days and 1 year of stroke. 

The average annual population based 30-day mortality rate for cohort was 23.0 

deaths per 100,000 person-years. 
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Stroke Subtype and Gender 

Of 1,104 deaths which occurred within 30 days of stroke, 638 (57.4%) were 

female patients.  The odds of death within 30 days of any stroke were 1.45 (OR 

1.45, 95% CI 1.28, 1.66) times higher for females than males. 

Female patients who suffered ischaemic stroke were 1.50 (OR 1.50, 95% CI 

1.22, 1.71) times more likely to die within 30 days of stroke as compared to 

males. The odds of death within 30 days of ICH were also 1.75 (OR 1.75, 95% 

CI 1.42, 2.30) times higher for females than males. However, observed gender 

differences for death within 30 days of SAH were not statistically significant 

(Table 16).  

The mean age of females who had died within 30 days of stroke was higher 

than that of males for all stroke subtypes other than SAH (Table 16). 

 

Table 16 : Frequency and Odds of Death within 30 Days of Stroke 

 Total 
N 

(%) 

Females 
N 

(%) 

Males 
N 

(%) 

OR 95% 
CI 

Females 
mean age at 

death 
(IQR) 

Males mean 
age at death 

(IQR) 

Ischaemic 
Stroke 
N=4667 

 
583 

(52.8%) 

 
338 

(58.0%) 

 
245 

(42.0%) 

 
1.50 

 
1.22, 
1.71 

 
83 

(79 to 89) 

 
78 

(73 to 85) 
Intracerebral 
Haemorrhage 

N=963 

 
382 

(34.5%) 

 
226 

(59.2%) 

 
156 

(40.8%) 

 
1.75 

 
1.42, 
2.30 

 
77 

(74 to 87) 

 
73 

(63 to 82) 
Subarachnoid 
Haemorrhage 

N=468 

 
84 

(7.6%) 

 
48 

(57.1%) 

 
36 

(42.9%) 

 
0.89 

 
0.55, 
1.44 

 
63 

(49 to 74) 

 
65 

(51 to 80) 
 

Undetermined 
N=322 

 
55 

(5.0%) 

 
26 

(47.3) 

 
29 

(52.7%) 

 
0.99 

 
0.55, 
1.77 

 
81 

(74 to 89) 

 
79 

(73 to 87) 

Total  
1103 

(100%) 

 
637 

(57.8%) 

 
466 

(42.2%) 

 
1.45 

 
1.27, 
1.66 

 
80 

(75 to 88) 

 
75 

(70 to 84) 
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Mode of Transport 

As a proportion of all deaths within 30 days of stoke, 1038 (94.0%) were 

transported to hospital by ambulance.  The odds of dying within 30 days 

following stroke were 8.93 (OR 8.93, 95%CI: 6.92, 11.52) times higher for 

patients transported to hospital by ambulance than for patients transported by 

other means. 

The odd of death within 30 days of stroke were also consistently higher for 

patients transported to hospital by ambulance for each stroke subtype relative 

to patients transported by other means (Table 17). 

 

Table 17:  Frequency, percentage and odds of death of patients 
transported to hospital by ambulance and those transported by other 

means. 

 Death Within 

30 Days of Stroke 

N 

(%) 

Ambulance Other means OR 95% CI 

Ischaemic 
Stroke 

542 

(93.0%) 

41 

(7.0%) 

 

7.80 

 

5.64, 10.78 

Intracerebral 
Haemorrhage 

365 

(95.5%) 

17 

(4.5%) 

 

9.56 

 

5.70, 16.04 

Subarachnoid 
Haemorrhage 

77 

(91.7) 

7 

(8.3%) 

 

7.29 

 

3.27, 16.22 

Undefined 

 

54 

(98.2%) 

1 

(1.8%) 

 

22.29 

 

3.03, 163.94 

 

Total 

 

1075 

(94.0%) 

 

70 

(6.0%) 

 

8.76 

 

6.84, 11.22 
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Factor Influencing Death Within 30 Days Of Stroke 

Logistic regression modelling was used to characterise the influence of factors 

that predisposed patients to die within the first 30 days following a stroke.   

The logistic regression model was applied to data for 6,420 patients from July 

1st 2002 to December 31sh 2006.  All individuals entered into the model received 

at least a 30-day follow up period.   Patients who presented in the final 6 

months of the study period (January 1st to June 30th 2007), where cases could 

not be aggregated, for reasons stated previously in the methods section, were 

not entered into the model. 

Only variables associated with an increase or decrease in mortality, based on 

descriptive analysis of the cohort, were included in the model.  Univariate 

analysis were carried out on each predictor variable and showed a significant 

contribution to the outcome variable.  Results of the univariate analysis are 

shown in Appendix 6.   

Age was included in the model to reflect the inherent increase in risk of death 

with increased age and gender was included to reflect differences in age-

specific rates for men and woman.  The Australian Triage Score (ATS) was 

included in the model as a surrogate measure of stroke severity and stroke 

subtype was included to reflect the different proportions of deaths for each 

stroke subtype. 

Mode of transport to hospital was included in the model and was the primary 

indicator variable.   Descriptive analysis showed that patients transported to 

hospital by ambulance accounted for a larger proportion of those who died 

within 30 days of stroke.  Mode of transport to hospital was also associated with 

different odds of ATS categories and stroke subtypes. 
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All variables included in the model are summarised in Table 18. 

Table 18:  Predictor variables of death within 30-days of stroke 

Variable Type Categories 

Age Continuous N/A 

Gender Categorical 0 = Female 

*1 = Male 

Australian Triage Score 
(ATS) 

Categorical 1 = Resuscitation – immediate 

2 = Emergency - within 10 mins 

3 = Urgent 

*4 = Semi-urgent and Non-urgent   

Stroke Subtypes Categorical 1 = Subarachnoid Haemorrhage 

2= Haemorrhagic Stroke 

3= Undefined 

*4 = Ischaemic Stroke 

Mode of transport to 
hospital 

Categorical 1 = Ambulance or Helicopter 

*2 = Other means 

*Indicate reference group 

 

Results of the multivariate logistic regression model showed that all variables 

remained significant except for gender.  Age of presentation increased risk of 

death within 30 days of stroke such that for every additional year of age the 

odds of death within 30 days of stroke increased by 1.06 (OR 1.06, 95% CI:  

1.05-1.06). 

Odds of death within 30 days of stroke changed significantly depending on the 

Australian Triage Score.  Compared to a triage score of 4 or 5 (semi-urgent, 

non-urgent), the odds of death within 30 days of stroke were 18.96 (OR 18.96, 

95% CI: 13.33-26.97) times higher for a triage score of 1 (resuscitation) and 

4.03 (OR 4.03, 95% CI:  2.92-5.57) times higher for a triage score of 2 

(emergent). 

The odds of death within 30 days of stroke changed significantly for different 

stroke subtypes.  The odds of death were lowest for Ischaemic stroke and 

highest for intracerebral haemorrhage.  The odds of death within 30 days of 

intracerebral haemorrhage were 3.91 (OR 3.91, 95% CI:  3.24-4.73) times 
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higher than for ischaemic stroke. The odds of death within 30 days were 2.85 

(OR 2.85, 95%CI:  2.06-3.94) times higher for subarachnoid haemorrhage as 

compared to ischaemic stroke.   

After adjusting for other covariates, the effect of mode of transport remained 

significant with patients who were transported to hospital by ambulance 3.80 

(OR 3.80, 95% CI: 3.41, 4.98) times more likely to die within 30 days of stroke 

compared with patients who were transported by other means. 

Results of the logistic regression model for death within 30 days of stroke are 

summarised in Table 19. 

Table 19:  Summary of results for logistic regression model for factors 
predictive of death within 30 days of stroke. 

Predictor 
Variable 

B SE Sig Odds 95% Confidence 
Interval 

Lower Upper 

Age 0.055 0.004 0.000 1.06 1.05 1.06 

Gender -0.074 0.08 0.355 0.93 0.80 1.09 

ATS 4+5 * * * * * * 

ATS 1 2.94 0.18 0.000 18.96 13.33 26.97 

ATS 2 1.39 0.17 0.000 4.03 2.92 5.57 

ATS 3 0.66 0.16 0.000 1.95 1.42 2.68 

Ischaemic 
Stroke 

* * * * * * 

Subarachnoid 
Haemorrhage 

1.05 0.17 0.000 2.85 2.06 3.94 

Haemorrhagic 
Stroke 

1.36 0.10 0.000 3.91 3.24 4.73 

Undefined 0.28 0.17 0.10 1.32 0.95 1.85 

Transport to 
Hospital 

1.34 0.14 0.000 3.80 3.41 4.98 

*Reference group 

The logistic regression model was able to correctly categorise 85.9% of 

individuals and between 21.5% and 35.8% of variability was explained by the 

predictor variables entered in the model.  
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3.2 Patients Transported to Hospital by Ambulance with a 
Provisional Diagnosis of Stroke – Cohort #2 

Ambulance Paramedics perform a physical assessment and review a patient‟s 

medical history to determine a provisional or “working diagnosis” which directs 

their choice of treatment.  The provisional diagnosis is recorded on the patient 

care record (PCR) as a problem code. 

This cohort included all cases of ambulance transport in Metropolitan Perth 

between July 1st 2002 and June 31st 2007 where the ambulance paramedic 

entered a problem code indicating that the patient had suffered a stroke 

3.2.1 Sensitivity Analysis 

The ambulance provisional diagnosis was compared to the diagnosis recorded 

by the attending physician in the EDIS record.  If the patient received an EDIS 

diagnosis of occlusive stroke, haemorrhagic stroke, subarachnoid haemorrhage 

or TIA it was considered to be a “correct diagnosis”.  If the patient received any 

other diagnosis it was considered to be a “stroke mimic”. 

There were 5070 cases where a patient was transported to hospital by 

ambulance and assigned a problem code which indicated a provisional 

diagnosis of “CVA/Stroke”.  Of these, 3241 (63.9%) received a correct diagnosis 

and 1829 (36.1%) did not.   

3.2.2 Demographic Characteristics 

The mean age of cases in the correct diagnosis group was 77.2 years old (SD 

11.8, IQR 71 to 85) and 75.8 years old (SD 14.2, IQR 69 to 86) in the stroke 

mimic group (p=0.001).  

The proportion of males in the correct diagnosis group and stroke mimic group 

were 49.8 % and 46.8 % respectively (p=0.042). 
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3.2.3 Stroke Subtypes 

Of the 3241 correctly diagnosed strokes transported to hospital by ambulance 

1871 (57.7%) cases were diagnosed with ischaemic stroke, 983 (30.3 %) cases 

with TIA, 351 (10.8%) with intracranial haemorrhage and 36 (1.1%) with 

subarachnoid haemorrhage (Figure 19). 

 

Figure 19: Stroke Subtypes as a Proportion of all Correctly Diagnosed 
Strokes 
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3.2.4 Temporal and Ambulance Characteristics for Correct Diagnosis 
Group 

Dispatch Priority 

The dispatch priority is assigned by the call taker in the Ambulance Operations 

Centre based on the information relayed to them by the caller.  It represents the 

relative urgency of the call and dictates whether the ambulance will proceed to 

the call using a “lights and sirens” response. 

Approximately one quarter of calls (24.8%) were assigned a priority 1 response.  

The majority of calls (68.6%) were dispatched as priority 2 and only 6.6% of 

calls were considered to be low acuity calls (Table 20). 

 

 

 

Table 20:  Dispatch priority of cases of positively diagnosed cases 
transported to hospital by ambulance 

Priority Frequency Percent 

1 804 24.8 

2 2223 68.6 

3 201 6.2 

4 13 .4 

Total 3241 100.0 
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Dispatch Codes 

The call taker in the Ambulance Operation Centre determines a dispatch code 

which categorise the nature of the call into a broad diagnostic group. 

In the majority of cases (89.5%) in the positive diagnosis group, the dispatch 

code correctly identified patients to be suffering a neurological complaint (Table 

21).  

 
Table 21:  Dispatch codes of cases of positively diagnosed cases 

transported to hospital by ambulance 

Dispatch Codes Frequency 

 

Percent 

Neurological 2896 89.4 

Trauma 131 4.0 

Cardiac 75 2.3 

Respiratory 43 1.3 

Illness 31 1.0 

Muscular/skeletal 26 .8 

Endocrine/metabolic 14 .4 

Abdominal 11 .3 

Geriatric/debility 4 .1 

Drug/alcohol induced 2 .1 

Environmental 2 .1 

Malignancy 2 .1 

Obstetric/gynaecological 1 .0 

Allergy 1 .0 

Ear/nose/throat 1 .0 

Urology 1 .0 

Total 3241 100.0 
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Time of Day 

Analysis of the time of day patients called for ambulances showed that 74% of 

calls were received between 06:00 and 17:59 and only 7.4% of calls were 

between 00:00 and 05:59 (Table 22). 

Table 22:  Time of day of calls of positively diagnosed cases transported 
to hospital by ambulance 

Time Of Day Groups 

 

Frequency Percent 

00:00-05:59 239 7.4 

06:00-11:59 1371 42.3 

12:00-17:59 1027 31.7 

18:00-23:59 604 18.6 

 

Call Times 

The ambulance “response time” is the time elapsed from the time that the call is 

received to the time that an ambulance arrives at the scene.  The mean response 

time of the correct diagnosis group was 16 minutes (SD 10, IQR 10 to 20) (Table 

23). 

The “scene time” is the time elapsed from when the ambulance arrives on scene to 

when the ambulance departs the scene.  The mean scene time of the positive 

diagnosis group was 17 minutes (SD 7, IQR 13 to 21) (Table 23). 

“Transport time” is the time elapsed from when the ambulance leaves the scene to 

when it arrives at hospital.  The mean transport time of the correct diagnosis group 

was 17 minutes (SD 9, IQR 11 to 23) (Table 23). 

Table 23:  Summary of temporal variables of correct diagnosis group. 

 Mean Std. 
Deviation 

IQR Minimum Maximu
m 

Response time  00:16 00:10 10 to 20 00:01 02:08 

Scene time  00:17 00:07 13 to 21 00:00 01:38 

Transport time  00:17 00:09 11 to 23 00:00 01:15 
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3.2.5 Clinical Characteristics 

Airway Management 

Ambulance Paramedics in WA are trained to manage patients‟ airways 

employing skills such as positioning, suction, insertion of Guedel (oral 

pharyngeal airway), insertion of laryngeal mask (LMA) and endotracheal 

intubation.  If any of these skills are performed they are recorded on the patient 

care record under “airway management”.  Absence of any recorded intervention 

implies that no manoeuvre was performed. 

Table 24 shows the frequency of each of the manoeuvres for both the correct 

diagnosis group and the stroke mimic group.  The percent of total manoeuvres 

performed in the positive diagnosis group was 4.2% compared to 3.1% in the 

stroke mimic group (p=0.037).  The odds of requiring any airway manoeuvre 

was 1.40 (OR 1.40, 95% CI:  1.02-1.92) times higher for patients in the positive 

diagnosis group as compared with those in the stroke mimic group. 

Table 24:  Frequencies and percentages of types of airway manoeuvres in 
the positive diagnosis group and the stroke mimic group. 

Airway manoeuvre Positive Stroke Group 

N 

(%) 

Stroke Mimic Group 

N 

(%) 

Clear/Suction 85 

(2.6%) 

 

38 

(2.1%) 

Tilt and lift 12 

(0.4%) 

 

6 

(0.3%) 

Guedel 38 

(1.2%) 

 

12 

(0.7%) 

Intubated/LMA 2 

(0.1%) 

 

0 

(0.0%) 

Total Airway 
Manoeuvres 

137 

(4.2%) 

56 

(3.1%) 
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Oxygen Therapy 

Ambulance Paramedics can provide patients with supplemental oxygen through 

a simple facemask, nasal prongs, or high concentration oxygen mask.  They 

also transport patients who are ventilated on a closed circuit ventilator and 

occasionally will use a demand valve or positive pressure ventilatory device to 

oxygenate patients. 

The odds of receiving any form of supplementary oxygen were 1.52 (OR 1.52, 

95% CI:  1.27-1.82) higher for patients in the positive diagnosis group compared 

with those in the stroke mimic group. 

Table 25 lists the frequency of use of each of these devices for both groups and 

shows that some form of supplemental oxygen was used in 90.9% and 86.8% 

of cases in the correct diagnosis and stroke mimic groups respectively. 

 

Table 25: Frequencies and percentages of types of supplemental oxygen 
administered the positive diagnosis group and the stroke mimic group. 

Oxygen Therapy 
Device 

Positive Stroke Group 

N 

(%) 

Stroke Mimic Group 

N 

(%) 

Simple Face Mask 2451 

(75.6%) 

1367 

(74.7%) 

Nasal Prongs 5 

(0.2%) 

4 

(0.2%) 

Demand Valve 7 

(0.2%) 

1 

(0.1%) 

Closed Circuit 3 

(0.1%) 

1 

(0.1%) 

High Concentration 
Oxygen Mask 

481 

(14.8%) 

215 

(11.8%) 

Total 2947 

(90.9%) 

1588 

(86.8%) 
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Ventilatory Support 

In cases where a patient is apnoeic or is not breathing adequately, ambulance 

paramedics are able to provide ventilatory support by use of either a bag-valve-

mask ventilatory device or a demand valve or positive pressure ventilatory 

device.  Expired Air Resuscitation (EAR) may also be used to ventilate patients 

but is not commonly used.  When no form of ventilatory support is listed on the 

PCR it indicates that no such support was used. 

Some form of ventilator support was provided in 0.7% of correct diagnosis 

patients and 0.3% of stroke mimic cases (p = 0.106).  Table 26 shows the 

frequency of use of each device for both groups. 

 

Table 26: Frequencies and percentages of types of ventilatory support 
used the positive diagnosis group and the stroke mimic group. 

Type Of Ventilatory Support 
Device 

Positive Stroke 
Group 

N 

(%) 

Stroke Mimic 
Group 

N 

(%) 

     

E.A.R. 1 

(0.0%) 

0 

(0.0%) 

Bag Valve Mask 17 

(0.5%) 

4 

(0.2%) 

Demand Valve 4 

(0.1%) 

2 

(0.1%) 

Total 22 

(0.7%) 

6 

(0.3%) 
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Problem Urgency 

Problem urgency is recorded on the Patient Care Record (PCR) by the 

attending Ambulance Paramedic/Officer.  The problem urgency is determined 

after the patient is assessed and treated and the score indicates the patient‟s 

level of acuity.  The problem urgency status and criteria are identical to the 

Australian Triage Score (ATS) used in hospital. 

The majority of cases (53.5%) in the correct diagnosis group were considered 

emergent and 7.7% of cases were deemed to require immediate resuscitation. 

(Table 27)   

Table 27:  Frequencies and percentages of problem urgency categories of 
correct diagnosis and stroke mimic groups. 

 Stroke 
Patients 

Stroke Mimic 
Patients 

ATS 1  

Resuscitation – immediate 

 

249 

(7.7%) 

108 

(6.0%) 

ATS 2  

Emergency - within 10 mins 

 

1730 

(53.4%) 

903 

(50.5%) 

ATS 3  

Urgent - within 30 mins 

 

1092 

(33.7%) 

644 

(36.0%) 

ATS 4 

 Semi-urgent - within 60 mins 

 

129 

(4.0%) 

111 

(6.2%) 

ATS 5 

Non-urgent – within 120 mins 

20 

(0.6%) 

22 

(1.2%) 
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3.2.6 Characterisation of Stroke Mimics 

The 1829 (36.1%) cases that were misdiagnosed as stroke were divided into 4 

“stroke mimic” categories based on the diagnosis they received in the ED: 

1. “Non-neurological origin” which included all systemic diagnoses not 

including any part of the central nervous system. 

2. “Neurological origin” which included all diagnosis originating within the 

skull or central nervous system. 

3. “Non-specific Diagnosis”: where the ED diagnosis was not specific 

enough to be defined as neurological or non-neurological 

4. “No Diagnosis Recorded”: where no diagnosis was entered into the 

EDIS system. 

Of the 1829 stroke mimics, 933 (51.0%) of cases were of non-neurological 

origin, 603 (33.0%) were of neurological origin, 217 (11.9%) were of unspecified 

origin, and in 76 (4.2%) no diagnosis was entered (Figure 20). 

 

Figure 20:  Proportion of Each Stroke Mimic Category as a Total of all 
Stroke Mimics 
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Stroke Mimics of Non-Neurological Origin 

In 933 (51.0%) of stroke mimic cases, patients received a diagnosis of non-

neurological origin by the attending ED physician.  Table 28 lists the 

frequencies and percentage of each non-neurological IDC-10 group.   

 

 
Table 28:  Frequency and percentage of ICD-10 groups of non-

neurological origin.  (ICD-10 codes included in each group are listed in 
Appendix 4). 

ICD-10 Groups  Frequency Percent 

Postural hypotension and vasovagal 197 21.1 

Renal failure and urinary tract infection 144 15.4 

Cardiovascular condition (MI, dysrhythmias, 
AAA, peripheral ischaemia) 

111 11.9 

Respiratory condition 107 11.5 

Traumatic injury 79 8.5 

Generalised infection, parasitic infection and 
viral gastritis 

56 6.0 

Orthopaedic muscle weakness and limb 
weakness 

44 4.7 

Psychiatric condition and social admission 38 4.1 

Hypoglycaemia 31 3.3 

Electrolyte imbalance 31 3.3 

Digestive Tract condition 30 3.2 

Alcohol intoxication, toxicology, poisoning, 
intentional overdose 

23 2.5 

All cancers other than brain cancer 16 1.7 

ENT complication 15 1.6 

Haematology 6 .6 

Diabetic complication (non-DKA non-hypo) 3 .3 

Drug or alcohol withdrawal 2 .2 

Total 933 100.0 
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Stroke Mimics of Neurological Origin 

In 548 (33.0%) of stroke mimic cases, patients received a diagnosis of 

neurological origin by the attending ED physician.  Of these, the most common 

diagnoses were seizures accounting for 186 (33.9%) of cases and dementia, 

delirium or altered consciousness accounting for 182 (33.2%) cases (Table 29). 

 

 

Table 29:  Frequency and percentage of ICD-10 groups of neurological 
origin.  (ICD-10 codes included in each group are listed in Appendix 4). 

ICD-10 Groups Frequency Percent 

Seizures 186 30.8 

Dementia, Altered Mental State or Delirium 182 30.2 

Headaches or Migraine 58 9.6 

Central or Peripheral Neurological Condition 
(eg: Bell‟s Palsy, MS, Parkinson‟s) 

50 8.3 

Cerebrovascular Insufficiency 55 9.1 

Brain Cancers 45 7.5 

Deficit From Old Stroke 10 1.7 

Cerebral Infection 10 1.7 

Opthamological Complaint 7 1.2 

Total 217 100 
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Stroke Mimics With No Definitive Diagnosis 

In 214 (11.9%) of stroke mimic cases, the EDIS diagnosis did not provide 

enough information to categorise it as non-neurological or neurological.  The 

most common diagnoses were “no disease found” 55 (25.7%) cases, “falls” 44 

(20.6%) cases, and “generally weak or unwell” 34 (15.9%) cases. (Table 30). 

 

Table 30:  Frequency and percentage of ICD-10 groups with no definitive 
diagnosis. (ICD-10 codes included in each group are listed in App. 4) 

ICD-10 Groups Frequency  Percent 

No Disease Found 55 25.3 

Fall 44 20.3 

Generally Weak or Unwell 34 15.7 

Vertigo and Dizziness 28 12.9 

Unconscious Unknown Cause 26 12.0 

Speech and Voice Abnormalities 15 6.9 

Did Not Wait For Treatment 7 3.2 

Death Unknown Cause 5 2.3 

Other ED Visit 3 1.4 

Total 214 100 
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3.3 Trial of the Pre-hospital Stroke Screen 

A pilot study was carried out to establish whether the use of the Pre-hospital 

Stroke Screen (PSS) would improve the accuracy of pre-hospital stroke 

diagnosis.  The PSS included a combination of non-physical exam items used 

to exclude possible stroke mimics and a brief physical exam designed to identify 

the presence of symptoms indicative of stroke.  In addition, the PSS required 

users to determine whether a patient met the stroke streamlining criteria based 

on the number of hours and minutes that elapsed from the onset of symptoms 

to ambulance arrival and whether the patient awoke with their symptoms.   

Patients were transported to a hospital offering specialised stroke care when 

the PSS excluded any stroke mimics and the onset of stroke symptoms were 

within 2 hours of ambulance arrival and at least one physical exam item was 

abnormal.   

The pilot study was carried out from August 2008 to December 2009 and in this 

period PSS assessment sheets for 48 patients were submitted.  Three data 

sheets could not be included in the analysis.  Two case sheets, although 

complete, could not be linked to their original ambulance patient care form and 

one sheet did not provide a case number. 

The case numbers provided on the PSS assessment sheet were used to link 

each patient to their EDIS record. 

3.3.1 Demographic Characteristics of Trial Group 

Of the 45 patients enrolled in the trial, 23 (51.1%) were female and 22 (48.9%) 

were male.  The mean age for all patients combined was 70 (Std Dev 12.5, IQR 

64.5 to 77.5) years old with a minimum age of 29 and maximum age of 90 years 

old.   

The mean age of female patients was 71.7 (Std Dev 13.4, IQR 68 to 78) with a 

minimum age of 29 and maximum of 90 years old.  Male patients had a mean 

age of 68.2 (Std Dev 11.6, IQR 63 to 77) years old with a minimum age of 41 

and a maximum age of 86. 
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Of the 45 patients enrolled in the trial, irrespective of what was predicted by the 

physical exam of the PSS, 25 (55.6%) were diagnosed with ischaemic stroke, 6 

(13.3%) with TIA, 5 (11.1%) with intracerebral haemorrhage, 3 (6.7%) with 

cerebral vascular accident (CVA) unknown cause, and 1 (2.2%) with 

subarachnoid haemorrhage.   

In the remaining 5 patients who did not receive a diagnosis of stroke, one 

patient was diagnosed with unstable angina, one with chest pain (unspecified), 

one with ataxic gait (unspecified), one with vertigo, and one with collapse. 

 

3.3.2 Australian Triage Score 

Analysis of the Australian Triage Score (ATS) assigned to the 45 patients 

enrolled in the trial showed that, 15 (33.3%) were considered a triage priority of 

1 “resuscitation”, 19 (42.2%) a triage priority of 2 “emergency”, 10 (22.2%) a 

triage priority of 3 “urgent” and only one patient received a triage priority of 4 

“semi-urgent” (Table 31). 

 

Table 31:  Frequency and percent of ATS for all patients, stroke patients 
and stroke mimic patients 

 All Patients Stroke 
Patients 

Stroke Mimic 
Patients 

ATS 1  

Resuscitation – immediate 

15 

(33.3%) 

13 

(32.5%) 

2 

(40.0%) 

ATS 2  

Emergency - within 10 mins 

19 

(42.2%) 

17 

(42.5%) 

2 

(40.0%) 

ATS 3  

Urgent - within 30 mins 

10 

(22.2%) 

10 

(25.0%) 

0 

ATS 4 

 Semi-urgent - within 60 mins 

1 

(2.2%) 

0 1 

(20.0%) 
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3.3.3 Departure Status 

Departure status is recorded in the EDIS database and categorises each patient 

to a particular endpoint once they cease to be emergency department patients.   

Of the 45 patients enrolled in the trial, 41 (91.1%) were admitted, one (2.2%) 

was transferred to another facility, two (4.4%) were discharged and one patient 

was classified as “other” (Table 32). 

Table 32:  Frequency and percentage of departure status categories. 

Departure Status Frequency Percent 

Admission 41 91.1 

Transferred 1 2.2 

Discharged 2 4.4 

Other 1 2.2 

 

 

3.3.4 Characteristics of the Pre-hospital Stroke Screen 

Elapsed Time From Symptom Onset 

The aim of the first section of the PSS was to determine the number of hours 

and minutes that elapsed from the onset of symptoms to ambulance arrival.  

Inclusion in the stroke streamlining protocol required that the onset of symptoms 

was within two hours (120 minutes) of ambulance arrival and that the patient 

had not woken up with the symptoms.  If the patient had woken up with the 

symptoms the time elapsed would be from the time that the patient went to 

sleep symptom-free.   

The mean number of minutes elapsed from the onset of symptoms to 

ambulance arrival for all patients in the trial was 65.93 minutes (SE = 8.83) with 

a minimum of 5 minutes and a maximum of 240 minutes.  There were four PSS 

patients where the time elapsed was not recorded. 

Of the 45 patients recruited into the trial, 37 (82.2%) patients had a time 

elapsed since onset of symptoms of between 0 and 120 minutes.   

There were 6 (13.3%) patients who awoke with their symptoms and for 2 (4.4%) 

patients whether or not the patient awoke with symptoms was not recorded. 
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History Items and Blood Sugar Level 

The second part of the PSS involved the exclusion of likely stroke mimics.  A 

patient was excluded if they had either a previous history of seizure of epilepsy, 

of being bedridden prior to onset of symptoms, or if their blood sugar level was 

outside of the normal range.  Blood sugar readings either above 22.2 mmol/L or 

below 4.0 mmol/L can cause symptoms which mimic stroke. 

Of the 45 patients enrolled in the trial, there were 43 (95.6%) who had no 

previous history of seizure or epilepsy, one patient who did have a history of 

seizure or epilepsy and one patient where this item was not recorded. 

Similarly, there were 43 (95.6%) of patients with no history of being bedridden 

prior to the onset of symptoms, one patient who did have a history of being 

bedridden and one patient where this item was not recorded. 

Of the 45 patients enrolled in the trial, 44 (97.8%) had blood sugar levels within 

the normal range and one patient had a blood sugar level outside the range. 

The final aspect of the second part of the PSS involved a determination of the 

patient‟s age.  Patients below 20 and above 80 years old were considered 

outside of the stroke streamlining criteria.   

Of the patients enrolled in the study, 38 (84.4%) patients were within the 

defined age range and 7 (15.6%) were outside the range all of whom were older 

than the maximum age cut-off. (Table 33) 

Table 33:  Frequency and percentages for items in the second section of 
the PSS. 

 Yes 

N 

(%) 

No 

N 

(%) 

Unknown 

N 

(%) 

History of seizure or epilepsy 

 

1 

2.2% 

43 

95.6% 

1 

2.2% 

History of Being bedridden prior to 
onset of symptoms 

1 

2.2% 

43 

95.6% 

1 

2.2% 

Blood sugar level outside 4.0-22.2 
mmol/L 

1 

2.2% 

44 

97.8% 

0 

Patient age less than 20 or more than 
80 

7 

15.6% 

38 

84.4% 

0 
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Physical Exam Components 

The third section of the PSS involved the use of a physical exam designed to 

determine if the patient exhibited any symptoms indicative of stroke.  An 

abnormal finding in any physical exam item indicated a diagnosis of stroke.  The 

physical exam is summarised in Figure 21. 

Figure 21:  The exam performed in the physical assessment section of the 
PSS 

 Normal Abnormal 

Facial droop – patient smiles 
or shows teeth 

Both sides move 
equally 

 

One side does not 
move 

Arm drift – patient closes 
eyes and extends both arms 
out for 10 sec 

Both arms move or 
both arms do not 
move 

One arm does not 
move or one arm drifts 
down compared to the 
other 

Hand grip – place a hand in 
each of the patient‟s hands 
and ask him/her to squeeze 

Both grip equally or 
not at all 

Unilaterally weak/no 
grip 

Speech – ask patient to 
repeat a sentence 

Normal Slurred or incorrect 
words or unable to 
speak 

 

 

Of the 45 patients enrolled in the study, 38 (84.4%) patients had at least one 

physical exam item that indicated stroke, 2 (4.4%) patients had no abnormal 

physical exam findings and in 5 patients the results of the physical exam were 

not recorded or could not be completed due to, for example, the patient‟s level 

of consciousness.   

Of the 38 patients where the physical exam of the PSS predicted stroke, 35 

(92.1%) patients received a diagnosis of stroke in the ED.  The positive 

predictive value of the PSS physical exam is 92.1%.  
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Table 34 shows the ICD-10 codes and diagnosis description for all cases where 

the physical exam section of the PSS predicted stroke. 

 

Table 34:  Frequency and percent emergency department diagnoses of 
PSS patients 

ICD-10 Code Description Frequency Percent 

G45.9 TIA 4 10.5 

I60.9 Subarachnoid 
Haemorrhage 

1 2.6 

I61.9 Intracerebral 
Haemorrhage 

5 13.2 

I64 CVA Unknown cause 3 7.9 

I66.9 Ischaemic Stroke 22 57.9 

R07.4 Chest Pain (Unspecified) 1 2.6 

R27.8 Ataxic Gait (Unspecified) 1 2.6 

R55 Collapse 1 2.6 

 

There were two cases where the all four elements of the physical exam were 

normal, ruling-out stroke, yet the patient was later diagnosed with stroke in the 

ED.  However, there were insufficient numbers to evaluate the negative 

predictive value of the test. 

In all five cases where the results of the physical exam were not recorded, the 

patients received a diagnosis of stroke in ED. 

In the 38 patients who later received a diagnosis of stroke, 28 (70.0%) had an 

abnormal finding for “facial droop”, 26 (65%) had an abnormal finding for “arm 

drift”, 29 (72.5%) had an abnormal finding for “hand grip” and 34 (85%) had an 

abnormal finding for “speech”.  Results for each physical exam item for stroke 

patients, stroke mimics and all patients combined are presented in table 34.  
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Table 35:  Results of the physical exam component of the PSS for patients 
who received a diagnosis of stroke, patients who did not and all patients 

combined. 

  Physical Exam Items 

Facial 
droop 

Arm drift Hand grip Speech 

Stroke 
patients 

n=40 

Normal 8 

(20.0%) 

8 

(20.0%) 

7 

(17.5%) 

3 

(7.5%) 

Abnormal 28 

(70.0%) 

26 

(65%) 

29 

(72.5%) 

34 

(85%) 

Not recorded 
or unknown 

4 

(10.0%) 

6 

(15%) 

4 

(10.0%) 

3 

(7.5%) 

Stroke 
mimics 

N=5 

Normal 2 

(40.0%) 

2 

(40.0%) 

2 

(40.0%) 

1 

(20.0%) 

Abnormal 2 

(40.0%) 

1 

(20.0%) 

1 

(20.0%) 

2 

(40.0%) 

Not recorded 
or unknown 

1 

(20.0%) 

2 

(40.0%) 

2 

(40.0%) 

2 

(40.0%) 

All 
patients 

Normal 10 

(22.2%) 

10 

(22.2%) 

9 

(20.0%) 

4 

(8.9%) 

Abnormal 30 

(66.7%) 

27 

(60.0%) 

30 

(66.7%) 

36 

(80.0%) 

Not recorded 
or unknown 

5 

(11.1%) 

8 

(17.8%) 

6 

(13.3%) 

5 

(11.1%) 
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4.0 Discussion 

Stroke is a common condition with high mortality and is the leading cause of 

disability among the elderly.  A large portion of patients who experience stroke 

in Perth begin their clinical journey at emergency departments.  Just over two 

thirds of these patients will be transported to hospital by ambulance.  However, 

the quality of care received by stroke patients in the prehospital setting is highly 

under-researched.   

 

Studies carried out on the events prior to a stroke patient‟s arrival at hospital 

have focused on recognition of stroke symptoms, factors that delay arrival at 

hospital and the accuracy of paramedic diagnosis of stroke. These studies have 

highlighted that the sensitivity of prehospital diagnosis of stroke is generally low 

but improves with the use of stroke screening tools.  However, there have been 

few studies which have examined the factors that influence the decision to use 

an ambulance for transport to hospital in the event of a stroke.  There is a 

scarcity of studies examining the clinical care delivered by paramedics prior to 

arrival at hospital and a lack of detailed analysis of the types of conditions which 

are misdiagnosed as stroke by paramedics.  Where prehospital studies of 

stroke have been undertaken, they have been conducted using small cohort 

sizes. 

 

This thesis represents the first comprehensive population level examination the 

prehospital care of stroke patients.  Temporal and clinical characteristics of 

prehospital care have been described and the differences between patients who 

attend hospital via ambulance and those who are transported by other means 

have been compared and characterised.  The sensitivity of the prehospital 

diagnosis of stroke by Perth paramedics was determined and the types and 

frequency of conditions which mimic stroke were examined. 
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4.1 Demographic Characteristics and Mortality 

The proportion of each stroke subtype observed in this study was 73% IS, 

14.9% ICH, 7.2% SAH and 4.9% undefined.  The proportions of IS and ICH 

were similar to those reported in other Australian epidemiological surveys of 

stroke such as the PCSS and NEMESIS.  However, the observed proportion of 

SAH in this thesis was higher, and the proportion of strokes which were 

undefined was lower, than those reported by other studies.  

The mean age of all cases of stroke seen in metropolitan EDs was 

approximately 71 years with three quarters of patients aged over 62 years old 

which was similar to the mean age of the cohorts of other population-based 

studies of stroke. 5,20-22,29,100,104,110,131-134   The mean age and interquartile 

ranges observed for the different stroke subtypes in the cohort also mirrored 

those of other studies.   

The mean age for IS was 73 years of age (IQR 65 to 83).  IS is caused primarily 

through progressive deterioration of the function of cerebral blood vessels over 

time, compounded by conditions seen widely in old age such as hypertension 

and diabetes.10   Atrial fibrillation is also a major risk factor for IS and is more 

common among the elderly. 24  As such, the observed age of the IS cases in the 

cohort reflects the underlying pathophysiology of this subtype of stroke. 

The mean age for SAH was approximately 54 years of age (IQR 42 to 65) which 

was significantly lower than the mean age for other stroke subtypes.  The most 

common underlying cause of SAH is aneurysm rupture which is congenitally 

determined and less influenced by age.  In the SAH group women accounted 

for 59.1% of cases and ASR were higher for women for all but one of the 5-year 

age groups.  This was similar to the gender disparities observed in other 

studies. 20,21,29,37,98,104 

Attack rates in this thesis were determined at the population level using linked 

administrative data whereas estimates derived in the PCSS were determined 

from a sample group within the same population using several overlapping in-

hospital and community-based data sources.  Because of methodological 

differences of ascertainment of cases and the 10-year difference in study period 

observed discrepancies were not unexpected.  However, the comparability of 
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rates determined in this thesis and those of the PCSS confirmed that the 

capture of cases through the use of EDIS records was comprehensive. 

The observed 30-day case-fatality rate for ED stroke cases in this thesis was 

17.2% which was slightly lower than the case-fatality rate observed in other 

studies such as the PCSS with rates of 23-24% 22 21, the NEMESIS study with a 

rate of 20% 2 and the Oxfordshire Community Stroke Study with a rate of 19% 

111. Inclusion of autopsy reports and death notices in the community-based 

cohorts likely explain the slightly higher case fatality rate. 

 

Analysis of case-fatality rates for different stroke subtypes showed that the 

case-fatality rate for CI of 12.5% was similar to other Australian studies such as 

the PCSS (12%) 21 and NEMESIS (12%) 2.  Similarly, the case-fatality rate for 

ICH of nearly 40% was within the 95%CI for the PCSS (17-44%) 21 and the 

NEMESIS (30-60%) 2. 

 

In contrast, the SAH case-fatality rate of 18% was lower than the 37% reported 

in the PCSS but within its 95%CI of 15-59%. 21  This result was not surprising 

given that this thesis only included death records for patients seen in ED and it 

is estimated that 10-15% of SAH die before reaching medical attention. 105  

Patients who died before reaching hospital were included in the PCSS through 

their inclusion of autopsy and death notices. 

 

There was a significantly higher proportion of deaths at 30 days among women 

who suffered CI and ICH as compared with men when odds of death was 

analysed independently of other factors.  However, results of the logistic 

regression model which examined the effect of variables on death at 30 days 

found that, after controlling for other factors including age, gender no longer 

significantly affected the odds of death.  Age on the other hand, significantly 

affected the odds of death at 30 days such that the odds of death increased by 

1.06 times for every increase in age of one year. 

 

The higher proportion of deaths among women may not reflect an increased 

risk of death due to gender.  The mean age of CI women who died was 4 years 

older than CI men who died and the mean age of ICH women who died was 6 
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years older than ICH men who died.  It is therefore more likely that the 

increased odds of death among women were explained by their older age at the 

time of stroke.   

 

By far, the most significant influence on odds of death was transport to hospital 

by ambulance.  Cases transported by ambulance accounted for 94% of cases 

that died within 30 days and the logistic regression model showed that odds of 

death within 30 days was approximately four times higher for patients 

transported to hospital by ambulance compared with those transported by other 

means even after controlling for ATS, age, gender and underlying stroke 

subtype. 

4.2 Choice of Transport to Hospital 

No other study has examined the demographic characteristics of patients 

transported to the hospital by ambulance compared with patients transported by 

other means in the event of a stroke. This thesis highlighted several striking 

differences between stroke patients who were transported to hospital by 

ambulance and those transported by other means.  

 

Over the 5-year study period, 68.5% of cases of stroke were transported to 

hospital by ambulance in Metropolitan Perth which was below the national 

average from the same period. The National Stroke Foundation‟s 2007 acute 

services clinical audit report that more than three quarters of patients were 

transported to hospital by ambulance nationally. 135 

 

The mean age of patients transported to hospital by ambulance was 74 years of 

age (IQR 67 to 84), which was approximately 9 years older than the mean age 

of those transported by other means.  The older mean age of patients who were 

transported by ambulance possibly reflects increased difficulty with mobility 

among the aged and increased likelihood of older adults living alone.  Older 

patients are also more likely to be living in care facilities where transport to 

hospital in the event of illness or injury by ambulance is part of the care facility‟s 

policies and procedures.  However, the administrative data used in this study 

did not included information on patients‟ living arrangements or levels of 
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mobility.  It was therefore not possible to test the effect of these variables on 

mode of transport to hospital.  

 

Women made up a larger proportion of cases transported to hospital by 

ambulance as compared with men.  However, the logistic regression model 

examining the effect of variables on the odds of ambulance transport showed 

that, after controlling for age, underlying stroke pathology and surrogate 

markers of stroke severity, gender did not significantly affect mode of transport 

to hospital.  The observed higher proportion of women therefore likely reflects 

the combined influence of increased ambulance use with older age and the 

longer life expectancy of women. 

 

Results of this thesis also highlighted that patients who accessed emergency 

care by ambulance in the event of stroke had less stable clinical conditions than 

those who were transported by other means.  This was evidenced by a 

significantly higher odds of receiving a priority 1 triage score (OR 16, 95% CI 11 

to 23) and higher odds of admission to hospital (OR 10,  95% CI 8 to 13) 

observed among transported by ambulance patients as compared with those 

transported by other means.  Furthermore, patients transported by ambulance 

accounted for 94% of patients who died within 30 days of stroke. 

 

Other published studies have shown a link between ambulance use and 

severity of symptoms.  A study of a Melbourne cohort examined the decision to 

call for an ambulance as opposed to calling a family doctor in response to 

stroke symptoms and found that severity of symptoms, based on Glasgow 

coma scale (GCS), was a significant factor in the decision to call for an 

ambulance. 136  And, a study which examined the presenting features of 30,000 

patients who arrived in ED within 60 minutes of onset of symptoms of stroke 

found that the two most powerful determinants of early arrival to hospital were 

“severe deficit” and “arrival mode by ambulance”.  The study, however, did not 

discuss whether these two factors were independent predictors of early arrival, 

or whether patients who were in the severe deficit group were also the same 

patients who used ambulance transport to hospital. 56   
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It is likely that most patients who experienced more serious symptoms of stroke, 

such as unconsciousness or inability to mobilise, could only be transported to 

hospital by ambulance simply because they would be unable to be moved into 

any other vehicle.  However, due the absence of supporting clinical data, what 

specific aspects of patient presentation that led to more acute triage scores 

among ambulance patients remains undefined.   Determination of whether 

acute triage scores among ambulance patients were based on reduced level of 

consciousness, airway compromise or a requirement of hospitals to adherence 

to stroke streamlining protocols represents an important area for future 

research. 

 

The logistic regression model of predictors of ambulance use showed a 

prediction value of 73%.  While this suggests that nearly three quarters of 

variance can be explained by the variables included in the model it also 

indicates that additional variables, not available in the dataset used in this 

study, contribute to the decision to use ambulance for transport to hospital.  

These variables may have a clinical basis, however, it is likely that many factors 

are related to the make-up of patients‟ social environment such as 

socioeconomic status, ethnicity, distance of residence from hospital, whether 

the patient lives alone and whether patients are from aboriginal or Torres Strait 

Islander background.     

 

Data from America has shown that patients who are black or of Asian or 

Hispanic backgrounds are less likely to present early to hospital in the event of 

stroke and less likely to use ambulance transport. 56 137 138  Evidence has shown 

that educational campaigns generally have greater effectiveness when tailored 

to ethnic backgrounds which has lead to the successful targeting of educational 

programs to these minority groups in America. 139 

 

Defining the influence of societal variables on the decision to use ambulance 

transport to hospital in Perth represents an important research area.  This 

information would allow targeting of public education programs to patients who 

at present do not recognise stroke symptoms or do not consider stroke an 

emergency. 
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Another important result which emerged from this thesis was that 80% of cases 

of stroke who were transported by ambulance were taken to a hospital offering 

specialised stroke care, and were between four and six times more likely to be 

transported to these facilities than cases transported by other means.  It was 

not possible to conclude whether the treating ambulance paramedics 

recognised their patient was suffering stroke and directed their patients to these 

centres, or whether this proportion reflected normal ambulance distribution.  

Nonetheless, it showed that ambulance transport to access care in the event of 

stroke resulted in more stroke patients arriving at stroke centres.   

 

Results of a Cochrane review into stroke centre care showed that early 

assessment and treatment at a stroke centre was an important independent 

predictor of both increased survival and likelihood of returning to independent 

living. 40  The importance of ambulance transport to hospital in the event of 

stroke is recognised by expert groups dedicated to creating recommendations 

regarding stroke team approach to specialised stroke care such as the National 

Institute of Neurological Diseases (NINDS) and National Stroke Foundation 

(NSF). 65  Ambulance transport to hospital in the event of stroke is also part of 

the Model of Stroke Care for WA, 140 and makes up an important part of the 

NSF “Think F.A.S.T. Act FAST” campaign. 65 

 

The results of this thesis have created an important baseline measure of the 

characteristics of patients who use an ambulance for transport into hospital in 

the event of stroke.   There are clearly differences between patients who use 

ambulance transport to hospital and those who do not.  Some of these 

differences have been highlighted in this thesis but many more still require 

clarification.  Of particular interest are the clinical aspects and social factors not 

available in the data used in this thesis. 
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4.3 Clinical and Temporal Characteristics of Ambulance Patients 

 

There have been few published studies that have examined the care stroke 

patients receive in the pre-hospital setting prior to arrival at hospital.  The few 

studies available have based estimates of pre-hospital interventions on small 

cohort sizes. 63,83  The focus of studies of stroke patients in the pre-hospital 

setting has been on improving accuracy of diagnosis by paramedics and 

encouraging paramedics to participate in stroke streamlining pathways through 

prenotification of stroke centres. 61,62,81,86,87,141  This thesis ascertained the 

specificity of the prehospital diagnosis of stroke diagnosis by Perth Paramedics 

at the population level and also examined they types of care provided to stroke 

patients prior to their arrival at hospital. 

 

The frequency of any airways manoeuvres showed that only 4.2% of stroke 

patients received any airways management.  The most common airway 

management required was clearing and suctioning of the airway, and only two 

patients were intubated over the 5 year study period.   

 

A study into the emergency treatment of acute stroke patients in Cincinnati 

showed that 3.5% of patients were intubated and 5% required airway 

management by way of a nasopharyngeal airway. 83  The study‟s authors 

reviewed the enrolled patients‟ medical records and concluded that these 

interventions were clinically indicated in accordance with paramedic guidelines.   

 

The airway intervention rates reported by Kothari et al are significantly higher 

than the rates observed in this thesis. Due to the lack of clinical information 

available in the administrative data used in this thesis, it was impossible to 

conclude whether the levels of airway management were adequate.  

Differences in the proportion of airway manoeuvres may simply reflect protocol 

differences governing airway management between different ambulance 

services.  For instance, nasopharyngeal airways were only introduced into the 

St-John Ambulance WA service in 2007 and WA paramedics do perform rapid 

sequence intubation.  However, the observed low rates of airway manoeuvres 
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in this thesis may indicate that Perth paramedics are failing to recognise 

patients who require advanced airway management.   

 

A recent pooled analysis of the frequency and impact of dysphagia after stroke 

showed that dysphagia was present in as many as half of patients following 

stroke. 142 However, the analysis did not report the timeframe in which 

dysphagia appeared following stroke.    In one study included in the review, 

Barer et al showed that the frequency of dysphagia on the first day of stroke 

was 29%, after exclusion of unconscious patients.  The frequency of dysphagia 

was significantly higher among drowsy patients (63%) compared to alert 

patients (24%). 143   

 

Dysphagia is a marker of poor prognosis due to increased risk of chest 

infections and aspiration.142 144  The frequency of dysphagia in acute stroke, 

particularly in patients with reduced levels of consciousness, combined with 

high rates of vomiting among ICH and SAH33,34 imply that airway interventions 

such as suctioning would be required in many patients.  Results of this thesis 

also showed that patients transported by ambulance have more critical clinical 

conditions which suggest that the low rates of airway management represent a 

failure by paramedics to adequately manage airway compromise in stroke.  This 

is an important area for future study because airway management is the 

cornerstone of pre-hospital acute care. 

 

Analysis of the frequency of the use of supplemental oxygen in patients 

suffering stroke showed that approximately 91% of patients received some form 

of supplemental oxygen.  The use of oxygen in stroke is supported by 

Metropolitan Perth Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPGs) regarding the 

management of stroke.  However, there is clinical uncertainty as to whether the 

use of supplemental oxygen in non-hypoxic stroke patients provides benefit or 

is in fact harmful.   

 

 Although there are no published studies of the effect of the use of supplemental 

oxygen on stroke patients in the pre-hospital setting, Rønning et al compared 

the use of supplemental oxygen with no supplemental oxygen in the first 24 

hours following stroke.  An intention-to-treat analysis found no difference in 
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survival at one year, but showed a significantly reduced number of patients in 

the oxygen group with favourable level of disability as measured by the 

Scandanavian Stroke Scale.  The authors concluded that administration of 

supplemental oxygen during the first 24 hours following stroke was harmful 

without the presence of hypoxia. 145 

 

However, a study of continual pulse oximetry in the 48 hours following stroke 

showed that 63% of patients experienced arterial oxygen desaturations lasting 

longer than 5 minutes.   Oxygen desaturation was strongly associated with 

stroke severity, the presence of dysphagia and a history of cardiac and 

pulmonary disease. 146  Rowat et al performed continual arterial oxygen 

saturation on 153 patients from arrival at hospital through to assessment, 

imaging and admission to ward care and found that 20% of patients experience 

hypoxaemia which was associated with increased risk of death. 147 

 

Studies of animal models have also elicited conflicting effects of oxygen on 

areas of cerebral ischaemia.  It has been shown in rat models that hypoxaemia 

can aggravate cerebral ischaemia and lead to brain damage 148 however, in 

vitro studies have shown that exposure of ischaemic cerebral tissue to pure 

oxygen can enhance free radical formation and lipid peroxidation and likewise 

aggravate brain damage 148.  Thus in the acute phase of stroke, inadequate 

oxygenation may worsen ischaemic brain damage but administration of oxygen 

in a well oxygenated patient can enhance free radical formation. 

 

Current recommendations are to monitor oxygen saturation continuously using 

pulse oxymetry and treat hypoxia with supplemental oxygen with the aim of 

maintaining homeostasis.  If supplemental oxygen is given to non-hypoxic 

patients it should be given at low flow rates. 147,65,149 It is important to note that 

concerns regarding the adverse effects of the use of supplemental oxygen in 

well-oxygenated patient were far less prevalent at the time of this study.  

However, results indicate that without education programs to change practice 

the rate of supplemental oxygen use is likely to remain high.   

 

Rates of any form of ventilatory support were extremely low and were 

performed in only 0.7% of cases.  The low need for ventilator support is 
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consistent with the pathophysiology of stroke.  Stroke can affect the respiratory 

centre and mechanical ability to ventilate due to chest wall paralysis, but more 

commonly affects motor, sensory and cognitive ability.  The need for ventilation 

may reflect the result of airway soiling due to the frequency of dysphagia.  

However, it was impossible to conclude whether this frequency of ventilatory 

support was appropriate due to the lack clinical data available. 

 

Interestingly, this thesis revealed a mismatch in the perceived level of acuity of 

patients by paramedics and triage nurses.  Paramedics classed only 7.7% of 

cases as a priority 1acuity whereas 13.3% of cases received an ATS triage 

score of 1 on arrival at hospital.  The basis for the ambulance problem urgency 

and ATS are the same and it would therefore be expected that there should be 

agreement between the proportion of priority 1 by paramedics and ATS 1 

scores by triage nurses.129  Based on the premise that the in-hospital triage 

score is the gold standard measure of patient acuity, the observed lower 

proportion of priority 1 codes recorded by ambulance paramedics may indicates 

a failure to recognise patients who are requiring immediate resuscitation.  

Determining the clinical characteristics which have led to this observed 

mismatch in the assessment of the acuity by paramedics and hospital staff is an 

important area for further investigation. 

 

This thesis also determined the temporal characteristics of the different stages 

of ambulance calls for stroke.  Most importantly, it showed that the mean 

transport time into hospital was 17 minutes, with three quarters of patients 

transported to hospital in 23 minutes or less.  In cases where paramedics 

recognise that their patient may be suffering stroke, and the onset of symptoms 

was within the timeframe of guidelines governing stroke streamlining protocols, 

this timeframe represented an opportunity for paramedics to prenotify the 

receiving hospital.  A mean time of 17 minutes indicates that there exists an 

adequate timeframe to allow for mobilisation of in-hospital stroke services prior 

to patient arrival.   

 

Published data has also shown that transport by ambulance improves 

streamlining of processes along the continuum of in-hospital events required 

prior to administration of interventional therapies such as thrombolytics.  Bray et 
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al showed that patients who arrived at hospital by ambulance, where the 

paramedics had prenotified the receiving hospital that their patient met inclusion 

in stroke streamlining protocols, had median times from arrival to medical 

review of 15 minutes compared with 30 minutes for those arriving without 

prenotification (p<0.001).  These patients also had significantly shorter median 

arrival to CT scan times.  Both these differences were independent of measures 

of stroke severity such as GCS and Rankin score indicating that the shorter 

time intervals were the result of the paramedic prenotification and not due to 

clinical acuity. 62 

 

This large-scale analysis of temporal and clinical characteristics of stroke 

patients transported to hospital by ambulance is the first of its kind.  Results of 

this thesis showed that the timeframe in which patients were transported to 

hospital was sufficient to allow hospital to assemble in-hospital resources if 

prenotified.  Analysis of clinical management of stroke patients suggested that 

paramedics may be failing to recognise airway compromise in stroke patients 

and may be applying oxygen at high concentrations more frequently than 

required. This previously undefined area of stroke research represents an 

important direction for future investigation. 

 

4.4 Pre-hospital Diagnosis of Stroke 

 

Of 5070 cases of ambulance transport where paramedics indicated the patient 

had suffered a stroke, sixty-four percent received a diagnosis of stroke or TIA in 

the ED and 36% received a diagnosis other than stroke or TIA.  The sensitivity 

of a standard clinical assessment carried out by ambulance paramedics in Perth 

was therefore 64%.   

 

The sensitivity of pre-hospital stroke diagnosis observed in this thesis was 

similar to that reported in other studies where ambulance services did not use 

any stroke screens tools.  Several American studies that have collected 

baseline data prior to the introduction of either performance improvement 

programs or stroke screen have found the sensitivity of paramedic diagnosis of 

stroke to be between 61% and 72%. 63, 82,83 The 64% sensitivity observed in this 
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study was far below the baseline sensitivity of 78% observed in Melbourne prior 

to the introduction of the Melbourne Ambulance Stroke Screen (MASS). 81  

However, it is important to note that the in all these studies analysis was carried 

out on much smaller numbers of cases relative to this study. 

 

The most common stroke mimic diagnosis, accounting for 11% of all stroke 

mimics and 21% of stroke mimics of non-neurological origin, was postural 

hypotension or vasovagal episodes.  Symptoms of postural hypotension include 

dizziness, syncope and falls with changes of position caused by temporary 

hypoperfusion of the brain.  Postural hypotension can also cause blurred vision, 

blackouts, confusion and incontinence. 150  It predominantly affects older age 

groups and occurs in 10-33% of elderly people. 151  The combination of 

symptoms suggestive of stroke such as poor balance, incontinence and visual 

field changes and its common occurrence in older age groups may explain why 

postural hypotension was mistaken as stroke. 

 

Vasovagal episodes, likewise, can cause some symptoms that may be 

mistaken as stroke such as confusion, the inability to form words, stuttering and 

loss of consciousness.  However, unilateral symptoms are not a feature of 

either vasovagal episodes or postural hypotension, and while it has been listed 

as a stroke mimic in some published studies, it has not accounted for as high a 

proportion of cases. 61  Examination of the patient care records for these cases 

would be required to establish what patient features caused these conditions to 

be the most common overall condition misdiagnosed as stroke by Metropolitan 

Perth paramedics. 

 

The second most common non-neurological stroke mimic was renal failure or 

urinary tract infection (UTI).  It is common for these disorders to cause 

confusion, delirium, agitation, behavioural changes, and impaired motor ability 

leading to falls among older patients.  Symptoms of UTI in particular can have 

an acute onset which may explain why these disorders were misdiagnosed as 

stroke.   

 

The high frequency of misdiagnosis by paramedics of postural hypotension, 

vasovagal episodes, UTIs and renal failure indicate a belief that history of 
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collapse or falls and changes in mental acuity indicate stroke.  Dizziness and 

unsteady gait are recognised symptoms of posterior circulation strokes affecting 

the cerebellum. 10,152 However, a recent population-based study of occurrence 

of stroke among emergency department patients with vertigo, dizziness and 

balance disorders showed that stroke or TIA was diagnosed in only 3.2% of 

patients who presented with any form of dizziness symptoms.  This percentage 

dropped to 0.7% if any of these dizziness symptoms were seen in isolation. 153   

 

The role of ambulance paramedics, within the continuum of care received by 

stroke patients, is the early recognition of stroke and transport of stroke patients 

to hospitals offering specialised stroke care.  Results of validation studies of 

stroke screens indicate that stroke screens have high accuracy in stroke 

diagnosis. 61,62,87   However, cases of false negative diagnosis often include 

posterior circulation strokes. 86,89  Although ideally a stroke screen should 

capture all cases of stroke, the high rates of stroke mimics observed in this 

thesis indicate that the introduction of less specific symptoms of stroke such as 

confusion, imbalance or history of syncope have more potential to increase the 

rate of false positives than to reduce the incidence of false negatives. 

 

Cardiovascular and respiratory conditions each accounted for 12% of non-

neurological stroke mimics.  Conditions affecting peripheral circulation such as 

lower limb ischaemia can mimic stroke by causing unilateral symptoms, 

however most cardiovascular and respiratory conditions do not mimic stroke.  

Several other studies have reported cardiovascular events as stroke mimics.  

Harbison et al observed that cardiovascular collapse accounted for 15% of 

stroke mimics of acute stroke referrals by paramedics. 61 In a study to collect 

baseline information prior to the introduction of the CPSS cardiac disease 

accounted for two of 24 stroke mimics. 83  There were, however, no studies 

which reported any respiratory conditions mimicking stroke.  

 

There were several life-threatening conditions within the respiratory and 

cardiovascular categories which have specific treatments within the CPGs 

followed by Perth paramedics.  These included ventricular tachycardia, 

pulmonary oedema or congestive coronary failure, respiratory failure and 

exacerbation of chronic airflow limitation (CAL).  It is important to note, however, 
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that the discharge diagnosis listed may not have reflected the patient‟s clinical 

presentation at the time of assessment by paramedics.  The final discharge 

diagnosis may have been made many hours after the patient was assessed and 

treated by paramedics.  In this time, the patient‟s condition may have changed, 

leading to a vastly different diagnosis.  Examination of this subset of cases is 

important both to understand why patients with such serious cardiovascular and 

respiratory conditions were misdiagnosed as stroke and to determine if this 

misdiagnosis resulted in a failure to receive appropriate treatment. 

 

Hypoglycaemia accounted for only 3.3% of non-neurological stroke mimics and 

1.7% of all stroke mimics combined, with a total of 31 cases over the 5-year 

study period.  Although this represents a small number of cases, any 

misdiagnosis of hypoglycaemia as stroke is a significant finding because it is 

avoidable if a blood glucose level (BGL) is obtained.  As with cardiovascular 

and respiratory stroke mimics, misdiagnosis of hypoglycaemia results in 

patients failing to receive specific treatments available such as glucose paste or 

glucagon.  Monitoring blood glucose levels also helps to identify stroke patients 

suffering hyperglycaemia, which has been shown to be an independent risk 

factor for increased morbidity and mortality following stroke. 154 

 

According to Perth paramedic CPGs, in cases of suspected stroke, a BGL 

should be obtained as part of a differential diagnosis(125).   However, as with 

the cases of respiratory and cardiovascular stroke mimics, interpretation must 

be approached with caution as a patient‟s clinical presentation may change 

from the time of paramedic assessment to the time a discharge diagnosis is 

determined.  Examination of patient care records (PCRs) of this group of 

patients would be required to determine if a BGL was obtained by paramedics 

during their assessments and whether it was normal at this time. 

 

Early hypoglycaemia can present with focal neurological findings that mimic 

stroke. 90 Despite the ease with which a BGL can be obtained, hypoglycaemia 

has been reported as a stroke mimic in other studies of the accuracy of 

diagnosis of stroke in referrals to in-hospital stroke services.  In a study of 669 

patients admitted to a stroke unit by neurologists with a provisional diagnosis of 

stroke, 32 were later diagnosed as stroke mimics with hypoglycaemia 
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accounting for only one case (3%). 94  There were seven cases of 

hypoglycaemia in 104 cases (6.7%) of stroke mimics who were referred by 

emergency physicians to a “code stroke” program to expedite their treatment in 

ED and maximise their access to thrombolytic treatment. 155  And, in a study to 

assess the accuracy of the use of the “face, arm speech test” as criteria for 

stroke referrals by paramedics, emergency physicians and general practitioners 

found that there were two cases of hypoglycaemic collapse out of a total of 131 

stroke mimics. 61   

 

Of stroke mimics that were of neurological origin, the most common diagnosis 

was seizure, which accounted for 34% of neurological stroke mimics and 10% 

of all stroke mimics overall.    In approximately 13% of seizures, patients 

experience postictal hemiparesis, also called Todd‟s paralysis, which manifests 

as focal weakness which localises to one side of the body and can be 

associated with speech and vision disturbances.  91   Postictal hemiparesis can 

occur after partial, complex, or generalised tonic-clonic seizures and normally 

lasts 3 to 22 minutes, but in some cases can last up to 48 hours.  91    

 

Seizure was the most common stroke mimic overall in several studies of 

emergency department referrals to either stroke units or “code stroke” in-

hospital services with seizures accounting for between 12 and 39% of stroke 

mimics. 80 ,92,93,95,94  Among the studies of stroke mimics with larger cohort sizes 

of more than 100 patients, seizure was the most common stroke mimic 

reported, representing between 21% and 39% of cases. 

 

The second most common neurological stroke mimic accounting for 33% of 

neurological stroke mimics was “altered conscious state” including dementia, 

delirium, and psychiatric confusion.  The misdiagnosis of these conditions as 

stroke may be due to paramedic awareness that altered conscious state can be 

a symptom of stroke.   However, as with misdiagnosis of vasovagal episodes, 

postural hypotension and UTI, it is unlikely that changes in conscious state not 

accompanied by unilateral motor changes indicate stroke. 

 

It is important to note that paramedics must select a problem code from a far 

narrower list of possible diagnoses than that of ED physicians.  There are no 
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problem codes for vertigo, dizziness, increased falls, balance problems or acute 

confusion, although there are codes for syncope and altered conscious state.  

Selection of code 312 “stroke/CVA” may reflect a condition that paramedics 

believe requires ruling out and may be the category that more closely describes 

their findings.   

 

The observed tendency of paramedics to over diagnose stroke seen in this 

thesis is similar to that of other studies. 61,83  The reported natural history of the 

conditions most frequently misdiagnosed as stroke in this thesis suggest that 

paramedics believe that changes in conscious state or cognition, syncope, 

dizziness and balance problems indicate stroke.  Results from this thesis may 

serve to direct future education programs to better guide paramedics in 

diagnosis of stroke. 

 

Results of this thesis also showed that seizure and hypoglycaemia combined 

accounted for approximately 12% of stroke mimics.  Most pre-hospital stroke 

screening tools include a section on ruling-out both these stroke mimics through 

determining whether the patient has a history of seizure and obtaining a BGL.  

In this cohort, if these criteria had been applied in all cases this would have 

increased the sensitivity of paramedic diagnosis to 76%. 

 

This is the first large scale study where the diagnostic accuracy of paramedics 

was one of the main research outcomes.  Most other studies discussed in this 

section related to emergency department diagnosis of stroke using small 

cohorts of patients, and studies which have specifically examined the diagnostic 

accuracy of stroke by paramedics have used even smaller cohort sizes.  There 

were few similarities in the reported proportions of various stroke mimics 

between studies.  The small cohort sizes used may explain the wide ranging 

proportions and types of stroke mimics reported in each study. 

  

This thesis has established the proportion of cases given a provisional 

diagnosis of stroke by Perth paramedics which were later diagnosed with other 

conditions in the ED.  It has also characterised the frequency with which certain 

conditions mimic stroke.  The use of linked administrative data bases made 

possible the examination of the accuracy of pre-hospital stroke diagnosis at the 
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population level.   However, due to the lack of clinical information available, the 

question of why certain conditions are misdiagnosed as stroke cannot be 

addressed.   Examination of the precise clinical presentation of these stroke 

mimics may help to identify common features that can be used to better 

educate paramedics and improve stroke diagnosis. 

 

Results of the use of the PSS were encouraging in that 92.1% of patients who 

had at least one abnormal physical exam item on the PSS were diagnosed with 

stroke or TIA in the ED.  The PSS therefore showed sensitivity similar to that of 

other studies that have tested the accuracy of pre-hospital stroke screens such 

as the CPSS, LAPSS and MASS which demonstrated improved overall stroke 

diagnosis accuracy with sensitivities of 89%, 91% and 90% respectively.62,86,156  

 

Although published results of the use of the CPSS by paramedics have 

demonstrated the screen to have 89% sensitivity, interpretations of these 

results must be approached with caution.  The CPSS was not validated in the 

pre-hospital setting, but was instead tested on a small study group in an 

emergency department setting.  Paramedics did not physically carry out the 

CPSS, but watched as physicians carried out the exam and were briefed on the 

components of the exam just prior to entering the exam room.  This early study 

therefore failed to assess whether the CPSS could be used in the pre-hospital 

setting, whether paramedics could apply the test appropriately or accurately, 

and whether they would retain knowledge of the components of the CPSS over 

time. 86 

 

A more recent study that examined the impact of the use of the CPSS in the 

pre-hospital setting showed there was no difference in the diagnostic accuracy 

of paramedics before and after a one-hour training session on the CPSS. 157  

Taken together, the results of the two CPSS studies demonstrate the need to 

test stroke screens in their intended setting. 

 

Evaluation of the LAPSS was carried out in the pre-hospital setting by 

paramedics specially trained in its use.   Paramedics were asked to apply the 

stroke screen to all call-outs during the study period.  However, forms were 

completed on only 16% (n=241) of call outs and the determination of sensitivity 
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of the test was based on analysis of 34 patients diagnosed with stroke or TIA.  

The study also reported that the mean age of cases with a completed form was 

67 years as compared with 60 years for those without a completed form 

(p=0.001). 87  This may indicate a selection bias whereby ambulance 

paramedics applied the test to patients they more readily believed were at risk 

of stroke, such as older patients, which may have skewed results towards 

improving the sensitivity of the screen. 

 

In the LAPSS validation study, 170 LAPSS forms were completed which ruled 

out stroke.  Of these, 3 (2%) cases were later diagnosed with stroke or TIA 

indicating that the test had a specificity of 97%.  However, of the total number of 

runs which occurred in the study period only 3% had a final diagnosis of stroke 

or TIA which suggests that the study may not have had the statistical power to 

assess specificity. 

 

The use of the MASS was initially tested using a small group of specially trained 

paramedics and showed a sensitivity of 90%. 79  More recently, the long term 

implementation and accuracy of MASS was assessed through analysis of a 

large group of consecutive patients transported to hospital by ambulance that 

either appeared on a stroke register or were given a diagnosis of stroke by 

paramedics. Three year after MASS was introduced state-wide in the Victorian 

ambulance service, MASS forms were completed for 85% of the target group 

with a sensitivity of 89%. 89 

 

The observed low levels of enrolment in this thesis demonstrated that the 

posting of educational information regarding the use of the PSS was not 

sufficient in motivating paramedics to apply the screen more broadly. Results on 

the study of long-term use of MASS in Victoria suggest that the use of a stroke 

screen can be successfully incorporated into paramedic diagnosis of stroke.  

However, unlike the PSS, the Victorian Ambulance service included a one hour 

teaching session to educate paramedics on the use of the MASS. 

 

Although definitive diagnosis of stroke is generally supported with brain 

imaging, clinical assessment conducted prior to imaging often directs the speed 

with which more complex investigations are carried out and therefore 
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determines which patients are streamlined toward interventional therapies such 

as thrombolysis.  Paramedics have the potential to influence access to 

interventional therapies through early diagnosis, preferential transport to stroke 

centres and prenotification of hospital prior to patient arrival. However, the need 

to identify patients who potentially meet interventional stroke pathways must be 

balanced against the demands placed on in-hospital resources from emergency 

departments, imaging services and neurology support.  Results from this thesis 

suggest that, based on the clinical assessment made by Perth paramedics 

without the use of a stroke screen, these services will often assemble in 

response to ambulance prenotifications that turn out to be a false positives.   

 

The sensitivity of a standard clinical assessment carried out by metropolitan 

Perth paramedics to determine stroke was 64%.  However, in this thesis both 

stroke and TIA were considered to be a “correct diagnosis”.  As a proportion of 

all cases given a provisional diagnosis of stroke by paramedics 19% were later 

diagnosed as TIA.  Taking this into account, if paramedics prenotify the 

receiving hospital that they have a patient meeting stroke streamlining criteria 

and in-hospital services are assembled in response, the diagnosis will be 

correct in less than half of cases.   While it will not be possible to screen for TIA 

in the pre-hospital setting due to the timeframe in which patients are assessed 

by paramedic, the results of this thesis further support the need to improve 

paramedic diagnosis of stroke.  

 

A report released by the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke 

(NINDS) which examined the level of training received by pre-hospital staff in 

America showed that training of a basic Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) 

often included little to no training on stroke and training at EMT paramedic level 

included very limited information on stroke.  Textbooks used in paramedic 

training courses, including those used to train paramedics in Perth, had sections 

relating to stroke which were only several paragraphs long. 158 

 

As part of their research into the diagnostic accuracy of the MASS, Bray et al 

sent out questionnaires to paramedics to gauge their level of knowledge on 

stroke.  Results showed that general knowledge of the signs and symptoms 

was good but paramedics lacked knowledge regarding interventional treatments 
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available and the time-critical nature of these treatments.  More than three 

quarters of paramedics also reported receiving no further educational sessions 

on stroke following their initial paramedic training. 81 

 

In “The Model of Stroke Care for WA” reports released in 2006 and 2012, the 

authors emphasised the critical role played by paramedics in the continuum of 

care for stroke patients.  The position statement expressed in these reports 

showed that the time critical nature of thrombolytic therapy requires multifaceted 

strategy including the involvement of emergency services.   The report 

recommended that; emergency calls for stroke be assigned a high priority; that 

paramedics employ a stroke screening tool to identify stroke patients in the pre-

hospital setting; and that patients are preferentially transported to hospitals with 

stroke centres. In cases where onset of symptoms is within 90 minutes of 

ambulance arrival, guidelines indicate that patients are transported to hospital 

using lights and sirens and the receiving hospitals are pre-notified. 

 

Results of this thesis showed that the sensitivity of paramedic diagnosis of 

stroke was poor, and that stroke screens were not consistently applied.  The 

lack of paramedic training and knowledge of stroke appears to be widely out of 

step with current recommendations set out in “The Model of Stroke Care for 

WA”.   The report appears to include expectations of paramedics which they 

may unable to fulfil with their current level of knowledge.  

 

Stroke is a common condition which is the second most common cause of 

death in Australia and one of the most common causes of disability and 

dependency.  Ambulance paramedics are well-positioned to influence the care 

received by stroke patients by preferentially transporting stroke patients to 

hospitals offering specialised stroke care and pre-notifying hospitals to allow for 

in-hospital resources to prepare prior to patient arrival.  However, the low 

sensitivity of pre-hospital diagnosis of stroke presents a barrier to delivery of full 

impact of this influence. 
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4.5 Study Limitations 

 
This section of the discussion explores factors which either limit or temper 

interpretation of the results presented in this thesis. 

 

The use of a retrospective study design offered the opportunity to use linked 

data to explore the characteristics that influence the mode of transport to 

hospital and the variables which modified patients‟ risk of death within 30 days 

of stroke.  It also afforded the chance to investigate many temporal and clinical 

characteristics in relation to the pre-hospital treatment of stroke patients.   

 

Prospectively collecting data would have allowed for the creation of a dataset of 

information perfectly targeted to answering each study question.  It would have 

allowed for the collection of more information regarding the clinical 

characteristics of pre-hospital stroke patients, further temporal data regarding 

time of onset to arrival at hospital, the timeframes of events prior to 

administration of thrombolytics, and the number of patients who were 

thrombolysed.  This information would have made possible an examination of 

the impact of paramedic prenotification on specific clinical outcomes.  However, 

this was logistically beyond the scope of this thesis and could form the basis of 

future research. 

 

Teasing out the causes trends observed in this thesis require research on a 

smaller scale.  This thesis has named and quantified the types of conditions that 

are misdiagnosed as stroke.  However, the more important question of “why” 

these conditions mimic stroke must be answered.  Only then can these results 

be applied in a clinical or practical sense to improve paramedic diagnosis of 

stroke. 

 

The most striking limitation of the thesis resulted from the poor enrolment into 

the study to assess the diagnostic accuracy of the PSS.  The low enrolment 

resulted, at least in part, from the launch of the screening tool during an 

industrial dispute where industrial action was taken through a paperwork ban.  

Reduced staff moral may also have negatively impacted paramedics‟ 
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willingness to participate in a voluntary study.  This does however illustrate the 

real issues which do not exist in introducing new work practices. 

 

Ambulance paramedics who chose to participate in the pilot study likely 

represented a subpopulation of paramedics with an appreciation of stroke 

management and a desire to improve practice.  This introduced a selection bias 

whereby the success of the tool may have been due in part to its use by highly 

motivated paramedics.  

 

There were two cases where all four physical exam items were negative yet the 

patients later received a diagnosis of stroke.  However, the small number of 

patients enrolled in the study meant that the specificity of the screen could not 

be calculated. 

 

Whatever the reasons, the failure to recruit more numbers into the PSS study 

was a missed opportunity.   With the availability of linked data to assess the ED 

diagnosis for each PSS performed, there existed the potential to assess the use 

of a stroke screening tool at a very large scale.  The low numbers resulted in 

less robust conclusions regarding the sensitivity of the screen and the inability 

to judge its specificity. 

 

Despite the limitations identified above, the use of large administrative datasets 

allowed this research to occur at the population level with the inclusion of large 

numbers of cases.  The large scale of this thesis means that the conclusions 

are robust.  The addition of clinical case note data for this population study is 

the next logical step for research into this crucial aspect of stroke diagnosis.  
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5.0 Conclusions 

Age standardised population rates for stroke subtypes and 30-day case fatality 

rates determined in this thesis were comparable to those of other Australian 

population-based studies.  The observed minor differences in rates likely 

reflected different methods of case ascertainment.  This comparability with other 

studies showed that a high proportion of community-level cases of stroke were 

accounted for within the EDIS dataset. 

Results of this thesis showed that ambulance paramedics are the first point of 

contact for approximately 69% of patients who suffer stroke in Metropolitan 

Perth.  This figure is slightly lower than the national average of 80%. 140. 

Patients who accessed emergency departments by ambulance in the event of 

stroke were in general older, had more critical clinical conditions and had a 

higher risk of death within 30 days than patients transported by other means.  

These results confirmed the importance of the role of paramedics in treating the 

most critical stroke patients before their arrival at hospital. 

The results of analysis of clinical interventions provided in the pre-hospital 

setting showed that few patients suffering stroke received any airway 

management such as suctioning or use of airway adjuncts and fewer still 

received any ventilator support.  Due to the limitations of the clinical data 

available, this thesis could not conclude if this represented appropriate clinical 

management.  However, the prevelence of dysphagia and aspiration following 

stroke, and the results from this thesis indicating that ambulance stroke patients 

are on the more acute range of stroke symptoms suggest that the low levels of 

airway interventions in this study indicate inadequate early airway management. 

The use of supplemental oxygen in the vast majority of cases of stroke (91%) 

suggests that oxygen was administered indiscriminately for both hypoxic and 

non-hypoxic patients.  Presently there exists clinical uncertainty as to the effect 

of supplemental oxygen on the ischaemic pneumbra.   Clinical guidelines 

directing in-hospital use of supplemental oxygen, based on a handful of small-

scale studies, recommend continual arterial oxygen saturation monitoring and 

maintenance of homeostasis.  With no research into the effect of its use in the 
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pre-hospital setting to direct a change of clinical guidelines, this remains an 

area of uncertainty for pre-hospital care.  

This study has shown that 36% of patients who received a diagnosis of stroke 

by paramedics received a different diagnosis in ED.  More than half of stroke 

mimics were of non-neurological origin and conditions whose symptom profile 

commonly does not include any unilateral symptoms.    

Many of the common conditions which mimicked stroke, including vasovagal 

episodes and postural hypotension, UTI and renal failure, and altered conscious 

state, all include symptoms of temporary or long-term confusion, delirium and 

syncope.  These results indicate that paramedics believe that changes in 

conscious state, behaviour, confusion and fainting can indicate stroke.   

Results of the analysis of stroke mimics also showed that a quarter of non-

neurological stroke mimics included respiratory and cardiovascular conditions.  

Within this group were several conditions with specific pre-hospital treatments.  

Further research of this subgroup of patients is important to determine why 

these conditions are being misdiagnosed as stroke. 

Seizure accounted for 10% of stroke mimics, which was somewhat lower than 

proportions reported in other studies.  However, seizure still represented a 

common stroke mimic in this population.  These results support the inclusion of 

history items in stroke screening tools relating to a history of seizure.   

Although hypoglycaemia accounted for very few cases of stroke mimics, it 

represented an avoidable cause of misdiagnosis of stroke.  Results of this 

thesis, therefore also reinforced the need to perform BGL monitoring in all 

patients with suspected stroke. 

While participation in the PSS study was disappointing, results based on forms 

submitted showed that the PSS had a sensitivity of 92%.  These results 

confirmed that the presence of facial droop, dysphasia, grip strength changes or 

pronation drift was highly predictive of stroke.  

Results of this thesis support the need for the service-wide implementation of 

the use of a stroke screening tool such as the MASS if Ambulance staff are to 
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fulfil the role laid out by the “Model for Stroke Care in WA”.  Future education 

programs designed to improve pre-hospital stroke diagnosis should reinforce 

the effectiveness of the use of stroke screens.  They should also emphasise the 

importance of investigating history of seizure and BGL monitoring.  Paramedics 

should also be taught that dizziness, vertigo and balance problems, confusion 

or delirium in isolation are unlikely to indicate stroke.  

In many ways this thesis has raised more questions than it has answered.  It 

has provided a clearer understanding of the contribution made by paramedics in 

the continuum of care received by stroke patients in the acute stages. These 

results represent crucial baseline data which can serve as a starting point for 

further in-depth study.  In a broader sense, this thesis has shown the huge 

potential that lies within linked data analysis at the population level to 

investigate the contribution of pre-hospital care in a complex condition such as 

stroke.  It has also demonstrated the scarcity of quality research into the role of 

pre-hospital care in a common, complex, and debilitating condition such as 

stroke. 
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Appendix 1 
St-John Ambulance Patient Care Record 
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Appendix 2 
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APPENDIX 3 

 

 

Population Estimates by Age and Sex, Western Australia,2004,  At 30 
June: 2004  Copyright © Commonwealth of Australia 2005 

 

5-year Age 
Groups 

Males Females Total 

20-24 56,299 54,708 111,007 

25-29 50,544 49,747 100,291 

30-34 54,279 54,002 108,281 

35-39 52,410 53,821 106,231 

40-44 55,996 57,423 113,419 

45-49 52,562 54,934 107,496 

50-54 49,240 50,413 99,653 

55-59 44,205 42,766 86,971 

60-64 31,589 31,065 62,654 

65-69 24,597 25,627 50,224 

70-74 19,305 21,713 41,018 

75-79 15,360 19,352 34,712 

80-84 9,877 15,086 24,963 

85 and over 5,926 13,598 19,524 

Total 522,189 544,255 1,066,444 
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APPENDIX 4 

 

ICD-10 Codes In Diagnostic Broad Groups Used For Stroke Mimic 
Analysis 

 

 
Category of 

Broad Group 
Description Of 

Broad Grouping 
ICD-10 
Code 

Description of ICD-10 Code (WHO) 

Systemic Genralised 
infection, 
vomiting, 

diarrhoea and 
gastritis 

A08.4 Viral intestinal infection – unspecified  

A08.5 Gastroenteritis 

A09 Diarrhoea and gastroenteritis 

A41.9 Septicaemia, unspecified 

A48.3 Toxic Shock Syndrome 

B34.9 Viral infection unspecified 

B71.9 Tapeworm infection 

R02 Gangrene, not elsewhere classified 

R11 Nausea and vomiting 

R50.9 Fever unspecified 

R57.8 Shock unspecified (generalised infection) 

L03.1 Cellulitis 

L03.11 Cellulitis 

03.9 Cellulitis 

Systemic All cancers other 
than brain cancers 

C43.9 Malignant neoplasm:  malignant melanoma of 
skin, unspecified 

C78 Neoplasm metastasis to lungs 

C80 Neoplasm multiple metastasis 

C85.9 Lymphoma non-Hodgkins 

C95.90 Leukaemia unspecified 

D38.6 Neoplasm of respiratory system 

Systemic Haematology D50.8 Other iron deficiency anaemia 

D64.9 Anaemia unspecified 

Systemic Diabetic 
Complication 

(non-hypo non-
DKA) 

E11.80 Diabetes for stabilisation non-DKA non-coma 

E14.1 Diabetes for stabilisation non-DKA non-coma 

R73.9 Hyperglycaemia unspecified 

Systemic Hypoglycaemia E15 Hypoglycaemic coma 

E16.2 Hypoglycaemia unspecified 

Systemic Electrolyte 
Imbalance 

E83.5 Hypercalcaemia 

E86 Dehydration 

E87 Hypernatraemia 

E87.1 Hyponaetraemia 

E87.2 Metabolic acidosis 

E87.5 Hyperkalaemia 

E87.8 Other fluid and electrolyte balance disorder 

E87.0 Hyperosmolarity and hypernatraemia 

Systemic Alcohol 
intoxication, 
toxicology, 
poisoning, 
intentional 
overdoses 

F10.0 Mental and behavioural disorder due to alcohol 
use 

T39.1  Poisoning 4-Aminophenol derivatives 

T40.6 Poisoning unspecified narcotics 

T40.7 Poisoning cannabis 

T43.2 Poisoning unspecified antidepressants 

T43.3 Poisoning phenothiazine antipsychotics and 
neuroleptic 

T46.2 Poisoning beta-blockers 

T50.9 Poisoning other pharmaceutical 

T51.0 Poisoning Ethanol 

T56.8 Poisoning lithium 
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Systemic Drug or alcohol 
withdrawal 

F10.2 Withdrawal and dependence symptoms and 
alcohol abuse 

F10.3 Withdrawal and dependence symptoms and 
alcohol abuse 

Systemic Psychiatric 
condition, anxiety 

and social 
admission 

F20.9 Schizophrenia unspecified 

F32.2 Severe depressive episode without psychotic 
symptoms 

F32.9 Depressive episode unspecified 

F41.0  Panic disorder 

F41.9 Anxiety disorder unspecified 

F43 Acute stress reaction 

F44.9 Dissociative disorder unspecified 

F48.9 Neurotic disorder unspecified 

F568 Pseudoseizure 

Z03.2 Observation for suspected mental or behavioural 
disorder 

Z60.9 Acopia 

Z65.9 Social admission 

Z75.1 Awaiting nursing home placement 

Systemic Ears Nose and 
Throat (ENT) 
complication 

H81.2 Vestibular  

H83.0 Labyrinthitis 

H60.9 Otitis externa 

H70.0 Acute mastoiditis 

R04.0 Epistaxis 

Systemic Cardiovascular 
complication  

 

I44.2 Heart block complete 

I47.2 Ventricular tachycardia 

I48 Atrial fibrillation of flutter 

I49.9 Arrhythmia, not arrest or block 

I49.8 Sinus bradycardia 

R00.1 Dysrhythmia bradycardia 

R00.2 Palpitations 

I50.0 Congestive coronary failure 

I50.1 Pulmonary oedema cardiogenic 

I50.9 Cardiac failure 

R55.1 Pulmonary oedema, cardiogenic 

I71.3 AAA complicated 

I71.4 AAA uncomplicated 

I73.9 Lower limb ischaemia 

I74.3 Leg ischaemia due to embolism or thrombosis 

I74.9 Arterial occlusion 

I80.8 Deep vein thrombosis 

Systemic Postural 
hypotension and 

vasovagal 

I95.1 Postural hypotension 

I95.8 Hypotension 

D12146  

R55 Collapse – cardiovascular, vasovagal 

  

Systemic Respiratory 
conditions 

J06.9 URI 

J18.0 Bronchopneumonia 

J18.8 Infective bronchopneumonia 

J22 Chest infection 

J40 Bronchitis 

J44.1 Exacerbation of CAL 

J46 Acute asthma 

J69 Pneumonia aspiration 

J81 Pulmonary oedema non-cardiogenic 

J84.1 Pulmonary fibrosis 

J85.2 Abscess lung 

J96.9 Respiratory failure 
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Systemic Gastrointestinal 
tract condition 

K25.4 Gastric ulcer haemorrhage 

K52.8 GI diarrhoea 

K56.6 Bowel obstruction 

K57.22 Diverticulitis 

K59.0 Constipation 

K65.9 Peritonitis 

K72.9 Hepatic encephalopathy 

K80.20 Cholithiasis 

K83.0 Cholecystitis 

K92.0 Hematemesis 

K92.1 Melena 

K92.2 PR bleed 

K81.0 Cholecystitis 

R10.4 Abdominal pain for investigation 

R13 Dysphagia 

Systemic Orthopaedic and 
muscle weakness 
Limb weakness 
(non-nervous 

system related, 
non-

musculoskeletal) 
and facial droop 

M00.94 Septic joint hand 

M00.96 Septic joint knee 

M10.99 Gout 

M79.69 Limb pain 

M62.99 Muscle weakness 

M50.0 Cervical disc displacement 

M54.2 Neck pain 

R29.89 Unilateral weakness 

Systemic Renal failure and 
urinary tract 
infections 

N12 Pyelonephritis 

N13.9 Urinary obstruction and infection 

N17.9 Acute renal failure 

N18.90 Chronic renal failure 

N20.1 Uriteric calculus 

N23 Renal colic 

N30.9 Cystitis 

N39.0 UTI 

N45.9 Epididymo-orchitis 

R33 Urinary Retension 

Systemic Traumatic injury T09.2 Back spasm 

T09.3 Spinal cord injury without fracture 

T11.01 Abrasion 

T14.4 Peripheral nerve injury 

Neurological Brain cancers C71.9 Malignant neoplasm brain unspecified 

C79.3 Metastasis cerebral 

D32.0 Meningioma cerebral 

D43.2 Neoplasm brain 

R22.0 Intracranial mass occupying lesion 

Neurological Dementia, altered 
mental state (non-
alcohol related), 
confused state, 

delirium, 
confusion 

F03 Unspecified dementia 

F05 Delirium not induced by alcohol or other 
psychoactive substances 

F05.1 Delirium superimposed on dementia 

F05.9 Delirium unspecified 

F05.0 Delirium not superimposed on dementia 

R40.0  Mental state alteration and delirium  

R41.0 Neurological or psychiatric confusion 

Neurological Cerebral infection A89 Unspecified viral infection of central nervous 
system 

G03.9 Meningitis unspecified 

G04.9 Encephalitis, myelitis and encephalomyelitis, 
unspecified 
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Neurological Central and 
peripheral 

neurological 
conditions  

G51 Bell‟s palsy 

G61 Guillain Barre syndrome 

G62.9 Peripheral neuropathy 

G81.9 Hemiplegia or hemiparesis 

G12.2 Motor neuron disease 

G20 Parkinson‟s disease 

G30.9 Alzheimer‟s disease 

G35 Multiple sclerosis 

G37.3 Transverse myelitis 

G93.4 Encephalopathy 

G93.2 Peripheral spinal cord compression 

Neurological Seizures G40.1 Focal seizure 

G40.2 Temporal lobe seizure 

G40.3 Generalised tonic clonic 

G40.6 Grand mal epilepsy 

G41.0 Convulsions 

G41.9 Status epilepticus 

G40.9 Post-ictal 

R56.8 Post-ictal 

Neurological Headaches and 
migraines 

G43.9 Migraine 

G44.2 Tension headache 

R51 Headache unknown cause 

Neurological Ophthalmological 
complaint 

H40.2 Acute glaucoma 

H53.2 Diplopia 

H54 Loss of vision both eyes  

H54.4 Loss of vision one eye 

H81.0 Meniere‟s disease 

Neurological Old CVA I69.8 Old CVA with deficit 

Z86.7 Personal history of disease of circulatory system 

Neurological Subdural and 
extradural 

haemorrhage 

I62.0 Subdural haemorrhage non-traumatic 

Neurological Intracranial 
haemorrhage non- 

traumatic 

I62.1 Extradural haemorrhage non-traumatic 

  I62.9 Intracranial haemorrhage non-traumatic 

Unspecified Unconscious 
unknown cause 

R42 Unconscious unknown cause 

Unspecified Vertigo and 
dizziness 

R47.0 Vertigo and dizziness 

Unspecified Speech and voice 
abnormalities 

R47.8 Aphasia 

R53 Dysphasia 

Unspecified Generally weak or 
unwell 

R69 Generally weak 

Z03.9 Generally Unwell 

Unspecified No disease found Z04.3 No disease found 

Unspecified Fall Z53.9 Fall 

Unspecified Did not wait for 
treatment 

S00.01-
S92.9 

Did not wait for treatment 

Unspecified Death unknown 
cause 

R99 Death unknown cause 
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Correct 
Diagnosis 

Transient 
Ischaemic Attack 

G45 Vertebrobasilar insufficiency 

G45.8 Reversible ischaemia of neurological defect 

G45.3 Amaurosis Fugax 

G45.4 Transient global amnesia 

G45.9 Transient Ischaemic Attack 

H34.1 Central retinal artery occlusion 

Correct 
Diagnosis 

Subarachnoid 
haemorrhage 

I60.9 Subarachnoid haemorrhage non-traumatic 

Correct 
Diagnosis 

Intracerebral 
haemorrhage 

I61.9 Intracerebral haemorrhage non-traumatic 

Correct 
Diagnosis 

Ischaemic Stroke I66.9 Cerebral thrombosis or embolism 

I67.8 Acute cerebrovascular insufficiency 

I67.9 Cerebrovascular insufficiency 

Correct 
Diagnosis 

Undefined Stroke I64 CVA cause unknown 
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APPENDIX 5 

 

Perth Stroke Screen data collection sheet and information package 
distributed to each metropolitan ambulance station 
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Patient age less than 20 or more than 80 years old? YES NO 
 

Any history of seizure or epilepsy? YES NO 
 

Patient wheelchair bound or bedridden prior to onset of symptoms? YES NO 
 

Is blood sugar level outside of 4.0-22.2 mmol/l range? YES NO 
 

Physical Exam Items (circle answer) 

 Normal Abnormal 

Facial droop – patient 

smiles or shows teeth 

Both sides move equally 
 

One side does not move 

Arm drift – patient closes 

eyes and extends both arms out 
for 10 sec 

Both arms move or both 
arms do not move 

One arm does not move 
or one arm drifts down 
compared to the other 

Hand grip – place a hand in 

each of the patient‟s hands and 
ask him/her to squeeze 

Both grip equally or not 
at all 

Unilaterally weak/no grip 

Speech – ask patient to 

repeat a sentence 

Normal Slurred or incorrect 
words or unable to speak 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Case Number:   _______________ Date: _________________     Patients Age: ____ yrs 
 
Duration of symptoms (hrs:mins)? ____:____     Patient woke with symptoms?    Yes  /  No 
 

Are these 3 conditions satisfied? 
 
1.    All history items answered “no”? 

And  2.   “Abnormal” result in any of the 4 physical exam items? 

And 3.   Onset of symptoms within 2 hours? 

NO YES 

 Routine care as per CPGs 

 Fax Pre-hospital Stroke 
Screen Assessment Sheet 

9346 1665 

 Transport patient to SCGH, RPH or FH  (bypass 
smaller peripheral hospitals) 

 Priority 2 transport if all life threats are 
managed and patient is stable. 

 Notify receiving hospital that you are 
transporting a patient with acute stroke. 

 Fax Prehospital Stroke Screen Assessment 
Sheet 9346 1665 

Please contact Emily Patrick (ap10863@wa.ambulance.net.au) or 
Associate Professor Ian Jacobs (via operations centre) with any 

queries. 

Pre-Hospital Stroke Screen Assessment 

 

History Items (circle answer) 
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Pre-hospital Stroke Screen 
 

Approximately 48,000 Australians suffer stroke each year. Of those suffering a 
first-time stroke 20% will die within 1 month and 50% of survivors are left with 
some degree of disability.   New early interventions, such as thrombolytic therapy, 
may be useful in improving neurological outcome following acute stroke.  
 
Due to the pathophysiology of acute stroke, treatment is critically time dependent.  
Perth has adopted a stroke clinical pathway designed to facilitate assessment, 
transport and treatment of stroke patients to maximise their access to early 
interventions.  Ambulance services play a key role in these pathways through:  

 
1. Early recognition of patients eligible for early stroke interventions. 

2. Notification of the receiving hospital to allow for mobilisation of the in-
hospital stroke team prior to ambulance arrival.    

 
The aim of this study is to determine if the use of a Pre-hospital Stroke Screen by 
Ambulance staff will help to identify stroke patients eligible to receive early stroke 
interventions. 
 
The Pre-hospital Stroke Screen (PSS) is a clinical screening tool used to 
standardise the evaluation of patients suspected of having suffered a stroke.  It 
involves an assessment of several key history items, a blood glucose test and a 
physical examination to identify the neurological deficits associated with stroke. 
The PSS should be performed on any patient with a suspected stroke or 
neurological symptoms. 
 

Hopefully you will find the Pre-hospital Stroke Screen 
(PSS) easy to use.  Described below is a step-by-step 
on using the PSS.  

How to Use PSS (Refer to Pre-hospital Stroke Screen 
Assessment Sheet) 

Determine Time of Onset of Symptoms 

 Determine time elapsed since the symptoms were first noticed and record this 
value on the PSS Assessment Sheet. 

 If a patient woke up with symptoms of stroke, the time of onset of symptoms is 
considered to be the last time the patient was symptom-free (i.e.: before going to 
sleep). 

Use the Pre-hospital Stroke Screen 

 History items listed in the table below can be asked of your patient or a reliable 
bystander. 
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 A blood glucose level should be performed to rule out hypo or hyperglycaemia as 
the cause of symptoms. 

 If either hypo or hyperglycaemia are noted, the patient should be treated as per 
Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPGs) 

 Each of the physical exam items should be performed as described on the PSS.  

 

Notify the Receiving Facility 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Choice Of Hospital 

 If the patient meets all 3 criteria items listed above and is stable, transport patient 
to either Royal Perth Hospital, Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital or Fremantle 
Hospital.  These hospitals have the staff and equipment to deliver early 
interventions for stroke. 

 If patient does not meet the above criteria than transport to the hospital 
designated by the Ambulance Network Co-ordinator (ANC). 

Priority Used to Proceed to Hospital 

 Priority 2 transport should be used if all life threats are managed and the patient 
is stable. 

 

How Do I Join In? 

 I will supply multiple copies of the Pre-hospital Stroke Screen Assessment Sheet 
to keep in your file. 

 Use PSS on any patient with suspected stroke. 

 For every patient in which the PSS is used, please fax a copy to 9346 1665. 

 

 

 

Contact the receiving hospital if: 
 

1. The answer to all history items is “no”. 

AND 

2. There is an “abnormal” result in ANY of the 4 physical exams tested. 

AND 

3. Onset of symptoms is within 2 hours of transport to hospital. 
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This study has been approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee – University 
of Western Australia (RA/1/1731) 

 

Your assistance with this study is greatly appreciated and thank you for your co-
operation.  If you have any questions or comments please contact Emily Patrick 
(ap10863@wa.ambulance.net.au) or Associate Professor Ian Jacobs (via Operations 
Centre) 

 

A/P Emily Patrick   Associate Professor Ian Jacobs 
 
July 2008 
  

mailto:ap10863@wa.ambulance.net.au
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APPENDIX 6 

 

 

 

Univariate analysis of the relationship of each predictor variable with 
death within 30 days of stroke and mode of transport to hospital 

Death within 30-Days of Stroke 

Predictor 
Variable 

B SE Wald df Sig Exp(B) 95% CI for EXP 
(B) 

Lower Upper 

Gender 0.37 0.07 31.1 1 <0.001 1.45 1.27 1.66 

Age 0.04 0.003 230.2 1 <0.001 1.04 1.04 1.05 

Stroke 
Subtype 

        

Ischaemic 
Stroke 

  371.8 3 <0.001    

Subarachnoid 
Haemorrhage 

0.43 0.13 11.0 1 0.001 1.53 1.19 1.97 

Intracerebral 
Haemorrhage 

1.53 0.08 371.2 1 <0.001 4.62 3.96 5.40 

Undetermined 0.37 0.16 5.6 1 0.02 1.44 1.07 1.95 

Mode of 
Transport 

2.19 0.13 282.5 1 <0.001 8.91 6.90 11.50 

ATS         

ATS 4 and 5   789.7 3     

ATS 1 3.28 0.17 386.0 1 <0.001 26.69 19.23 37.03 

ATS 2 1.54 0.16 94.8 1 <0.001 4.65 3.41 6.34 

ATS 3 0.65 0.16 17.4 1 <0.001 1.92 1.41 2.61 
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Mode of Transport to Hospital 

Predictor 
Variable 

B SE Wald df Sig Exp(B) 95% CI for 
EXP (B) 

Lower Upper 

Gender 0.30 0.05 30.1 1 <0.001 1.34 1.21 1.50 

Age 0.04 0.002 458.1 1 <0.001 1.04 1.04 1.04 

Stroke 
Subtype 

        

Ischaemic 
Stroke 

  71.34 3 <0.001    

Subarachnoid 
Haemorrhage 

0.04 0.10 0.14 1 0.71 0.96 0.79 1.18 

Intracerebral 
Haemorrhage 

0.68 0.09 62.72 1 <0.001 1.98 1.67 2.35 

Undetermined 0.43 0.13 10.43 1 0.001 1.54 1.18 2.00 

ATS         

ATS 4 and 5   277.4 3 <0.001    

ATS 1 3.23 0.26 160.4 1 <0.001 25.28 15.34 41.67 

ATS 2 0.92 0.09 101.0 1 <0.001 2.50 2.10 2.99 

ATS 3 0.17 0.07 25.4 1 0.03 1.18 1.02 1.37 

 

  
 


